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C. 0. BURRILL & SON, 
general INSURANCE AGENTS, 
Bcbrhx Bank Bldg., ELLSWORTH, ME. 
W» REPRESENT THE 
Most Reliable Home and Foreign Companies. 
Lowest Rates Compatible with Safety. 
MONEY TO LOAN ln to salt on Improved real estate and I 
■ ■ ■ collateral. ———fc. 
BICYCLE SUITS_-. 
I have just received a choice line of d* J A 
Bicycle Suits that I am offering for «(;T«uU up’ 
BICYCLE SUPPLIES 
in great variety, including Stockings—30c. to 85c.—Belts and Caps. 
SUMMER SUITS from $3.50 
FANCY SHIRTS, 2 collars and 1 pair cuffs, 50c. | 
JERSEY SHIRTS—a special line, only 35c; worth 75c. j 
Underwear, Hats and Caps as usual. 
OWEN BYRN. 
_ 
C. W. & P. L. MAsoiv, — 
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS. 
First National Bank Building, ... Ellsworth, Maine. 
N __^ ^ _ 
LOCAL AGENTS FOR 
Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation, of London, England, which issues 
against accidents of all kinds. Every form of Employers’, Landlords’ and 
Owners’ Liability covered. Insures against disablement and loss of time 
from every kind of disease and accident; pays in case of sickness or accident. 
52 Weeks’ Benefits. 52 
Eor rates, etc., apply to C. W. & F. L. MASON, Agents. 
LIGHTNING 
destroys property and 
fire: insurance: 
will help replace it. I write insurance for the best companies at the lowest 
rates, i also have several cood properties to sell or rent. 
Q. W. TAPLEY. 
; 1 I I I I I I I i-M-i-H-l-I-I-I-HT 
• 
QUEEN QUALITY 
low shoes? :: 
:: walsh’s. :: 
I I"H-I I M-i-H-* 
:: King Quality :: 
; I shoe (or men, • 
S3.50. 
:: The Federation :: 
• (or women, ■ 
:: $2 to $2.50 j| 
: • Ours is the only store in Ells- ;; 
;; worth where these rare goods • • 
] | can be found. 
::j. H. brimmer & co.:: 
A FEW V 
S35 BICYCLES 
we are selling 
For $15. 
Better call—they won’t laat long. 
\ 
_ 
ELLSWORTH flFQ. CO. 
sce»5cesc8»sc8»»»»»»»»»»»»»»JS 
1 CALIF. PEARS, | 
1 CANTALOUPES, 
1 CALIF. PLUMS 
I WATERMELONS, 
g Received this morning. S 
IcOOL SODA, Zr I 
| ROOT BEER, 
| J. A. CUNNINGHAM. | 
TRY US 
and you will be convinced that 




in the city. 
LELAOT). 
DAVIS’ BROOK 2eC. 
FARM BUTTER, per pound, 
AT 
DAVIS’ MARKET. 
Remember the GARMENT CUTTING SCHOOL 
at No. G, Manning Block, 
Perfect System. Personal Instruction. 
Practical Results. 
Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday after- 
noons and evenings. F. T. Additon, Mgr. 
LOCAL AFFAIRS. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK. 
Probate notice—Est Marla M Joy eft alt. 
Lamolne Beach Water Go—Notice. 
Elleworth Water Co-Notice to wafter-takers. 
Eastern Maine Ballway Co — Corporation 
"o Blotter—Boat adrift. 
Mrs H M Hall—tiiri wanted. 
Exec notice—Mary Yardley. 
Exec notice—William Pox. 
Exec notice—Eliza A Johnson. 
Admr notice—Rufus C Turner. 
Admr notice—Bryant Kench. 
Admr notice—Rebecca M Young. 
In bankruptcy—Est Adelbert M Hadley. 
Sealed proposals. 
O W Tapley—Insurance. 
J A Cunningham—Confectioner. 
Ellsworth Mfg Co—Bicycles. 
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing. 
Mrs. L. J. Backus la spending a few 
weeks in Waterville. 
Miss Florence G. Smith, of Kentucky, 
Is visiting her parents, M. S. Smith and 
wife. 
George EC. Davis, of Holyoke, Mass., is 
In town for a few days calling on old 
friends. 
Mrs. David C. Hale and children, 
Shirley and David, are at Snlllvan for a 
few weeks. 
Mrs. Charles Cole, of Pswtncket, R. I., 
with her son Charles, is visiting her sister, 
Mrs. E. F. Robinson. 
Charles H. Kuox and wife, of Chester, 
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Knox’s parents, 
Calvin P. Joy and wife. 
Mme. Henry Whiting and T. J. Whit- 
ing, of Boston, are at the Whiting home- 
stead for the summer. 
Dr. E. D. Tapley, of Tremont, is in the 
city to-day on his way to West Brooks- 
ville for a short vacation. 
The coffee and tea store of R. B. Holmes 
was opened last Saturday. Mr. Holmes 
has a very attractive store. 
The Methodist and Baptist Sunday 
schools will go on their excursion to New- 
uuijr iisiia uj dvuuuuci nuu bug xuuiauaj 
Df next week. 
Miss Carrie Cunningham, of Portland, 
Is in the city, the guest of her parents, 
Qeorge R. Cunningham and wile, of the 
American house. 
Mrs. C. M. Johnson and Miss Clara E. 
Stan wood, of Providence, R. 1., are spend- 
ing the summer with Mrs. R. L. Stan- 
wood at Beechland. 
Rev. C. F. Dole, of Jamaica Plain, Mass., 
who is always warmly welcomed in Ells- 
worth, will preach at the Unitarian 
church next Sunday morning. 
City hose company gave a dance at Odd 
Fellows hall last evening. There was a 
good attendance. The proceeds are for 
hose for their racing carriage.] 
Ellsworth’s city government is some- 
what crippled this week. Aid. Higgins 
was kicked in the leg by a cow, and Aid. 
Brady is nursing an injured hand. 
Mrs. Charles S. Bragdon, of Brockton, 
Mass., with her son Charles, arrived last 
week to spend the summer with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Robinson. 
Miss Cora Bechtel, of Columbus, Ohio 
Is the guest of Miss Ray Whiting. To- 
morrow Miss Marion Stover, of Bucks- 
port, will come for a few days’ visit with 
Miss Whiting. 
Last Saturday a basket of luscious straw- j 
berries from the fruit farm of A. E. 
Sargent at North Latuoine was left at 
The American office for the editor, who 
is truly thankful for the gift. 
Percy A. Smith, formerly superintend- 
ent of the Ellsworth Electric Light Co., 
who is now employed by the Waterville 
and Fairfield Rail wav and Liflrht Co., was 
in the city a few days this week. 
The Richards house on Bridge hill is 
being occupied by Mrs. Whitteraore, Miss 
Alma F. tiilsby and Miss Hattie Murphy. 
They will remain lor some weeks. They 
were accompanied by W. H. Whitteraore. 
The schooner yacht “Lorelei” will leave 
to-night for another cruise to the west- 
ward. On board will be Mayor A. W. 
Greely, E. F. Robinson, J. F. Knowlton, 
J. A. Cunningham, L. H. Cushman and O. 
W. Tapley. 
Rev.! J. F. Slmonton, pastor of the 
Methodist church, is suffering from heat 
exhaustion and nervous prostration. 
Monday he was in a critical condition, 
but yesterday he rallied and this morning 
is reported as much more comfortable. 
The First national and Burrill national 
banks will redeem stamped checks held 
by their customers. The holders may re- 
tain check stubs, tearing stamped checks 
from their books and returning them to 
the bank with a receipted bill for them. 
There have been several prostrations 
from heat in Ellsworth during the pres- 
ent hot spell. At the brick-yard Monday 
Arthur Gott was prostrated, and at the 








WIGGIN & MOORE’S, 
Ellsworth's Greatest Drug Store. 
was overcome. Edward Brown, of tbe 
Shore road, received a alight sunstroke 
while working In a hayfleld yeaterday. 
All these men are recovering rapidly. 
Several other cases of heat exhaustion are 
reported, two of them being at the brick 
yard. 
The Humpty Dumpty company played 
to a small bonae Monday evening. Tbe 
band which accompanied the company 
was the beat featura of the show. The 
performance afforded opportunity to 
laugh. Some of the costumes worn were 
very good. 
Dr. Mary L. Burnham, who baa been on 
the Chinese coast alnce the Boxers out- 
break, la now In Korea for the summer. 
She expects to return to her mission field 
in the interior of China in the fall, by 
which time it la hoped it will be safe for 
missionaries there. 
Sheriff Whitcomb went to Northeast 
Harbor yeaterday and made search and 
seizure at the places of Frank M. Gaynor 
and Arthur Gllpatrick. In the Bar Har- 
bor municipal court they waived exami- 
nation, and gave bonda for appearance at 
the October term of court. 
Dr. Harvard Greely la away thla week 
attending the annual convention of the 
Maine dental society at Old Orchard. At 
last evening’s meeting Dr. Greely gave a 
paper on “Methods of Combining Plain 
and Gum Teeth In Artificial Dentures”. 
Dr. Greely will return home Friday. 
Harvey Hooper and wife, Bert Pomroy 
and wife, H. C. Dodge and wife, Walter 
J. Clark, Jr., Harry Sweeney, Misses 
Marion Treworgy and Cora Clark spent 
Sunday at tbe Treworgy cottage, Conten- 
tion Cove. The cottage, which was built 
last year, Is one of tbe pleasantest at tbe 
cove. 
The officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P., 
were installed last Wednesday evening by 
District Deputy Bradbury Smith, of West 
Sullivan. The work was well done. The 
names of the new officers appeared in 
The American three weeks ago. After 
the installation, ice-cream and cake were 
served. 
Invitations have been received in Ells- 
worth for the wedding of Rev. Walter 
Reid Hunt, formerly pastor of the Ells- 
worth Unitarian church, and Miss Alice 
Winslow, of South Duxbury, Mass. The 
marriage will take place at the Uni- 
tarian church in South Duxbury Thurs- 
day, July 25. at 3 o’clock. 
Nokomis Rebekah lodge is planning for 
its annual excursion. The excursion 
will be by steamer to Northeast Harbor. 
It was first proposed to have it in July, 
but it has been decided to postpone it 
until some time in August, when the 
dredging work on the river will be so far 
advanced as to make passage for the 
steamer safer. 
The government buoy boat “Lilac” 
which, as reported in The American last 
week, was iii the bay Wednesday, placed 
spar buoys in the following places: Petti- 
coat rock, Flood’s ledge, north side of 
Tupper’s ledge, Lord’s rocks, Haynes’ 
ledge, shoals off Newbury Neck below 
Sand Point, off southeast point of Long 
Island in Bluehill bay, off southwest 
point of Hardwood island, and on Blue- 
hill ledge. 
The Senator Hale and City hose racing 
teams will go to the State muster at 
Waterville Aug. 9, and to Bar Harbor 
Aug. 21. They are also considering an in- 
vitation to Rockland on firemen’s day of 
Old Home week—Aug. 11-17—but the first 
prize for hose teams, §50, hardly offers 
sufficient inducement. Ticonic engine 
company, of Ellsworth Falls, accom- 
panied by Lynch’s band, will go to the 
State muster at Waterville. 
The American had a pleasant call Sat- 
urday from P. O. Wooster, of Pasadena, 
Cal., whose entertaining communications 
appear from time to time in these columns. 
Mr. Wooster is a native of Hancock, but 
went to California many years ago, and 
“grew up” with the country aud pros- 
pered. He made a flying trip back to 
Hancock fourteen years ago, but be has 
not visited Ellsworth before for twenty- 
six years. He expects to remain East 
about a month. 
Last week a petition to the county 
commissioners was circulated, complain- 
ing of the condition of that part of State 
street on which crushed rock bad been 
placed this year. The rock had not been 
covered with fine rock, and the large 
loose pieces made the road dangerous. 
Before the petition reached the commis- 
sioners, the road was made passable by 
the spreading of gravel and removal of 
loose rocks, and the petition was not pre- 
sented. 
The Gentry trained animal show is in 
Ellsworth to-day. The parade this morn- 
ing was an attractive one. There were 
carriages drawn by cunning ponies, in 
which rode dogs of high degree; there 
was the fire apparatus, which will be 
manipulated by the monkey firemen who 
rode in cages in the parade. The show 
has been enthusiastically received on its 
tour through Maine. There will be per- 
formances afternoon and evening at Wy- 
man park. The evening performance be- 
gins at 8 o’clock. 
The members of the Congregational and 
Unitarian Sunday schools, and the others 
who anticipated a delightful trip to Deer 
Isle last Friday by steamer “Catherine”, 
were disappointed. Capt. Crockett 
started up the river, but decided that 
there was not water enough to admit the 
steamer safely, and turned back. The 
excursionists waited anxiously on the 
wharf until it became evident there was 
to be no steamboat excursion that day. 
Then they divided themselves into small 
picnic parties and went off to dispose of 
the lunches they had prepared. The 
union Sunday school excursion was post- 
poned to yesterday, when it went tc 
Hancock Point by rail and boat. Com- 
paratively few went, bat those who did 
enjoyed a delightful day at the Polnl 
fanned by cool breezes from the bay. 
while Ellsworth sweltered with the ther- 
mometer at nlnety-slx. 
Mrs. A. Sidney Treat la having fnrthei 
Improvements made on her houae at 
Labrador farm. The ell will be length- 
ened to forty- five feet, and raised to two 
stories. A circular tower will be built on 
the southwest corner of the main house, 
adding to Its attractiveness and, with a 
dormer window, giving an additional 
room on the second floor. Over the ell 
will be three sleeping rooms and a batb 
room. The partition between the front 
and back parlors will be taken out, 
making one large parlor. Other Improve- 
ments are contemplated. Frank B. 
Moore la doing the work. y 
Ellsworth yachtsmen are talking of a 
race to be held on Thursday, July 25, the 
date of the Baptist and Methodist picnic. 
There are five yachts in the Ellsworth 
fleet now that are in the same class os to 
size—J. B. Bed man’s "Wave Crest”, Frank 
8. Lord’s “Lorelei”, Isaac M. Grant’s 
“Madella”, W. E.Whiting’s “Annie Lee”, 
and G. B. Stuart’s “Rambler”. The last- 
named yacht bas never tried issues with 
the Ellsworth fleet, and there Is curiosity 
to see bow worthy a successor of the 
“Bat” she may prove. It 1b also possible 
that the “Unle”, owned by John A. 
Peters, jr., may enter. This would make a 
pretty and Interesting race. 
The Pope, Harrison & Co. property at 
East Macbias, on which, as reported in 
The Amebican several weeks ago, Ells- 
worth men bad an option, bas been pur- 
cbased by tbem. The property includes 
two saw millB, a grist mill, with tbe water 
powers, a store, a farm of several hundred 
acres with farm buildings, and 60,000 
anraa nf flmkev.lnnd Thin In »l.n 
erty which Boston men were looking at 
a short time ago with the view of locating 
there a pulp mill. The Ellsworth men 
will operate the property themselves 
unless stumpage is sold. The purchasers 
are Dr. A.C. Hagerthy, John A. Peters, jr., 
A. W. King, J.T. Giles, of Ellsworth, and 
W. H. Knight, of East Machias. Messrs. 
Peters and King went to Machias yester- 




Ellsworth Lumber Co.’s 31111 Threat- 
ened-Firemen Called Out. 
Ellsworth firemen had a stubborn fight 
w ith a forest fire Monday afternoon. 
The fire sprang up Monday forenoon on 
the west side of the river, not far from 
the Ellsworth Lumber Co.’s mill. By 
noon it was burning fiercely, and threat- 
ened the mill property and the house o 1 
Mrs. James McLean. 
At 2 o’clock the firemen were called out. 
Ellsworth and Ellsworth Falls fire- 
men and a big gang of millmen fought 
the fire until dark. At times it 
seemed as if it would get away from even 
this force, but by night, when the wind 
abated, the fire was under control. 
The fire burned to within 100 feet of the 
McLean house. Yesterday It burned to 
within a few feet of the lumber piles at 
the mill. 
The fire is still burning, but a change in 
the wind drove it away from the mill 
property and toward “Christian ridge”. 
It has burned over some seventy-five 
acres now. The stuff burned is mostly 
young green growth, of comparatively 
little value. It is owned by the Ellsworth 
Lumber Co. 
It is a good thing to believe as little as 
possible to the prejudice of others and tc 
believe nothing of the kind until you arc 
obliged to. 
“Talk of ‘post-mortem’ vanity,” said 
the widow, “why, my second husband 
was the vainest man I ever knew. I really 
think that the greatest regret he had in 
his last illness wa« that he would not be 
able to count the carriages and see whc 
sent flowers to his own funeral.” 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 
base: ball. s 
Business Men Were No Match for the 
Professionals. 
The game of ball last Thursday between 
Ellsworth business and professional men 
was an easy victory for the professionals. 
The game was interesting for the spec- 
tators. It abounded in good plays. The 
work of Trlbou and Cutler, the business 
men’s battery, was good, but the profes- 
sional men proved heavy hitters. Cutler 
did the beet batting for the business men. 
Osgood, Addlton and Moore took turns 
In t he box for the professional men with 
Brady playing a good game behind the 
bat for all of them. The base running of 
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins was a feature of the 
game. 
The professional men piled up the runs 
In a way that was discouraging for their 
opponents. The fifteen runs scored in 
the seventh inning “broke the camel’s 
back’’, and the game ended there, with 
the score 31 to 8. J. Prescott Gage acted 
as umpire efficiently and Impartially. 
The nines were as follows: 
Professional men—Dr. H. W. Osgood, 
captain; P. T. Addlton, E. P. Barrie, Dr. 
Lewis Hodgkins, Hoyt A. Moore, Ernest 
Brown, Dr. H. W. Haynes, Charles P. Hat- 
pin, Jack Brady. 
Business men—J. A. Isaacson, captain; 
N. P. Cutler, D. II. Trlbou, L. M. Moore, 
T. F. Mahoney, Henry H. Higgins, 
Charles H. Leland, Samuel E. Chapman, 
A. E. Cushman. 
8COBE BY INNINGS. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Professional men, 4 2 6 6 1 0 15—34 
Business men, 2 2 2 0 2 0 0— 8 
Abont *12 was realized from the game, 
which will go towards a carnival fund. 
Besides losing the game, the business 
men paid for the suppers for both nines 
and ibe umpire. The supper was served 
In excellent style at the American house 
Thursday eveuing. Dr. Lewis Hodgkins 
acted as toastmaster. 
NEW BANGOR BRIDGE. 
Plans and Specifications Now on File 
at Aldermen’s Room. 
A recess meeting of the city govern- 
ment was held Monday evening, to hear 
the report of the committee appointed to 
procure plans and specifications for the 
new Bangor bridge. Mayor Greely, Aid. 
Jellison, Stuart and Brady were present. 
Aid. Stuart for the bridge committee 
reported that plans and specifications had 
been procured for a three-span steel 
bridge 195 feet long, on stone abutments 
and piers. 
The committee was empowered to re- 
ceive bids from contractors for the iron 
and mason work on the bridge separately. 
The plans and specifications are on file 
at the aldermen’s room, where they may 
be examined by bidders. Bids will be 
received up to and including Saturday, 
Aug. 3. 
Orrin Lemuel Stewart was appointed a 
surveyor of lumber, wood and bark. 
COMING EVENTS. 
Wednesday, July 17, at Wyman park— 
Gentry’s famous dog and pony show. 
Afternoon and evening. 
Thursday, July 25—Excursion of Bap- 
tist and Methodist Sunday schools by 
schooner and tug to Newbury Neck. 
Thursday and Friday, Aug. 1 and 2— 
Hancock county Unitarian conference at 
Ellsworth. 
Wednesday, Aug. 14—Annual conven- 
tion of county commissioners of Maine, 
at Ellsworth. Excursion to Bar Harbor 
following day. 
“I took the manuscript of my ‘Old Oak 
Tree’ down to that irritable editor.” 
“What did he say?” “Advised me to cut 
it down. I thought he was making jokes 
at my expense and told him he didn’t 
know his business.” “What happened 
then?” “There was a storm and you could 
see the leaves of my ‘Old Oak Tree’ strewn 
from the sanctum to the street.” 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 
Zinc and grinding—Advt. 
StJbtTtiaemmta. 
DO YOU WISH 
To purchase a profitable business at a very 
low figure ? If you do, talk with 
Hodgkins. 
Other business requiring my atten- 
tion, I shall sell immediately my 
stock, fixtures, candy tools, rare and 
costly receipts at a very low figure. 
Will teach the purchaser the candy 
trade, which is worth the price paid for 
the entire business. 
If you mean business call and see me 
and seize the opportunity of a life time to 
learn a trade that is both pleasant and 
profitable. 
HODGKINS’ CANDY FACTORY, 
flain Street, Ellsworth, fie. 
CHRISTIAN KNDKAVOR. 
For the Week Beginning July 
SI—Comment by Bet. S. R. Doyle. 
Tone.—A strong wnnk man.—Jud. xrt, 20-30. 
Samson Is the most sensational char- 
acter In the word of God. Suddenly 
land unexpectedly he performed the 
Inoet st .rtllng deeds of valor. He slew 
k lion, the king of beasts. He paid a 
preddhi? prize with the garments of 
BO slain PBkUsttnee. Single handed be 
killed a thousand Philistines, and when 
pnrroondcd In Gtisa he carried away 
Its Immense gates and escaped. But 
|the strong man became weak. He was 
(captured by his enemies, Ills eyes were 
put out. and he was compelled to grind 
the gn .n of his foes, like a beast of the 
Held, t.'bat a picture of a strong weak 
man—strong to the point of the mirac- 
talous in one moment, weak to the point 
■of helplessness in the next! Thus it is 
often with us in our spiritual lives. At 
one time we are strong In the line of 
duty—strong against temptation, strong 
In the face of obstacles; at another we 
ere almost at the point of helplessness. 
t\Ve are overcome, we are disgraced, 
(we are humiliated. 
The explanation of this apparent par- 
edox is evident in the case of Samson. 
(Samson was strong when he was filled 
with the Spirit of the Lord, but weak 
(when he trusted in himself. L:p to a 
(certain point In his career the sacred 
(historian prefaces every great deed of 
(Samson with the words, "The Spirit of (the Lord came upon him.” Then this 
preface i3 discontinued. Samson seems 
(to act in his own strength, and it is not 
Jong until his weakness and downfall 
(follow. When he was weak, he was 
Strong. When realizing his own weak- 
ness, he put his strength in the Lord, 
jind he was strong, invincible. But 
krhfln lto ocml tn 11ia nPoll 
of divine strength and trusted in him- 
|self he was weak and was easily over- 
come. This is a type of our spiritual 
history. We are strong when we trust 
iln God and weak when we trust in our- 
selves. 
Another element that contributed to 
iSamson's weakness was evil associa- 
jtion. He married among the Philis- 
tines, choosing Delilah, a Fhilistine 
woman, as his wife. It was through 
her at last that he was tempted and 
‘led to ruin. Evil associates have weak- 
ened many a strong man: They have 
•been able to stand against themselves, 
■but not to withstand the evil influences 
of their associates. Too much care 
cannot be exercised in choosing inti- 
imate friends. "Evil communications 
icorrupt good manners,” and also good 
men, and if we would not be corrupted 
we must avoid the evil associations. 
Broken vows also contributed to Sam- 
son's downfall. The man who was 
strong while he kept his religious vows 
became weak when he broke them. 
His strength departed with the break- 
ing of his Nazarite vow. This should 
be a warning to Christian Endeavor- 
ers. We have taken the pledge. We 
have vowed a vow. The keeping of it 
will strengthen us in all the phases 
of our religious lives. Failure to keep 
It will weaken us. Broken vows mean 
■the loss of spiritual power. We may 
(be unconscious of the spirit’s depar- 
ture, but when temptation comes we 
will fall. 
THE rr.AYEB MEETING. 
Let the leader open the topic, the 
members following in voluntary par- 
ticipation. 
BIBLE HEADINGS. 
Joshua 1, 1-7; Eccl. ix, 11; Ps. xxvil, 
il-5, 11; Isa. xl, 31; Joel iii, 10; Zech. iv, 
;C; Acts xvi, 25, 20; II Cor. xii, 7-10; 
ixiil, 4; Phil iv, 13. 
Tlie Fruit of the Spirit. 
The fruit of the Spirit is love, Joy, 
peace, long suffering, gentleness, good- 
ness, faith, meekness, temperance. As 
the earth seems fresh from the hands 
of its Creator when leaf and blossom 
fire hung with jewels of the morning 
dew, so life is a new life when the 
Spirit of God touches it. Love. joy. 
Deace, long suffering, gentleness, faith. 
meekness, self control—are not these 
the sum and substance of moral 
beauty? Ah, friend, they will never 
Come to you or me until God has laid 
iHis hand upon us and said, “Thou art 
My beloved son.” Duty will always be 
service under a whip of scorpions—eye 
service, lip service, drudgery—until we 
hear God, with a voice like a mother's 
voice and a smile like sunshine, asking, 
“Whom shall I send and who will go 
for Me?” And then we will answer, 
“Do, I come!” In the volume of the 
book it is written, “I rejoice to do Thy 
will!"—Christian Intelligencer. 
In the Darkest Iloor. 
If we have the spirit of Christ, we 
can be hopeful and happy in the dark- 
est hour. A good old commentator 
says: 
God’s people have reason to mourn 
ever their sins, their sufferings, the 
buffetings of their deadly enemy, their 
fellow men, the abominable crimes of 
the day, the perdition of thousauds and 
the general blindness and hardness of 
men’s hearts; but they can always re- 
joice in the Spirit. In God and in Christ, 
;ln a blessed hope, in foretastes of fu- 
iture glory, and that their names are 
written in heaven. 
Then let us heed the exhortation. 
“Rejoice in the Lord always, and again 
I say rejoice.”—Herald and Presbyter. 
This One Motive. 
The religion of Christ is not a law, 
but a spirit; not a creed, but a life. To 
this one motive of love God has In- 
Trusted the whole work of winning the 
pouls of His redeemed. The heart of 
linan was made for love 
— pants and 
pines for It. Only In the love of Christ 
and not in restrictions can his soul ex- 
pand. Now, It was reserved for one to 
pierce with the glance of intuition 
down Into the springs of human action 
and to proclaim the simplicity of its 
machinery. “Love,” said the apostle 
after Him—“love Is the fulfilling of the 
law.”—Lutheran. 
fllntnal Benefit Column. 
EDITED BY “AUNT MADGE”. 
Its Motto: ¥Helpful and Hopeful 
The purposes of this column are succinctly 
stated In the title and mo^o— It is for the mu- 
tual benefit, and alma to be helpful and hopeful. 
Being for the common good, it is for the com- 
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of in- 
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In- 
terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits 
communications, and its success depends large- 
ly on the support given It in this respect. Com- 
munications must be signed, but the name of 
writer will not be printed except by permission. 
Communications will be subject to approval or 
rejection by the editor of the column, but none 
will be rejected without good reason. Address 
all communications to 
The American, 
Ellsworth, Me. 
NEAR! NOTHING OFF! AND FULL AMD BY! 
How often, as we beat along, 
With wind ahead and blowing strong, 
We hear our watchful captain cry, 
“Near! Nothing off! and full and by!** 
So when In life our steps begin 
To tread the devious paths of sin, 
May conscience wake our timely fear. 
Uttering her warning cry of "Near!” 
And when from truth’s unerring line, 
Our coward lips would dare decline, 
Then may we heed—though fools should scoff— 
Her stern Injunction, “Nothing off!” 
Virtue and vice to win us try; 
Be then our watchword “Full and by !*’ 
Safe course through this world to another, 
Is full of one„and by the other. 
—Allen C. Spooner. 
Dear Aunt Madqe: 
Enclosed you will find a poem which was 
given me some time ago for the M. B. column 
by a devoted reader who wished to cottribute 
something In her own quiet way. The copy that 
she gave me Is a newspaper clipping that she 
has had In her possession I wouldn’t dare to 




Dear M. B. Friends: 
We are all voyagers on the sea of life, 
and the poem sent by a devoted reader of 
our column and forwarded by our old- 
time contributor “K.” I gladly give place 
to, with the hope that it may help some of 
us keep to the “safe course” to follow. 
It has reminded me of a poem I have not 
seen for years, but every line is in my 
memory. I think the title was the 
“Christian Mariner”, and it began: 
•‘Launch thy bark, mariner, 
Christian, God speed thee! 
Let loose the rudder-bands! 
Good angels lead thee! 
Set thy sails warily. 
Tempests may come! 
Steer thy course steadily ! 
Christian, steer home!” 
Will “K.” and her friend both accept 
thanks for the poem. Another thought 
came to me in connection with the words 
“newspaper clipping”. How many poems 
that have expressed the feelings of a 
reader have been cot from papers and 
carefully treasured for long years! Some- 
times tney are found in the pocket-book, 
diary, bible or other treasured book after 
! the owner has finished the voyage of life; 
and by the sentiment of those clippings 
an insight into the inner life and heart is 
given, which reveals hopes or sacrifices or 
fsith or sorrow’s of which we never 
dreamed—a new revelation of our friends’ 
true self, showing how' little we really 
understood their natures. 
The Cosmopolitan for July cob tains an 
article by Ella Wheeler Wilcox entitled, 
“The Restlessness of the Modern Woman,” 
and it is certainly worth reading. She 
writes: 
‘‘1 am inclined to believe the happiest women 
In the world are the hard-working ones. Not 
the over taxed drudges, but wives and mothers, 
whose hands and minds are busy from morning 
until night with household duties, or the women 
who hold responsible positions requiring all 
their waking hours and thoughts.” 
I am sure she is correct in her belief. I 
believe that the salvation of our country 
from the social evils that have rained once 
prosperous nations, depends upon the con- 
tinuance of the lit.le homes w here hus- 
bands and wives are true to their marriage 
! vows and in contentment and happiness 
are doing their best to bring up the little 
! children given to their care, in the best 
i possible way. I honor such fathers and 
j mothers. I know many such but they do 
j not realize the important and heipfnl 
! position they are filling in life. To quote 
again: 
“The leisure class shows few specimens of 
contentment. The less women have to do, the 
more time they llnd to wonder what they want 
i to do. It seems to me the very first ambition of 
j a girl’s life should be to seek some way to l»e 
| u.-efui to those nearest her.” 
| In closing the article the writer says: 
J “After all, a lack of good, every day common 
sense is at the bottom of all this feminine rest- 
lessness, when we come down to facts. Un- 
common sense, uncommon talents, uncommon 
women we have everywhere in our wonderful 
land, but what we need is women with just well- 
balanced minds, endowed with practical com- 
mon sense and governed by loving hearts, 
women who have appreciation, gratitude and 
self-control added to their other womanly qual- 
ities.” 
We sometimes hear mothers say: “I 
know I ought to teach xny daughter 
to cook; I keep putting it off, I dread it 
so,” and other mothers say: “My girl 
wants me to let her cook, but I know she 
will waste so much I can’t afford to have 
her try it yet.” 
Mothers, I want to tell you something. 
Don’t try to teach your daughters to j 
cook. Let them learn for themselves. 
Give them the use of the pantry ana the j 
kitchen. Tell them how many eggs and 
how much butter they can make use of j 
but don’t even ask them to use your 
recipes; if they want to make the same 
kinds of cake, pudding, or cookies that 
you do, let them, but don’t insist on it. 
Don’t let the girls know' it, but keep an 
eye to the fire that the oven may be about 
the right temperature for their need. 
They cannot be expected to think of 
everything at first. If they know that 
you are not going to interfere or offer ad- 
“I am indebted to One Minute (Jough 
Cure for my present good health and my 
life. I was treated in vain by doctors for 
lung trouble following la grippe. I took 
One Minute Cough Cure and recovered my 
health.” Mr. E. H. Wise, Madison, Ga. 
Wiggin & Moohe. 
vice, they will ask your opinion as to 
measurements when they think they need 
it. They may scatter a little more flour 
about than you would; they may not 
handle the spoon or the sieve just as you 
do, but if you keep out of sight you will 
not know it, and they will do much better 
than if someone stands by and tells them 
of their “shortcomings”. 
Now about the results. If it is a failure, 
keep still; don’t find any fault. You 
probably will not feel any worse about it 
than the young cook does. Let her try 
again. Perhaps you have known cooks of 
experience to let the cake scorch, or fall; 
the kettle boil dry or worse yet, the milk 
boil over on the stove. If the result is a 
success, praise it and let her experiment 
again. 
One thing more, don’t confine the young 
cooks to Johnnie cake and such like. Let 
them make fancy dishes. They enjoy 
trying new recipes and dabbling with 
frosting* and desserts. Some day they 
will be proud to exhibit their fresh, sweet 
loaves of white bread. 
Aunt Madge. 
CARRIER PIGEONS. 
Where They are Used, and What They 
are Capable of Doing. 
“The New Popularity of the Carrier 
Pigeon,” is the title of an article by George 
Ethelbert Walsh, which appeared in St. 
Nicholas. 
Both in war and peace the carrier pigeon 
has won new laurels in the past year, and 
its popularity as a well-bred pet and 
domestic messenger has become as great 
as its usefulness as a carrier of war de- 
spatches where telegraph and telephone 
lines are not established. That so inno- 
cent a creature as the dove-like carrier 
should be selected for important war pur- 
poses, and taken into the service for fur- 
thering the bloody conflicts of modern 
armies seems out of keeping with the 
aims nf nature and an abuse of man’s 
power. 
The pigeon is eminently a peace-loving 
bird and its nature is so different from 
those of the screaming eagle and falcon 
that as an emblem of war it should be a 
total failure. Nevertheless the timid bird 
has served armies in times of need and is 
cultivated for its practical war usefulness 
to an extent never dreamed of for either 
the falcon, or eagle. In a sense it is the 
war bird of the day. 
The pigeon post at Durban, in South 
Africa, was the beginning of the pigeon 
experiments conducted in recent cam- 
paigns between the English and the Boers, 
and scores of messages were carried from 
one part of the English army to another 
by means of the birds. Colonel ilassard 
of the Royal Engineers, a staff-officer at 
the Cape, had made a life study of the 
carrier pigeons, and before the war broke 
out he had established pigeon posts be- 
tween most of the btleagured cities. 
From Ladysmith, Kimberly and Mafe- 
king, pigeons early in the sieges regularly 
brought messages from the English sol- 
diers cooped up in the towns. Sir George 
White’s first message from Ladysmith whs 
carried by a pigeon, and this means of 
communicating with the outside world 
contiuued until the number of birds in 
the city was exhausted. 
It was only p short time before the out- 
break of the war in South Africa that the 
English government had decided to es- 
tablish a service of carrier pigeons. In 
the navy, pigeon posts were recognized 
means of carrying information as early as 
1896, and there are over a thousand birds 
recorded on the books of the royal navy. 
The first naval loft was at Portsmouth 
and now there are two others. In the 
English army the posts have been con- 
fined almost exclusively to the Cape, where 
the nature of the country makes the home 
pigeon service of more value than in Eng- 
land. 
The development of the war homing 
pigeon service throughout Europe ha6 
been more rapid than elsewhere, and army 
posts support large numbers of them. 
Strict laws are made to protect those in 
private lofts. As a great military camp, 
Europe looks upon tne carrier pigeon as a 
mun tn ho cam nt if nAf li/.l/l ... /4 
strict military control. In Germany, for 
instance, every pigeon raised by private 
breeders must be registered, and the pigeon 
cann >t be taken out of the country or sold 
without permission from the military 
authorities. 
In the event of a war, the German 
authorities reserve the right to claim and 
take possession of every carrier pigeon in 
the land. In addition to this, every fort- 
ress and camp on German soil has its 
pigeon service and over ten thousand dol- 
lars is appropriated annually for the sup- 
port of this service. There a^e upwards 
of ten thousand pigeons belonging to the 
war department, and every bird is care- 
fully trained and tested. 
The United States military and naval 
authorities have approved of the pigeons 
as aids to the regular telegraphic means of 
communication, and there are several 
posts established in the We6t and along 
the Atlantic coast. But on the whole this 
country depends more upon private 
breeders for its supply of carrier pigeons 
than upon the birds already in the service 
of the army or navy. 
Our great distance by sea from all other 
powerful nations makes it unnecessary to 
arrange for the services of carrier pigeons 
as the European countries have done. 
There is little chance of any foreign army 
invading this country and destroying the 
railroad and telegraph lines connecting 
the big cities. Pigeon breeding and train- 
ing have therefore been carried on in the 
United States more in the interests of 
peace and pleasure. There are hundreds 
of enthusiastic owners in every state of 
the Union, and probably in no country, 
has the work of rearing the birds been 
attended to with greater intelligence and 
success. 
_ 
Aviod all drying inhalants and use that which 
cleanses and heals the membrane. Ely’s Cream 
Balm Is such a remedy, and cures catarrh easily 
and pleasantly. Cold in the head vanishes 
quickly. Price 50 cents at druggists or by mall. 
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking and to a 
great extent loss of hearing. By the use of 
Ely’s Cream Balm, dropping of mucus has 
ceased, voice aud hearing have greatly im- 
proved.—J. W. Davidson, Att’y at Law, Mam- 
mouth, 111. 
ID. <£. $. 11. (Solnnin. 
[The editor invites secretaries of local unions 
of the W. C. T, U. In Hancock county, and 
white ribboners generally, to contribute to this 
column reports of meetings or items that will be 
of Interest to workers in other parts of the 
county. We would like this to be a llvecolumn, 
but it needs some effort on the part of W. C. T. 
U. women to make It so. It is a column of thetr 
maklng, not ours, and will be what they make 
it. Items and communication* should be short, 
and are, of course, subject to approval of the 
editor.]_^ 
SOUTfl DEER ISLE UNION. 
[Report of Ariadne K. Webb W. C. T. U., 
South Deer Isle, at the county convention at 
Stonlngton, May *22, 1901, printed by request of 
convention; not that other unions have done 
less, hut to stimulate them to more fully report 
their work for the good of the order J 
Madam President and Sinters of the Con- 
vention: 
Oar anion has held thirty-six meetings 
since the last convention, which covers 
less than a year, tho meetings on other 
days being prevented by severe storms, 
important public work or (In two cases) 
funerals on our regular day of meeting. 
As a rule, we let nothing interfere with 
our attendance. Our topics have been: 
Reports, five; purity, five; flower mission 
work, six; prohibition, three; mercy,* two; 
franchise, press work, 8. T. I. and school 
savings banks, each one, the rest being 
general topics. 
Our chief work for the year has been in 
the line of the flower mission department, 
as there was an epidemic of diphtheria in 
the fall which rendered a good deal of 
such work necessary. Some families were 
obliged to burn nearly all their clothing 
and bedding, and new supplies were 
needed, which brought out the energies of 
the W. C. T. U. workers. 
Our work in this department may be 
summed up as follows: Two hundred 
visits and caliB to the sick (perhaps more); 
200 bouquets; flowers carried to the church 
Ol-apir Un nHd t* » i. LAnonn nn/4 
every funeral m the vicinity except one, 
when none were to be had and the 
weather whs po stormy that few ventured 
out; fourteen coats and three overcoats 
given away, also two pairs rubber boots, 
five dresses, five yards crash, five yards 
cotton cloth, about ten barrels of apples, 
thirty-four loaves of bread, and other 
food cooked and carried to the sick, cash 
$1. other things estimated *10, time spent 
estimated at six weeks for one person. 
Two little girls were entirely clothed and 
others partially clothed by members of the 
union. Six comforters were made and all 
material for t-bree of them furnished by 
members of the union. 
Sunday school work—The quarterly 
temperance lessons taught and temper- 
ance instruction given at otber times as 
occasion allows; one sermon especially to 
the children, and at least two others such 
as could be easily understood by them. In 
this connection I will mention that our 
late pastor, Rev. Harry Hill, has taken 
especi«l interest in temperance work, and 
| has preached several fine temperance ser- 
1 raons, besides giving an interesting ad- 
j dress at one public memorial meeting, 
His work de-erves the thanks of all inter- 
i ested. 
Press work—Have furnished about 
eighty columns as estimated for reporting, 
articles having been sent to eight different 
papers. Literature, counting what has 
been lent to different persons and given 
away, amounts to 26,500 pages. This 
seems quite an amount but one member 
keeps a number of purity books in con- 
stant circulation, another a religious 
paper, others magazines, etc and much 
interest is taken in them. 
Petitions were sent to Congress and to 
the Slate legislature in favor of the laws 
advocated by the W. C. T. U., and letters 
were written to national and State legis- 
lators, which received courteous replies. 
Petitions for the enforcement of the 
liquor laws were sent to both the present 
county attorney and his predecessor. The 
present officer has sent very favorable 
replies to letters addressed to him. 
Sabbath observance—Our local superin- 
tendent has had her hands full to prevent 
Sunday fishing in a brook near her house, 
and she has done good w'ork in that line. 
The Sabbath Ihws have been kept posted 
and all the influence possible u»ed in their 
favor. Sermons have been preached on 
j this subject, also on purity and peace and 
arbitration. 
Purity—Teachers have been interviewed 
| with a view to inculcating purity of lan- 
| guageand manners, laws have been posted, i outbuildings "bleared of obscene writing 
1 and kept decent, and a marked improve- 
ment is noted where this work has been 
done. 
! The mercy department has received at- 
! tent ion, and several animal* cared for. 
I Our memorial meeting was be d March 
3, it being inconvenient to have it 
before. The sum of *2 00 was sent to the 
national treasurer. 
On Neal Dow day a meeting was held in 
the interests of prohibition, and sketches 
of Neal Dow’s life were read. 
Our working members wear the white 
ribbon, and as we have no headquarters 
we meet at the homes ot the members, the 
first hour or more if needed being carried 
on according to parliamentary usage, and 
after that made informal. 
S. T. I—Teachers and school officers 
have been interviewed, articles written for 
the press, and literature, including the 
School Physiology Journal, distributed. It 
needs more time for this work than the 
superintendent can possibly give, but the 
Zl&brrtisnnrnts. 
son.-.-*, w < Neuralgia. *3 A THUS SPECIFIC IS AIX -C 
,f“- INFLAMMATION 1? Sort-throat, Headache (5 minutes), Tooth- a 
2d a^h-(1 minute), Cold Bo res,Felons, etc.etc. c = 
COKES ANY PAIN INSIDE OR OOT 
in one to thirty minutes. <5 By Dealers. The Mb. size by mail 6Cc. Fredonla,:? Y. 
For sale by M. M. Moore. 
Pauper Notice. 
THE undersigned hereby gives nodes that he has contracted with the city of Ellsworth, lor the Buoport of the poo:-, during the ensuing 
year, and has made ample provision for their 
Bupuort. be therefore forbids all persons from furnishing supplies to any pauper on his ac- 
count, as without his written order, he will pay for no goods so furnished. Hakky 3. Jukes. 
be«t that can be said of any of us is “She 
hath done what she coaid”. 
School savings banks have been talked 
of and will be introduced this year. 
Three copies of the Union Signal and a 
few of the Star in the East are taken. 
We have not a large membership—twenty 
active and three honorary members—but 
we hope to make some gain during the 
year. Though our work may be less than 
we wish, we Intend to press onward, ever 
onward. Secretary. 
Saved by a Trick. 
“The funniest thing I ever saw happen- 
ed to a young man in Arkansas. He was 
fresh in politics and was making his first 
run for the state legislature, ne was 
running against & man who had been 
there for two terms consecutively. At 
one of the meetings the young man ac- 
cused his opponent of supporting a meas- 
ure that was very distasteful to the con- 
stituents of the couuty. ‘And,* he said, 
grabbing the house journal on the table 
before him, ‘I have the record on the gen- 
tleman and can prove what I say.* ‘I 
deny it.* said his opponent, ‘and I assert 
that the gentleman can find no such rec- 
ord in the journal.’ The young man 
laughed and began to turn over the 
pages. He fooled and fumbled for some 
time and became very much embarrass- 
ed. He never found the record, and as 
this incident was on the eve of the cam- 
paign he could not recover from the mis- 
take. 
“After the election was over it develop- 
ed that the old stager in politics had 
while fooling with the journal on the 
night of the meeting torn out the three 
leaves which contained the objectionable 
part of the record, and the trick saved 
him.”—New Orleans Times-Democrat. 
Dow and Kitten. 
A correspondent sends to the London j 
Spectator the following an ’dote: 
The servant man of u family took a kit- j 
ten to a pond with the intention of drown- j 
ing it. ilis master’s dog went with him. 
and when the kitten was thrown into the 
water the dog sprang in and brought it 
duck to isnu. 
A seooud time the man throw it in. and 
again the dog rescued it, and when for 
the third time the servant tried to drown 
It the dog. as resolute to save the little 
helpless life ns the man was to destroy it, 
•warn with it to the other side of the 
pool, ran all the way home with it and 
deposited it before the kitchen fire. 
From that time the dog kept constant 
watch over the kitten. The two were in- 
separable, even sharing the same bed. 
Friends So Longer. 
“I cut his acquaintance.” she remark- 
ed, ‘‘because he paid such a poor compli- 
ment to my taste and judgment.” 
“What did he do?” 
“lie wanted me to marry him.”—Phil- 
adelphia Times. 
A Poor Millionaire 
Lately starved in London because he 
could not digest hi* food Early use of 
Dr. King's New Life P Its would have 
saved him They strengthen the stomach, 
aid digestion, p omote assimilation, im- 
prove appetite Price 2.*Sc Money banc If 







New Plates Throughout 
25,000 New Words 
Phrases and Definitions 
# Prepared under the direct super- 
vision of W.T. HARRIS.Ph.D.,LL.D., 
United States Commissioner of Edu- 
cation, assisted by a large corps of 
competent specialists and editors. 
Rich Bindings. a 2364 Pages 
5000 Illustrations 
BETTER THAN EVER 
FOR GENERAL USE 
We also publish 
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary 
| with Glnssarrof Scottish Words and Phrases. First class in quality, second class in size.*' j 
Specimen pages, etc. of both 
■ books sent on application. 
| G. 6 C. Merriam Co. Publishers 
^Springfield a Mass. 
__ 
i’anything yon invent or improve: also get!' 
! p5nrSI?.ntDE*MA?K- COPYRIGHT or DESIGN 11 PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo. > 
• | for free examination and advice. ,» 
BOOK ON PATENTS 
i: \TC.A.SNOW& CO. |! 
|! Patent Lawyers. WASHINGTON, D.C. 
nOMJX TOBACCO SPIT UUIN I and SMOKE 
YourLifeawayl SS,“« ta °',any form of tobacco usiig m,adl: weI1' strong, magnetic, full of new life and vigor by taking HO-TO-BAB that makes weak men strong. Many gmn ten pounds in ten days. Over SOO-BOO 
letreaidA1!idrUgfKL,l£-'uC“r<! guaranteed. Book- iuoS&re cSSjy o^eXvS^^0 
FIX YOUR OWN CLOCKS 
-WITH- 
Magic Clock Oil 
CLOCKS 00 NOT HAVE TO BE TAKEN APART 
Directions for oiling so simple thst a child can use It. It practically cleans anti oils a clock sS that It will run well for years. Cast off ntckm alarms take new life and run all rl*hi Made and used by a watchmaker of over twenty years’ 
“rls wn“‘. SOld °"‘y by maU- Sl'“ postpaid 
S. BENNETT. Lock Box 2211, BOSTON, MASS. 
3tobrtt ferments. 
»T iPi~WOT< Xtt 
^ 
STEAM LA U N;I) R Y 
and BATH ROOMS. j 
“NO PAT, NO WASHKK.” 
.<~ll£!nilI °f laundry work done at tbon no ■ dee. Goods called for and delivered. 
H. B. JSSTKY A CO„ 
Weil lEnd Bridge, Ellsworth, He. 
A Vacation Recreation Place. 
Northern New England la the summer 
pleasure and vacation ground lor the 
world. No other section can boaat of 
score* of lakes, a hundred beaches and a 
whole mountain range within the meagre 
boundaries of a hundred square miles, 
yet this Is what New England has, and,' 
though there are tboueands of tonriete an- 
nually at these resorts, there can be ac- 
commodated hundreds of thousands more 
Every nook and corner of New England 
la an outing resort and the Boston A 
Maine lines reach all of the leading ones. 
If you are lntereeted In or Intend to take 
a vacation this season, yon want a Boston 
A Maine excursion book. It’s free for the 
asking. Send a postal to general passen- 
ger department (21) Boston A Maine rail- 
road, Boston. 
Save Your t • I. 
By special arrangement with author and pub- 
lisher. for a limited time only, the following high 
class copyrighted novels are offered to the pub- 
lic. handsomely bound it» cloth, at the remark- 
able price of 25 cents a copy. 
Each book Is af picked story by a different 
author, and is primed from the identical plates 
used in producing the original expensive edition 
which still sells at $1A0 or $l.ir» each. 
Any of them can be obtained while the dis- 
tribution lasts by remitting to .Ionian, Marsh Si 
Co.. Boston, 30 cents for each, w hich cover* 
postage. 
VOW ItKAHY. 
“The Great K. & A. Train Robbery.”—P. L~ 
Ford. 
“A Puritan's Wife.”—Max Rrmltcrton. 
“American Wives and English Husbands.”— 
Atherton. 
“Bonaventure.”—Geo. IP. Caltle. 
“Rudder Grangers Abroad.”—Frank R. Stock- 
ton. 
“I. Thousand the Other One.”—Amelia E. 
Barr. 
“Tales of Our Coast”— Crockett awl others. 
“Driven Back to Eden."—E. /*. Roe. 
“Captain Shannon.’'—Kemahan. 
“Dr. Dodd's School.”—Jas. L. Font. 
“A House In Bloomsbury.”— Mrs. Otiphant. 
“A Fair Barbarian.”— France* Jlotigson Bur* 
n 'ft. 
“The Uncalled.”—Paul Laurence Dunbar. 
THE NKW KOOK TH IS WKKK 
“THE SPLENDID HTtK,” 
BY A. T. qi II.KICK COUCH. 
_
—Atl ft. 
Itching pi lee? Nevermind If everything else 
failed to cure you. Try Doan** Ointment. No 
failure there. (0 cents, at any drag store.— 
— Adrt. 
Hanking. 
is what your money will cam If 
Invested in shares of the 
Etoortli Loan anfl-Enilflina Ass'n. 
A NEW SERIES 
Is now open, Shares, f1 each; monthly 
payments, $1 per share. 
WHY PAY RENT? 
when you ran borrow on your 
Rita res, give a first mortgage and 
reduce It every month. Monthly 
payments and interest together will amount to but little more 
than you are now paylug for 
rent, and in about 10 years you will 
OWN YOUR OWN HOME. 
For particulars inquire of 
Hkmu W. Cushman, N©c*r. 
First Nat'l Bank Bldg. A. W. Kino, President. 
Hancock Comity Savings Bank, 
ELLSWORTH «1ME. 
Commenced ISuftineiui May 1, 1873. 
Deposits in this bank are by law exempt from taxation. 
N. B. COOLIDOK, PrelUUmt. 
JOHN F. WHITCOMB, Vice-Fmidrmt. 
CHARLES C. BDRRILL, 7V.ow.ret. 
Deposits draw Interest from the first da» ot March, June, September and Decern ber. 
BO AMD OF IHRKCTOR.S: 
'vK nI\nRfi,,AM- John f. Whitcomb. N. B. CooLiixiK. K. Cakkoll Burkill. CflA KI.Kh C. Bt'RRILL. ^
Bank hours dally, from n. m. to 12 
tUrcfcBBional Carlia. 
A. F. BURNHAM, 
ATTORNEY 
AMD 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW. 
AJt»o prosecuting attorney for all clas^R At i-en.lons »gai„M thB United states. °* Business solicited. 
Ellsworth. Malum. 
JOHN K. BUNKER, JR., 
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 
OFFICES AT 
BAR HARBOR AND BI.I7EHII.L, ME 
Bar llarhor office. lands Mi luunna.. Hluehlll office open Saturdava. 
CLOSED 
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS. 
lnr’H'W *U,*E* •>**» to notify dls patrons i d other, that until further notion id. dental •ootns will be eloaed on Wednead.y afternoon. Ellsworth, Oct. 2ft, 1899. 
jVJELVIN A. WARDWELL, M. D. 




DR H. GREELy" 
dentist. 
1»£ 0f the PbH*delpMa Dent.! CoBege. 
SST-* “1LE"' «"xa. bllswohth. Closed Wednestlay afternoon, until; further 
P. oaRRoll" burrFij.7 
ATTORNEY 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW. 




If living la a joy to you 
Because your aoul is sound 
And life stems good and sweet and trua 
That you have haply found, 
Then sing no false and hopeless strain 
\ Of doubting and despair. 
But lift your voice all clear and plain 
And sing that life is fairl 
Bing cf Its beauty and Its worth, 
Its bright and sunny skies; 
Bing all the loveliness of earth 
As seen l>y happy eyes, 
For then the souls despondent bom 
Shall find them brave »nd strong. 
Their way less gloomy and forlorn. 
Because of your glad song! 
—Ripley D. Saunders in St. I^uis Republic. 
| The Benefit of I 
| A Birthmark f 
# Z THE STORY Z 4 OF A CUSTER SCOUT. 4 
In June, 1867, while General Custer, 
with his command, was at the forks of 
the Republican river, in western Kansas, 
and the Indian war had fairly begun, I 
was doing duty with several others ns a 
scout. On the morning of the 19th a 
young man named Robinson reached the 
camp and reported that lie with three 
others had been hunting to the west of us 
and had been stampeded by the Sioux 
Indinns. One had been killed, ns he be- 
lieved, while the others had made a dash 
for it and scattered, each taking his own 
course. Robinson had blundered upon 
our camp after riding all night. 
Custer was at this time hopeful of 
making peace with the redskins, and the 
camp at the forks would be permanent 
for at least a fortnight. It was with this 
understanding of the situation that I set 
out with Robinson, after he had had an 
all day’s rest, to hunt up his stampeded 
companions and bring them in. We left 
__..t ..o 
armed, nnd rode straight to the west. As 
I had never seen Robinson under fire I 
was more anxious than if one of my fel- 
low scouts had been with me, but in the 
course of a couple of hours I made up my 
mind that he had plenty of nerve and 
could be depended on. As near as he 
could judge bis party was 30 miles west 
of the forks when stampeded. At mid- 
night, after au easy canter of five hours, 
we halted, dismounted and went into 
camp for the remainder of the night, be- 
lieving we were close upon the spot 
where the hunters were rfTtucked. Both 
of us slept fr<5m that hour until just be- 
fore sunrise. 
We had a cold bite for breakfast and 
had scarcely mounted our horses when 
we caught sight of the carcass of a horse 
lying on the plains about a quarter of a 
mile away. As soon as we reached it 
Robinson identified the animal as having 
been the one he sa\v fall as the stampede 
began. His rider was a man named Mc- 
Henry, who had previously been employ- 
ed as a civilian at Fort Lamed. The 
buzzards and wolves had been at the car- 
cass, but we made out that the horse had 
received three bullets and dropped in his 
tracks. Saddle, bridle and all other* port- 
able property had been removed. Rob- 
inson estimated that the attacking party 
numbered 50. After half an hour’s search 
I put the number at 20. He believed that 
all who dashed away were pursued. I 
found that none of them hud been fol- 
lowed over half a mile. 
Had McHenry been killed or seriously 
wounded by the volley which killed his 
horse his body would have been found ly- 
ing beside the carcass. As it was not I 
reasoned that he had been captured un- 
hurt and taken away a prisoner. The 
trail of the Indians led to the north, as if 
making for the south fork of the Platte 
river, and we followed it at a cautious 
pace. At the end of five miles we came 
to a spot where the band had encamped 
for the night. It was on the banks of a 
small creek, in a scattered grove, nnd the 
lirst thing we sew was the dead body of 
McHenry. The Sioux chiefs had de- 
clared their anxiety for pence and were 
professing the greatest friendship for the 
soldiers. Indeed, Pawnee Killer had vis- 
ited Custer to shake hands and sign a 
declaration of peace. While the old hypo- 
crite was declaring and protesting his 
whole tribe w’as making ready for war 
nnd indulging in atrocities. While the 
Iuiv; 
tuJt'i » uv» >u9 
cuuip and declaring his love for the white 
man, one of his bauds only JO miles away 
was subjecting a hunter to the most ngon- 
izing tortures. They cut out his tongue, 
blew powder into his body, cut off his 
toes, broke all his fingers, pricked him 
with knives and finally ended by scalping 
him. lie must have suffered many hours 
before death finally came as a glad relief. 
The body was not yet cold when we 
found it, and there were evidences that 
the Indians had not been gone more than 
an hour. 
Of the two who stampeded and got 
clear, one went to the northeast and the 
other to the northwest. Robinson had 
held due north and thus reached our 
camp, although he was not aware of its 
location. We took up the trail of tin* one 
going to the northeast, believing that lie 
was in the greatest danger. Ho went at 
a wild pace for at least ten miles, never 
seeming to have looked hack and discov- 
ered that pursuit had been abandoned or 
to have turned to the right or the left to 
throw the redskins off his route after 
darkness came. It took us three hours to 
cover the distance he rode in one, as we 
expected to see Indians at any moment. 
About 12 miles from the spot where we 
found McHenry’s horse we eame upon 
that of Jackson, whom we wore follow- 
ing to the northeast. The wild ride had 
exhausted the animal and as he fell down 
Jackson had abandoned him and pushed 
along on foot. The animal was on his 
feet and grazing as we found him, but so 
lame that he could scarcely move. W e 
removed the saddle and blankets and 
found Jueksfm’s revolvers in the holsters. 
From this point we had no trail to 
guide ns, and the ground was badly cut 
up with ridges and washouts. We 
rode 
forward during the rest of the day, hop- 
ing to overtake .the man and neglecting 
no precautions to insure our own safety. 
Just at sundown we followed a dry gully 
up a long ridge and debouched from it, 
seeing a sight which for the moment ap- 
peared to be an optical delusion. There 
wore Indians on our right, on our left, in 
front, and I turned in my sadd'e to 
sec 
other Indians closing in behind us. As 
we hailed and looked arounn us many 
of 
the redskins expressed their humor by 
grunts. They had probably been riding 
to the right and left of us for hours 
and 
bad finally formed this cul-de-sac for us 
to ride Into. It was taking a great 
deal 
of pains for nothing, hut the Indian 
some- 
times exhibits a queer vein of humor. 
They were not disappointed in thinking 
we would be surprised. 
It was fully two minutes before a chief 
rode forward and said “How-how” and 
extended his hand to me, and as he did so 
the whole body closed in. I am so unfor- 
tunate as to be marked on the left temple 
with that birthmark known as a wine 
stain, the spot being as large as a silvei 
dollar. My hat was well up and my hail 
back as the chief rode up, and the instant 
he noticed the mnrk he let go my hand 
and said something to those crowding up. 
Pretty soon he pushed in and touched my 
face, perhaps thinking the mark to be a 
wound or sore. Others did the same, and 
when they found that it was a part ol 
the skiu they expressed much wonder and 
reverence. 
While I had served as a scout only a 
few months I knew considerable of the 
Indian character and was not long in re 
alizing that I had made a hit. W’hile nc 
violence was offered us we were disarmed 
and our horses were led behind the ponies 
of the Indians as we moved off to the 
east. We traveled until about midnighi 
before halting, and then reached an In 
dian village on Soldier creek. As we de 
scended from our horses Robinson was 
led off by two warriors while I was con 
ducted to the wigwam of Red Trail, £ 
subchief in command during Pawnee 
Killer's absence. I had been busy plan 
ning during the ride and had made up m3 
mind to pretend to be without the powei 
of speech. I found opportunity to whis 
per to Robinson to pursue the same Rpl 
icy, but unfortunately he had not th< 
nerve to carry out the idea. The fact o: 
his being captured broke him all up. Th< 
recollection of what McHenry must havt 
suffered unstrung his nerves, and I heart 
him begging and entreating as he iva: 
carried away. 
Red Trail closely examined the marl 
on my face and was ns much mystified ai 
the others. I still had a power in re 
serve. Having served through the war ii 
the navy it was but natural that I shoult 
carry a sailor’s passport. On my lef 
arm was a tattoo representing an anchor 
ibis was seen as two warriors strippei 
ray buckskin shirt off to look for furthe 
marks. Nit an Indian in that camp hai 
ever seen anything like the mark, am 
when the examination had been complet 
ed I felt sure that I was looked upoi 
with awe and mystery, if not veneration 
I was conducted to a tepee and motionei 
to turn in and had every reason to con 
gratulate myself on the plan I had pur 
sued. I had made signs that I could no 
talk, and the information had been ac 
cepted. 
Next morning Pawnee Killer arrive) 
in the village. He had agreed to sur 
lender his tribe and go on a reservation 
but it was bold faced lying on his part 
His very first move was to order the vil 
lage to pack up and move back about 2' 
miles. This consumed the entire day 
As we were ready to start I received m; 
horse to ride, and my hands and leg 
were left eutirely free. I saw Itobinsoi 
brought out, and he was loaded dow: 
with kettles aud led by a rope. At n 
1 time during the day was he near enoug 
1 to exchange a word, but on several occa 
sions I s^v him kicked and beaten by th 
squaws ami boys. 
It was 9 o’clock in the evening before 
was taken into the presence of Pawne 
Killer. He seemed to have accepted th 
belief of the others, aud in less than 
quarter of an hour waved me out of hi 
wigwam. I may state here what I lean: 
ed two or three years after. It was th 
belief of the Indians that I had bee 
struck by lightning as I slept and tha 
the fluid had left the two marks to prov 
that I was .invulnerable. They furthe 
; reasoned that I lost my speech at th 
I same time and was therefore an objec 
1 of veneration. I was in nowise hair 
pered or restricted, but I found shelter a 
soon as possible and was soon asleep, 
j wanted to do something for poor Robin 
son, but just how to do it I could not fit 
ure. The treatment accorded him durin 
1 the day did not augur well for the futuri 
When morning came again, I had 
hearty breakfast, and then two old inei 
armed with only bows and arrows, too 
me down the creek about a mile an 
then sat down on the grass. It was a 
hour or two before I could make out tli 
significance of the move, and then I hear 
sounds from the direction of the cam 
which satisfied me that Robinson wa 
being put to the torture. One of in 
guards soon left for the village, and a 
hour later the other suddenly rose an 
without a word walked ouicklv awa 
in the same direction. Unable to mak 
up my mind what to do, I remaine 
where I was during the entire day. I 
later years I learned from one of the wai 
riors of the fate of Robinson. His toi 
tores lasted nine long hours before b 
was dispatched. 
I had a much closer call than I knev 
The two old men who took me oi 
doubted that I was what the others too 
me for. They had some arrows made o 
purpose to kill witches and keep off ba 
i spirits, and they were to take me off an 
1 see if these arrows would kill me. In gi 
ing down the creek one of them cam 
near stepping on a rattlesnake, and thi 
: was taken as a sign that they must nc 
i shoot. When they returned to the villag 
and reported, it was hoped that I woul 
i go away, and therefore no one came nea 
me. As night fell I started off to th 
west, expecting every moment to be ove 
hauled, putting in a good 20 miles befor 
daylight. I was picked up by a scoutin 
party of cavalry just before noon. 
It was about three months after my e: 
cape before the Indians learned that 
was a government scout and that the 
had been duped. Red Trail and Pawnc 
Killer then offered five ponies each to th 
warrior who should bring in my scalj 
and for the next year perhaps I wa 
“wanted” more than any other man o 
the plains. It was a curious turn of a 
fairs that, while Red Trail had no les 
than five of his best warriors out on a 
expedition after me, I crept into his cam 
one night and secured his own scalp loci 
rifle and pony and got away. 
They Practiced. 
Dr. Cyrus Townsend Brady, in “Und( 
fops’ls and Tents,” tells of the praaks < 
naval cadets at Annapolis. He says: 
There was a big six foot lumberma 
from some place up in Michigan. In a 
incautious moment he allowed one of th 
upper class meu to get hold of a local pi 
per which contained an item somethin 
like this: “We are sure that the ruffianl 
hazers would not dare to practice the 
cowardly arts on the brawny son of Micl 
igan.” 
It gave us an exquisite pleasure, whic 
those who have been boys can appreciat 
to have this particular item read aloud t 
the smallest and feeblest midshipman i 
the academy, while tho “brawny sou ( 
Michigan” listened attentively to 
standing on his head in the corner. 
COUNTY NEWS. 
90* additional County News nee other pagen. 
Stontnjrton. 
Mrs R. F. Gerrish is stopping at the 
| Sunset bouse for a few days. y 
8. E. Candage has bought the store 
formerly occupied by Edgar Robbins. 
John Kelley and daughters, of New 
York, are stopping at the Arcadian hotel. 
Clrone Bros, gave a musical entertain- 
niain in the opera house on Thursday 
night. 
Gleason Annis has come home from 
yachting and gone to work on the quarry 
at Oceanville. 
The graduation of the grammar school 
at Oceanville Friday night was a success 
in every particular. / 
Schooner “Willie” which ran ashore on 
the Londoner” is a total loss. She wa* 
loaded with stove coal. 
1). J. Noyes, who has been to Bangoi 
and Boston buying lumber and fixture* 
for bis new store, came home Sunday. 
M. G. Ryan has moved his family tc 
Oceanville so as to be near his place ol 
business. They are boarding at Eber 
Candage’s. 
Schooner yacht “Frolic”, Capt. Gross, 
and sloop yacht “Senta”, Capt. Morey 
were in the harbor Wednesday and Thurs- 
day. The captains of these yacht and 
most of the crews belong at Oceanville. ^ 
Fred Sylvester, of Deer Isle, and Lillian 
Greene, of this village, were married 
Wednesday night. Rev. H. W. Conlej 
officiated. They left immediately foi 
Deer Isle, where they intend to make 
their home. 
The stone quarry recently opened al 
Oceanville will be one of the industries it 
town. This is owned by New York par- 
ties, and is und?r the management of M 
G. Ryan and John Keiley, of New York 
Willi ». luuriow 01 mis village as lore- 
man. Already they have commeucec 
1 operations. They have four large der- 
ricks erected aud a large wharf near)) 
completed. They now employ aboul 
1 
fifty men, but when they get in gooc 
I running order will employ one hundred 
They will be prepared to take any pi 
that may come tbeir way from the larges' 
to tbe smallest stone. 
July 15. Eugene. 
I East Orlaiul. 
Mrs. Ernestine Marks is visiting rela 
tives at North Castine. J 
Miss Blanche Blaisdeil is at home fron 
I Waterville spending her vacation. 
Mrs. Jennie Gross spent the past weel 
1 with her mother, Mrs. E. C. Mason. 
1 James Davis returned to Waldobori 
| last week, having spent his vacation will 
his family. 
Mrs. Nettie Stllphen and daughte 
Addle visited her sister, Mrs. Arthu 
! Dunbar, last week. 
[ Harrison M. Leach, who has beei 
visiting here, returned to his home ii 
» Ellsworth, Thursday. 
1 Mrs. Alberta Mason and Ernest Snov 
3 were in Ellsworth Thursday and Friday 
the guests of Mr. aud Mrs. Freemai 
j Leach. 
t The fishermen are making some gooc 
3 catches at Toddy pond. Arthur Dunba 
r caught five good-sized salmon one after 
? noon last week. 
Mrs. Caroline Ames who has been visit 
3 iug her sister, Mrs. Drusiila Mason, lef 
[ for a visit with her son,John Ames, at th< 
village Saturday. 
July 15. M. 
I 
South IViiohMfor. 
Miss Maude Thompson went to Bango 
Iubl Friday, returning on Saturday. 
^ Miss Madge Hinckley, of Bluehill, ha: 
been visiting her graudmother, Mrs 
Margaret Littlefield. 
1 Johnson Bridges whs in Bangor las 
Thursday to see his daughter, Mrs. New 
ell J. Gray, who is at the hospital ill wit! 
? typuoid fever. 
j Maurice L. Wood, clerk in Tremon 
p pharmacy, Cainpello, Mass., is spendini 
e uis vacation witii ms cuuhuih, Ante 
1 and Susie M. Roberts, at their home 01 
} Oak Point. 
Horace Perkins and wife, of Waterville 
e have been stopping at MiichelPs hotel 
few days. They plan to take a drivini 
tour through eastern Hancock and Wash 
t iugton counties before returning to thei 
home. 
j July 15. Climax. 
] Penobscot. 
Rev. Mr. Smith, of Orland, occupiei 
p the pulpit at the Methodist church Sun 
j day. 
e Mr. and Mrs. Merle Bridges, of Spring 
j field, Mass., are visiting their parents am 
friends in town. 
L* Charles Whitmore and wife, of Ells 
worth, were guests of Mrs. N. Mitchel 
* 
Saturday and Sunday. 
L. D. Parker and wife and W. H. Dun 
bar and wife, of Bangor, have been at th 
1 Peuobscot house for a week. 
y There will be a social dance at Sellers 
^ pavilion Saturday evening, July 20. Mu 
sjc by Hall’s orchestra, of Bangor, 
s Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lee Ward well, o 
u Augusta, are visiting Mrs. Wardweli1 
'* 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Cushman. 
* 
The A. F. Chase league of the Bayschoc 
p will give an entertainment at Grange hal 
to-morrow evening, consisting of recita 





J 8, 8. Scott made a business trip to Sedg 
wick Wednesday. 
a Eugene Spofford and Ralph Haeke 
n arrived borne Tuesday. 
a Mrs. Maggie Taylor, of Concord, N. H 
arrived Wednesday. She is visiting he 
y sister. 
r Capt. Clarence Holden left towi 
i* Wednesday and Capt W. B. Gray lei 
Thursday to join their vessels, 
k July 15.S. 
y Those famous little pills, DeWitt’s Littl 
u Early Risers compel your liver and bowe] 
* to do their duty, thus giving you pure, ric 
t blood to recuperate your body. Are eas 
to take. Never gripe. Wiqqin & Moori 
ELLSWORTH MARKETS. 
WEDNESDAY, July 17, 1901. 
MAINS LAW XRGARDINO WRIGHTS AND MBA8UHB1. 
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall 
weigh 70 pounds. 
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes, 
in good order and tit for shipping, is 60 pounds; 
of apples, 44 pounds. 
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In 
good order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds. 
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60 
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onlonB, 52 
pounds; of carrots, EngUsn turnips, rye and 
Indian ineal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds; 
of barley ami buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement. 
The prices quoted below are the retail prices 
nt Ellsworth, farmers can easily reckon from 
these what they are likely to receive In trade 
or cash for their products. 
Country Produce. 
Butter. 
Creamery per lb. 28 
Dairy.18320 
Cheese. 
Best factory (new) per !b.16®18 















New potatoes are high. Natives are bare- 
ly large enough for market, and western po- 
tatoes are scarce. String beans also are a little 
higher. 
New turnips, bunch 05 Beets, bunch Of 
Green peas, pk SO String beaus, qt 10 
New potatoes, pk 50 Cabbage, .04 
Onions, 04 Tomatoes, 1b 12 
Bermuda onions, lb 06 Squash, lt> 01 
Radishes, 05 Beans—perqt— 
Lettuce, 05 imp leilow 12 
Cucumbers, 05 Pea, 1C 
Asparagus, bunch 15 
Fruit. 
Strawberries are about out of the market, 
The dry hot weather has shortened the season, 
A few more will be received. Blueberries and 
raspberries take their place. Blueberries will 
be plentiful, but if the hot weather continues 
the raspberries will be small aud the season 
short. 
Strawberries, 1C Oranges, doz .35g.4! 
Raspberries, lt» 10 Lemons, doz 25 33; 
Blueberries, q: 10 
Gooseberries, qt 10 
Groceries. 
Cotlee—per lt> Rice, per tt> .O63.OS 
Rio, .163-25 Pickles, per gal .40 a.6< 
Mocha, -40 Olives, boitle .25 3-71 
.Java, .37 Vinegar—per gal— 
Tea—per tb— Pure eider, .2< 
Japan, .45 3-65 Cracked wiieat, .01 
Oolong, .30 3 65 Oatmeal, per lt» .0- 
Sugar—per lb— Buckwheat, pkg .2 
Granulated, .0 Graham, .0 
Coffee—A A B, .06s Rye meal, .0 
Yellow, C .06 Granulated meal.tb 02>i 
Molasses—per gal— Oil—per gal— 
1 Havana, .35 Linseed, .553.6 
Porto Rico, .60 Kerosene, 1 
Syrup, .60 Astral oil, 1 
Lumber and Building Materials. 
Lumber—per M— Spruce, 1 2 
Hemlock, 11313 Hemlock, 12 
» Hemlock boards, 1-’313 Clapboards— per M— 
Spruce, 12 316 Extra spruce, 24 32 
Spruce lloor, 16 §20 Spruce, No. 1, 17 31 
Pine, 12 315 Clear pine, 35 36 
Matched pine, 15 320 Extra pine, 35 36 
Shingles—per M— Laths—per M— 
Cedar, extra 2 75 Spruce, 2.0 
clear, 2 35 Nalls, per tb .04 3.0 
" 2d clear, 1 85 Cement, per cask 1 5 
extra c_.e, 165 Lime, per cask 9 1 No. x, 125 Brick, per M 7 31 
'• scoots, .75 Whlte lead, pr lb .053.0 
Provisions. 
Beef, lb: Pork, lb. 
Steak, .15§.30 Chop, 1 
Roasts, .12 §.25 Pigs’feet, u 
Corned, .083-10 Ham, per tb 163-1 
1 Tongues, 18 Shoulder, .1 
Tripe, .08 Bacou, .14 31 
Veal: Salt .10 31 
i Steak, -IS Lard, .llal 
Roasts, .103.12 Sausage, tb 1 
Lamb: 
Spring lamb, 15 325 
Fresh Fish. 
Fish are scarce this week, and prices a llttl 
higher. 
Cod, 05 Mackerel, It* 1 
1 Halibut, 14 a 10 Haddock, 0 
Flounders, doz 25 Clams, qt 2 
Penob salmon, 25 §28 Lobsters ,It. 2 
Fuel. 
Wood—per cord Coal—per ton — 
Dry hard, 8 00 §5 00 Broken, 6 5 
■ Dry soft, 2 00-g.i 00 Stove, 6 6 
Roundings per load Egg, 6 5 
100-3125 Nut, 6 6 
, Blacksmith’s 6 0 
Flour, drain and Feed. 
The terribly hot weather in the corn belt 1 
burning up the crop, and dealers predict bij 
prices. An Ellsworth dealer said yesterda; 
that he would not be surprised to see cori 
1 selling at 65 cents a bushel in Chicago. Tha 
means at least 75 cents here. There is an ad 
vance of 5 cents a bushel this week. Flour rc 
m.lnoHnll 
Flour—per bb— Corn meal, bag 
Straights. 4 2534 75 1 2 
St. Louis roller, Corn, bag 1 3 
1 4 2534 75 Oats, bu 42£4 
Patents, 4 7535 25 Snorts—bag— 10 
Mixed feed,bag 1.1 
Middlings, bag 
1.1531.2 
Hides and Tallow. 
■ Hides—per tb— Lambskins, .25 3.5 
Ox, 04Tallow—per lb— 
Cow, .04 X Rough, .OH 
Bull, .04 Tried, 0 
Calf skins, green 
.2501.00 
Dried Fruit* 
Figs, .12 3.20 Tamarinds, .1 
Dates, .10 Currants, .083.1 
Raisins, .080.15 Apples, string .C 
Prunes, .103-14 Apples, sliced .1 
COUNTY NEWS. 
additional County News am other pages 
North Brooksvllle. 
Walter Doyle lias moved his family t 
Bluehlll. 
Mrs. James Smith and children, c 
5 Salem, are at Mrs. N. P. Douglass’ for tb 
summer. 
The infant daughter of Mr. and Mri 
■ Charles Grindle is very ill with whoop 
ing.cough. 
t Miss Haunah Griudie, who has jue 
s returned from California, ia here viaitln 
her brothers and sisters. 
I Mrs. W. H. Stover and Mrs. Ann 
l Limeburner have gone to Northeast Ha! 
bor to visit their sister, Mrs. Ftllmor 





Mrs. lthoda Kolf, of Gouldsboro, I 
spending a few weeks with Mrs. E. I 
WinBlow. 
1 Amos Leighton and family, of Mil 
bridge, spent Sunday with Mrs. Leigh 
ton’s mother, Mrs. E. J. Pettee, who i 
r quite ill. _ 
July 15. B. 
1 “I wish to truthfully state to you an 
t the readers of these few lines that you 
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is without questior 
the best and only cure for dyspepsia tha 
I have ever come iu contact with and 
have used many other preparations.” Joh 
B Beam, West Middlesex, Pa. No prepare 
s tion equals Kodol Dyspepsia Cure as 
1 contaius all the natural digestants. 
y will digest all kinds of food and can 
1. help but do you good. W1GGIN <& Moobi 
K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU. 
One Week's Wlmiowlngs of News, 
Novelty and Nonsense. 
Patent has been granted to A. I.Mithell, 
of Romford Falls, for electric mandolin 
player. 
Mrs. FredViolette was drowned Sunday 
at Old Town. With her husband she was 
fishing from a canoe which upset. Mr. 
Vilette succeeded in reachiug shore, but 
his wife sank. The body was recovered' 
West Sullivan. 
Quite a fleet of schooners is In the bay 
loading stone. 
Mrs. Harvard Havey and Hattie Hooper 
were in Bangor Saturday. r 
Vevie Butler and Blanche Clark have 
been visiting Mrs. Dora Blake for a few 
days. 
Mrs. William Moore and son Ralpb have 
been guests of Mrs. Moore’s daughter, 
Mrs. H. H. Havey, the past week. 
Miss Alice Farnsworth returned Satur- 
day from a ten davs’ visit to the Misses 
Persia and Carrie Vose, in Portland. 
Howard Webb and Andy Havey were in 
Bangor *hnd O’d Town Thursday. Mr. 
Webb eoes to Old Town this week to 
play ball. 
Mrs. Clara B. Haskell, Mrs. B. JR. 
Havey, Mrs. Louise Hooper and MTtT. 
Belle Googins attended fthe dedicatory 
exercises of the East Franklin ^ethodfst 
church Thursday. 
Rev. B. W. Russell is endeavoring to 
arouse interest in missions. On Friday 
evening there is to be a debate on the 
questiou: Resolved that foreign missioi s 
are more beneficial than home missions. 
Rev. S. L. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor, Rev. 
J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, Rev. J. L. 
Pinkerton, of Gouldsboro, and Rev. W. 
H. Powlesland, of Franklin, will take 
part in the debate. The evening cannot 
but be educating. A large attendance la 
requested. A collection will be taken for 
missions. 
July 15. _ Q. 
It is a bright woman who knows what 
to Bay, but it is a brighter woman who 
knows when to keep still. 
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve should be 
promptly applied to cuts, burns and scalds. 
It soothes and quickly heals the injured 
part. There are worthless counterfeits, be 
sure to get DeWitt’s. Wiggin & Moores. 
atibrrttsnnnUB. 
A Most Refreshing and Healthful 
Institution is the morning bath. 
It is doubly beneficial when 
Glenn’s 
Sulphur Soap 
is added. Use it in preference to the 
costly scented soaps which sometimes 
injure, instead of improve, the skin. 




Genuine stamped C. C. C. Never sold In bulk. 
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell 















; | FRED R. SPEAR, | 
T WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, X 
% Coal, Wood, Hay, Sand, Hair, Roscndale ♦ 
! « Straw, Lime, Briek, Cement, American and ♦ 
♦ Imported Fortland Cements, Calcined Plaster, Z 
J ADAMANT Wall Plaster, Sewer and Drain Pipe, 
: ? Fire Brick, Fire Clay Chimney Pipe, £ 
t Fire Clay, Kerosene Oil, 5 
J Charcoal and Baled Shavings, * 
<j> OTTO Coke for Domestic Use. t 
! t 5 Park Street, Rockland, flaine. ♦ 
II t 
» X We have facilities for coaling steam vessels at any stage of the * 
* ? tide. T 
» J New England Telephone 106-11. Eastern Telephone 1C0-3. * 













CLARION RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES. 
9 Pearl, Agate and Plumbing and Heating. 
Granite Ware. Blue-Flame Oil 
Crockery and Tin Stoves. 
3 Ware. Fishing Tackle. 
Hot Water and Steam Heating. 
l 
r -- 
| J. P. ELDRIDGE, 
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Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will 
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1901. 
The appointment of A. B. Kittredge 
by the government of South Dakota 
to fill the vacancy made by the death 
of Senator Kyle, has been received in 
Washington. Although Mr. Kittredge 
is only forty years old, he has been 
regarded for some years as the leader 
of the republican party in South Da- 
kota, and is known to have been 
largely instrumental in restoring his 
state to the republican column. 
John C. Freely, of Scranton, Pa., 
who has just returned from a semi- 
business tour of Great Britain, said, 
while in Washington: “The sale of 
American agricultural implements is 
increasing every day in Europe. The 
people who do the buying over there 
are as sensible as any other people on 
earth. They don’t buy our plows and 
hay rakes and steel rails just because 
they are American, but because they 
are really the best in the world, and 
far cheaper in the long run than the 
best articles made elsewhere.” 
—i- ( 
It was highly complimentary to 
Consul General Stowe, who recently 
tendered his resignation because of 
his inability to live at Cape Town, 
South Africa, on the salary of the of- 
fice, 83,000, for the large merchants of 
that city to unite in a petition to the 
department of state, asking that Mr. 
Stowe’s resignation be not accepted, 
and pledging themselves to pay him 
enough, in addition to his official sal- 
ary, to enable him to live as he 
should. But Secretary Hay promptly 
informed the signers of the petition 
that this government could not allow 
a consular officer to be paid from pri 
vate sources. Congress fixes the 
consular salaries. It may be remark- 
ed in this connection that the German 
Consul-General at Cape Town re- 
ceives 810,000 a year for precisely the 
same class of work. 
uvvi vjuu uagc auu utuci ucaoui > 
officials have been surprised by the 
receipt from internal revenue for the 
first half of this month. It was nat- 
urally expected that the reductions 
which went into effect the first of the 
month would make the receipts con- 
siderably smaller than for the corre- 
sponding period last year, but instead 
of that, they have been a little larger 
every day, and for the half month, in 
round figures, $1,000,000 greater than 
for the first half of July last year. 
Some think that this may be account- 
ed for by the fact that changes were 
made in a number of classes of rev- 
enue stamps, and that large users al- 
lowed their supply to entirely run out 
by the first of the month, and have, 
consequently, purchased large quan- 
tities since then. Whatever the cause, 
the receipts have been larger when 
they were expected to be smaller. 
Fourth of July Oratory Abroad. 
There was considerable speech mak- 
ing by Americans in London on July 
Fourth, some of it wise, and some of 
it otherwise. Ambassador Choate 
made an address at a social function 
in London that was of a high order, 
noble in thought, elegant in expres- 
sion and altogether in good taste. 
His American auditors who heard it, 
his oountrymen at home who have 
read extracts from it, are proud, for 
the moment at least, of the manner of 
man that represents us at the English 
court. 
But there was one speaker who put 
himself on a par with Baalam’s ass by 
his exhibition of braggadocio. He 
declared that “Americans could form 
.trusts against the world, but the 
world was unable to respond against 
America; therefore America would 
soon boss the globe”. 
Now it is this sort of spread-eagle 
boasting that all Americans of intelli- 
gence and good taste deplore, because 
A JjLJjj iilUIilUV 
t presents to English view the worst 
ind meanest side of the American 
character and gives to all Europe 
ts perverted idea of what is called 
‘the American spirit”. 
COUNTY GOSSIP. 
Can Hancock county granite quarries 
compete with foreign quarries in the 
Scotland market? That’s the question 
which an experiment to be tried soon will 
answer. 
_ 
The Bangor News last Thursday printed 
the following personal: 
Sewall Haywood, of Bucksport, one of the 
few men In that town who believe that Sarah 
Ware did not commit suicide, was In Bangor 
Wednesday. 
The News waxes facetious. 
A little North Castine boy who was 
hurrying home just at nightfall became 
very much frightened at “something 
with a picked nose that looked right at 
him”. When told that there was not 
anything to be alarmed at he said: “Well, 
it looked like something it it wasn’t 
nothing.” One of the haymakers thinks 
it is much the same with the grass In 
fields that have not been recently culti- 
vated. 
_ 
The old residents of Brooksville, to 
whom the wood roads to Parker’s pond 
are as familiar as their own pasture lot, 
when they see a man taking photographs 
of these old roads will wonder what the 
“consarned idiot” can want of them. 
They will wonder all the more when they 
learn that the photographer is a professor 
who came all the way from Washington 
to take photographs of these roads for 
the Congressional library. Bpt he 
doesn’t call them wood-roads—he speaks 
of them as Indian trails. 
The steam yacht “Peregrine”, owned 
by R. H. White, of Boston, is down along 
the Maine coast for her annual trip. 
There is a pretty romance couuected with 
the millionaire dry goods merchant and a 
beautiful Maine girl who first saw the 
light on Cranberry Isles. Some years ago 
there dwelt on Cranberry island a family 
named Hibbard, consisting of a mother 
aud two beautiful daughters. One of 
these girls went to Boston, entered the 
big establishment of R. H. White & Co. 
as a sales girl. By tact and ability she 
soon rose to a high position. That girl is 
now Mrs. R. H. White, who accompanies 
her husband on his Maine cruises aud 
never fails to visit the island which she 
left in a coaster only a few years ago. 
A Bangor fisherman landed a strange 
fish at Green lake Sunday. He had been 
fishing some time when he got a strike, 
and began carefully playing the fish. 
At last it neared the surface and he 
prepared to land it with the net, but the 
fish got sulky and went back towards 
the bottom. Again was it reeled up to 
the surface and just as the man with the 
net prepared to work It was discovered 
that it was an umbrella that was on the 
end of the line. It was taken into the 
boat and proved to be a valuable one of 
silk, haviDg a gold handle. Inquiry 
developed the fact that it was lost on 
Saturday afternoon by Mrs. Daniel 
Collins, of Dover, N. J., who was visiting 
at the lake with friends. She was out in 
a canoe, when a squall blew the umbrella 
from her grasp. 
The Bar Harbor Fair. 
The outlook for the coming horse show 
and fair at Bar Harbor is exceedingly 
bright. Five new classes have been add- 
ed to the horse show department and still 
more will be made, should there be a suffi- 
cient number of entries to warrant such a 
step. 
It is expected that the kennel depart- 
ment this year will be conducted under 
A. K. C. rules, and Secretary Pineo is 
doing everything in his power to make 
the show the best ever seen in this State, 
ana one wnicn win compare favorably 
with the Boston and New York shows, 
except, perhaps, in the number of en- 
tries. 
A liberal purse has been offered for the 
hose race and the competition will be 
great. 
There will be nothing too good in the 
way of special attractions for the show 
this year, and the management guaran- 
tees that there will be a continuous pro- 
gramme for all three days of the fair. 
It Is safe to say that all those who at- 
tended last season’s show will be much 
pleased with the improvements and ad- 
ditions that will be made this year. 
With the low transportation rates of- 
fered by the railroad and steamship com- 
panies, there will be no reason wby any- 
one should stay at borne on account of 
expense. 
Bangor Pastor Resigns. 
Eev. S. C. Beach, pastor of the Uni- 
tarian church at Bangor for the past ten 
years, has sent in his resignation. 
Mr. Beach will go to Cambridge, where 
he will engage in literary and educational 
work, towards which he has had a 
deeided inclination for some time. He 
will probably withdraw permanently 
from active pastoral work. 
He is well known in Ellsworth, where 
he has preached many times. 
It takes far less insight to discover de- 
fects than it does to discern noble and 
lovely qualities. “It requires a god to 
recognize a god.”—Lillian Whiting. 
What a splendid type of tireless activity Is 
:he sun as the psalmist descrloes It Issuing like 
‘a bridegroom from hls chamber and rejoicing 
Ike a strong man to run a race”. Every man 
>ught to rise In the morning refreshed by slum- 
Der and renewed by rest, eager for the struggle 
>f the day. But how rarely this Is so. Most people rise still unrefreabed, and dreading the 
(train of the day’s labors. The cause of this 
h deficient vitality and behind this lies a de- 
iclent supply of pure, rich blood, and an lnad- 
squate nourishment of the body. There Is 
lothlng that will give a man strength and 
jnergy, as’will Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical 
Discovery. It does this by Increasing the quan- 
ity and quality of the blood supply. This 
lourlshes the nerves, feeds the brain, builds up 
:nfeebied organs, and elves that sense of 
itrength and power which makes the struggle of lfe a Joy. The “good feeling” which follows 
he use of “Golden Medical Discovery” Is not 
lue to stimulation as It contains no alcohol, 
rhlsky or other Intoxicant. It does not brace 
ip the body, but builds it up into a condition of 
ound health. 
PiJjLcm viiJLU, jj 
Grand Lodge, A. O. U. W. 
The grand lodge of Maine, Ancient 
Order of United Workmen, was organ- 
ized at Augusta last Thursday. Hereaftei 
the Maine lodges, which have been undei 
the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts 
grand lodge, will manage their own 
affairs. 
Seventy-seven of the eighty-eight 
lodges in the State were represented al 
the organization of the grand lodge 
The representative from the Ellswortt 
lodge was Elmer E. Rowe. 
The separation of the Maine jurisdic 
tion from that of Massachusetts data 
from July 31, and the August assessment 
will be under the classified assessment 
plan. One dollar of the July assessment 
wilt be retained by the Maine jurisdiction 
while Massachusetts will pay all deatt 
claims up to July 31. Five-sixths of thi 
July per capita tax will also be retainec 
in Maine. The grand lodge of Maine wil 
start Aug. 1 with a good financial footing 
The officers of the Maine grand lodgi 
areas follows: Past grand master work 
man, Edward P. Danforth, of Skowhegan 
grand master workman, Charles S. Cam 
mings, of Auburn; grand foreman, L. M 
Staples, of Washington; grand overseer 
Rev. D. B. Phelan, of Danforth; gram 
recorder, A. G. Andrews, of Augusta 
grand receiver, Charles F. Roberts, o 
Portland; graud guide, A. J. Durgin, o 
Orono: grand inside watchman, Fitz M 
Fish, of Hallowed; grand outside watch 
man, William T. Jones, of Augusta; rep 
resentatives to the supreme lodge, A. G 
Andrews, of Augusta, E. P. Danforth, o 
Skowhegan, Parker Spofford, of Bucks 
port. 
The compensation of the salaried offl 
cere of the grand lodge was fixed as fol 
lows: Grand master workman, f200 
grand recorder, f600; grand receiver, flOC 
How’s This? 
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward fo 
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured b 
Hall’s Catarrh Cure. 
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props, Toledo, C 
We, the undersigned, hare known F. J 
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe hlr 
perfectly honorable In all business transaction 
and financially able to carry out any obllgatloi 
made oy their firm. 
West A Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Tc 
ledo, O. 
Walding, Kinnam A Marvin, Wholesal 
Druggists, Toledo, O. 
Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, actln 
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces o 
the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by a! 
druggists. Testimonials free. 
Hail’s Family Pills are the best. 
Host. 
BOAT ADRIFT—Went adrift from 8had Nook Monday night, July 15, a 12-foo 
flat-bottom boat. Rail around stern, paintei 
white. If picked up notify C. R. Foster, Elis 
worth. 
/"'IAPE—Between Andrew McFarland’s stabl 
and Card’s brook, following Hancock am 
Pine streets, a black silk cape. Finder will b 
rewarded by leaving same at Whiting Bros 
Mrs. W. F. Hutchings. 
Lamoine, Me., July 2,1901. 
CSantcU. 
GIRL for general housework. Washin given out if desired. Apply to Mrs. H 
M. Hall Ellsworth 
JFot Salt. 
ENGINE—A 7*2 Horse Power gasolene en gine. Can be seen running in my sho 
daily. Isaac L. Hodgkins, Ellsworth Me. 
Sprual Notices. 
SEALED PROPOSALS FOR BRIDGE 
Ellsworth Me., July 17,1901. 
SEALED proposals will be received by th undersigned at city hall, Ellsworth, Me 
until 1 o’clock p. m. Aug. 3.1901, for the build 
ing of alow truss steel highway bridge, 19 
feet long, in three spans; also for the ma 
sonry for said bridge, two piers and two abut 
ments. The committee reserves the right t 
reject any or all bids. Plans and specified 
tious can be seen at city hall where they ar 
on file. G. B. Stuart, 
N. H. Higgins, 
E. E. Brady, 
Committee. 
NOTICE TO WATER-TAKERS. 
NO discount will be allowed for vacan premises unless the water is shut off b 
the company. 
Full rates will be charged for hand hos« 
$5 per season; lawn sprinklers, f 10 per seasor 
For further information inquire fit the offic 
of the Ellsworth Water Co. 
CORPORATION MEETING. 
THE annual meeting of the Eastern Main Railway Company will be held at th 
Congress Square Hotel in Portland, Maine, o: 
the first Wednesday of August next at 
o’clock in the afternoon. 
Per order of the directors. 
L. A. Emery, Clerk. 
Ellsworth. Jtilv 13.1901. 
aWjrrtisnntnts. 
GET THE ■ BEST; IT COSTS NO MORE. 
M. M. MERTZ, 
Practical Tuner orga«‘n°o 
Repairing a specialty. 
Fourteen years’ factory experience 
Out of town orders solicited. 
Drop a postal or leave orders at J 
T. Crippen’s music store. Ells 
worth, Me. 
"The Beautiful is as Useful as the Useful 
perhaps wore so.” 
Both Bedding Plants for your garden, am 
Phosphate which will make them grow, can lx 
had at the 
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE. 
Tomato, f'ans,e8' 
Celerv*”’ PLANTS. Verblnas, 
Lettuce. "a^“ld8; Hollyhocks etc 
TELEPHONE CONNECTION. 
5 EDWIN M. MOORE, J 
I 
dealer in all kinds of 4 
Fresh, salt, Smoked end Dry J 
fish. ; 
Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsb, J 
Mackerel, Oyaters, Clams, Scallops, 2 
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies. G 
Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, D 
ELLSWORTH, ME. t 





WILL BE HELD 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
AUG. 20, 21 and 22. 
SPECIAL KENNEL SHOW. 
1 Cattle, Sheep, Swine and Poultry, Pet Stock and Belgian 
Hares. Reduced rates over all railroads. 
C. B. PINEO, Sec’y., Bar Harbor, Me. 
i /2/2Y)/J •/- _ ^ „ 
HIGH GRADE PORTRAITS ARTISTIC FRAMING 
IN CRAYON, PASTEL AM) 
AND WATER COLOR. PHOTOGRAPHY. 
40 Slain St., Ellsworth, Me. 
HFPF - 
IS THE PLACE TO BUT 
r 
_ 
; Haying Tools, Scythes, Snaths, Forks, etc. 
! A Good TWO-Bowed Rake, 15c. 
Bug Death, Paris Green, 20c. lb. 
r PrVttT TPciQP will keep flies from cattle and horses. Give it a trial and 
, UUW XjcIou you will never be,without it. 
STRATTON & WESCOTT, 
■ I /IAIN ST., ..... ELLSWORTH. 
T MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
; 
0 TOURS. 
[ P Leave .Ptrrtland at 8.30 a. m. Wed- 
A nesday, July 17 and July 31, arrive 
Buffalo 10 25 next day. All expenses 
IN paid. Through sleepers via White 
Mountains ana Montreal. Meals en 
route. Personally conducted, seveu 
days. Everything first-class, $55. 
TO BUFFALO. 
[ Individual tours every day. All 
arrangements made for board, etc.. 
In advance. Any price you Want to 
> pay. 
September tour to Europe, 40 days, 
$245. All expenses paid. 
Full particulars on application to 
F\ E. BOOTH BY, 
Qen’1. Pass. Agent, Maine Central R. R. 
■ Portland, Me. 
NEW STABLE. 
5 
I have opened a new stable on 
Franklin street. Horses fed by 
1 the day, week or mouth at mod- 
erate prices. Horses left in my 
> care will receive careful attention, j 
I 
E. L. DODGE, 
Franklin Street, Ellsworth. 
GIRLS and BOYS 
Can MAKE MONEY 
I 
BT SELLING 
Teas and Coffees. 
Send for circular. 
SCOTT & CO., 
24 State St., BANGOR. ME. 
FURNITURE COVERI .OS 
I have a fine line of coverings that 
will convert old furniture Into new 
at small cost. 
Room Mouldings. 
Many styles at moderate prices. 
I make old hair mattresses as good as new. 
UNDERTAKING 
L. W. JORDAN, 
No. 1 Franklin Street, Ellsworth. 
COUCHES 
A new line just received. Sub- 
stantial, medium goods. 
REFRIGERATORS. 
The “Gurney”, all sizes—$13 up. 
Window Screens 
made to order. I also have 
screen doors. 
E. J. DAVIS, 
No. 1 Franklin Street, Ellsworth. 
jlLfgal XoticEs. 
THE subscriber, residing out of the State of Maine, to wit: Boston, Suffolk coun- 
ty, Massachusetts, hereby gives notice that be 
has been duly appointed executor of the last 
will and testament of Marv Y’ardley, late of 
Boston, Suffolk county, Massachusetts, de- 
ceased, no bonds being required, and that he 
has appointed Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ells- 
worth. in the county of Hancock, and State of 
Maine, his agent in said State of Maine. 
All persous having demands against the es- 
tate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and ail indebted 
thereto are requested to make payment im- 
mediately. Vincent Y. Bow ditch. 
July 17, 1901. 
THE subscriber bereby gives notice that she bus been duly appointed executrix 
of the last will and testament of William 
Fox, late of Bucksport, in the county of Han- 
cock, deceased, no bonds being required by the terms of said will. All persons having de- mands against the estate of said de- 
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are 
requested to make payment immediately. 
July 2,1901. Doris Fox. 
^PHE subscriber hereby gives notice that _L he has been duly appointed executor 
of the last will and testament of Eliza A. 
Johnson, late of Bluehill, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands 
against the estate of said deceased are de- 
sired to preseut the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make 
payment immediately. E. E. Chase. 
July 2,1901. 
THE subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed adminis- trator of the estate of Rufus C. Turner, late of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. 
All persons having demands against the es- 
tate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted 
thereto are requested to make payment im- 
mediately. Feed Wood. 
June 4,1901. 
THE subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed adminis- 
trator of the estate of Bryant Kench, late 
of Bucksport. in the county of Hancock, de- 
ceased, and given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the es- tate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment im- mediately f'ebd Wood. 
June 4. 1901. 
THE subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed adminis- trator of the estate of Rebecca M. Young, late of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. 
All persons having demands against the es- tate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all iudebted thereto are requested to make payment im- 
mju!5t W A- A- Lm“!"ELD. 
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge. 
In the matter of 
Adelbeet M. Hadley, In Bankruptcy. Bankrupt, ) 
To the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the Dis- 
trict Court of the United States for the Dis- trict of Maine. 
ADELBERr M. HADLEY, of South Ber- wick, in the county of York, and Slate of 
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents that on the 25th day ol August, last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and 
LProper*y' and has ,ul'y complied with all the requirements of said acta and of the ortiers of court touching his bankruptcy, W herefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge from all debts provable against his estate under said bankrupt acts, eicept such debts as are ei- cepted oy law from such discharge. Dated this 26th day of June, a. d. 1901 
Adelbeet M. Hadley, 
Order of Notice Thereou'.°krUPt' 
District op Mains ss. 
On this 5th day of July, a. d. 1901 on reading the foregoing petition, it is— 
°rd"td by tbe court'that a bearing be had 8an,e on the 26th day of Julv 
5,d- ,1“1> before said court at Portland, in saiJ d)8t/, ct> at 10 o clock in the forenoon; and that 
Daily Journal be published in ‘be Biddeford ily Journal, a newspaper printed in said 
nersoni’ind ttlat0lJ known creditors and other persons i  interest, may appear at the said time and place, and show cause, if any they SSt beWgrantlirayCr °f Said »etitioaf:T 8houlJ 
or&eTe& by the court, that the clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this or? 
Weri«ir,Vtated0them‘tthClr platea of rea- 
WIBwssthe Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge 
Portioncourl' fnd tbe "eal ‘hereof, it iS? a d’.iwi. d,8‘nct'®n ‘bo 8th day of 
[L. 8.] A. H. Davis, Clerk A true copy of petition and order thereon. Attest:—-A. H. Davis, Clerk. ! 
8TAT15 OF MAINE. 
To whom it may concern: 
The Lamoine Beach Water Company here- by gives notice that in pursuance of *oteof its directors, and under and by virtue 
Itgal Not fere. 
of the powers conferred upon ft by IU act of 
incorporation, to wit. private and special act ofThe legislature of the State of Maine for 
the year 1*97, chapter 475, approved March 
® 1ST and for all the purposes set forth In 
laid act it has entered, located upon and 
taken, and purposes to take, occupy and hold 
the following-described property and estate, 
ail situated In the town of Lamoine, Hancock 
conntv, Maine, to wit: .... 
a strio of land everywhere twenty feet tn 
width, whose centre line is thus described, 
vis.: commencing at a point tn Blunt a Pond, 
which point bears north twenty-foor degrees 
fiftv minutes east of and Is distant six hun- 
dred feet from an iron pipe driven In the 
ground on the shore of said Blunts Pond Sear the present screen-box of the Lamoine 
Beach Water Company. Bald Iron pipe also 
bearing north eighty-two degrees west of and 
is distant forty-live and two-tenths feet from 
a stump near the shore ot said Pond, and at 
or near the dividing line between land of 
Bloomfield Smith and Asa HiKlgkina; thence 
from said point of beginning In Blunt’s Pond 
running south twenty-four degrees fifty min- 
iites west six hundred ieet to the piece of 
Iron pipe aforesaid; thence south thirty-four 
decreet twenty minntes west one hundred 
fourteen and nine-tenths feet; thence south 
twenty-seven degrees fifty minutes west three 
hundred seventy-three and two-tenths feet: 
thence south nine degrees twenty min- 
utes west three hundred forty-six and 
one-tenth feel; Ihence south sixteen decrees 
twenty minutes west three hundred thirty- 
one and three-tenths feet; thence south thlr- 
tv-slx degrees fifteen minutes west seventeen 
hundred and twenty-three feet to the town 
road leading to Lamoine Point; thence south 
thirty degrees fifteen minutes esst one hun- 
dred anil thirty-two and two tenths feet; 
thence south forty degrees thirty minutes 
east three hundred fifty-four and two-tenths 
feet- thence south forty-nine degrees forty- 
five minutes esst two hundred forty-one and 
seven-tenths feet; thence south forty-five de- 
crees forty-five minutes esst three hundred 
forty-three and nine-tenths feet; thence south 
forty-tour degrees thirty minutes east three 
hundred and eleven and eight-tenths feet; 
thence south forty-eight degrees east seven 
hundred ninety-eight nnd seven-tenths feet; 
thence south forty-two degrees east two hun- 
dred sixti-five and nine-tenths feet; thence 
south forty-five degrees forty-five minutes 
east five hundred slxty-stx and seveu-tenths 
feet; thence south tbirty-six decrees thirty 
minntes east two hundred and fifty-five ana 
six-tenths teet; thence south forty-eight de- 
grees fifteen minutes east tour hundred sixty 
and eight-tenths teet; thence south thirty- 
five degrees esst eight hundred ninety-five 
and seven-tenths feet; tbeuce south thirty- 
three degrees east three hundred eighty-six 
and nine-tenths feet; thence soutn tblrty-five 
degrees fifty minutes esst six hundred forty- 
four and eight-tenths feet; thence south forty- 
four degrees five minutes east two hundred 
ninety-seven and one-tenth feet; thence aonth 
three hundred eighty-four and three-tenths 
feet; thence south fifty-six degrees five min- 
ute# east two hundred and twenty-nine feet; 
thence south sixty-four degree# twenty min- 
utes east three hundred forty-four and four- 
tenths teet; thence south sixty-eight degree# 
five minute# east four hundred seventy-seven 
and three tenth# feet; thence south seventy- 
seven degree# five minute# east seven hun- 
dred and fifty-eight and three-tenths feet; 
thence south sixty-eight degree* forty-five 
minute# east eightccu hundred and thirteen 
feet to the water of the bay. 
Also a strip of land every where twenty feet 
in width commencing at, the end of the sixth 
course and distance Hereinabove given, being 
the point where said strip running from 
Blunt's Pond intersects with the town road 
near land of Jesse Young; thence from said 
point of intersection running north twenty 
uegroes twenty five minutes west twelve hun- 
dred and eighty feet to a point in the town 
road near laud of William Smith. 
The said strips of land hereinabove de- 
scribed as taken cross property of the follow- 
ing private owners, via: Land of Bloomfield 
Muitb, land of Asa Hodgkins, land of George 
Smith, land of Bloomfield Smith, land of Wil- 
liam Smith, laud of Hannibal E. Hamlin and 
land of Julia P. Saunders. 
Where located on lands other than those of 
private persons the said strips of land here- 
inabove described as taken are located along 
and in the town leading from East Larooine 
to Lamoine Beach, and said strip of land so 
described as taken extending from Blunt’s 
Pond to said town road crosses a town road 
near said Blunt's Pond, being the town road 
running around a portion of Blum’s Pond. 
A portion of the first strip of land herein- 
above described as taken extends into Blunt's 
Pond aforesaid, and includes land and water 
for a distance of six hundred feet, more or 
less. 
Also in addition to the water in said Blunt’s 
Pond taken by said Lamoine Bench Water Company, and included within the defined 
limits hereinabove specified, said company 
ha# taken aud holds for all the purposes of 
it* aforesaid act of incorporation, so much of 
the water of said Blunt's Pond as may be 
determined by the quantity that will flow 
through one mile of pipe twenty-four inches in diameter acting under a head of one hun- 
dred feet. 
Said company has caused surveys and loca- 
tions to be made of the property taxen as 
aforesaid, and has caused a plan to be made 
showing such locations, and the property taken. Said plan is entitled “Plan of the 
Location of the Lamoine Beach Water Com- 
pany", and being the same plan made by 
Charles P. Simpson, C. B., signed by him and 
dated February 14,1901. 
Said Plan, together with a notice thereto 
attached and maue a part thereof, containing 
descriptions of the property and estate 
located upon and taken, ha# been filed on 
this thirteenth day of July, .901, in the 
registry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine. 
All persons will govern themselves accord- 
ingly. 
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, this thirteenth 
day of July, a d. 1901. 
Lamoine Beach Water Company, 
By Hannibal £. Hamlin, its president. 
To all persons Interested in either of the es- 
tates hereinafter named. 
At a probate court held at Bluehill, in and 
for the county of Hancock, on the second 
day of July, a. d. 1901. 
rpHE following matters having been pre- X seuted for the action thereupon herein- 
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no- 
tice thereof be given to all persons interested, 
by causing a copy of this order to be pub- 
lished three weeks successively in the Ells- 
worth American, a newspaper published at 
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may ap- 
pear at a probate court to be held at Ells- 
worth, in said county, on the sixth day of August, a. d. 1901, at ten of the clock 
in the forenoon, and be heaid thereon if they 
see cause. 
Maria M. Joy, otherwise called Mary Maria 
Joy. late of burry, in said county, deceased. 
A ccitain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, 
together wtth petition for probate thereof, 
presented by Celia A. (jasper, the executrix 
therein named. 
George M. Seavey, late of Gouldsboro, in said county, deceased. A certain instrument 
purporting to be the last will and testament 
of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by William H. 
Seavey, the executor therein named. 
Jesse B. Gray, late of Brooksville, in said 
county, deceased. Petition that Geo. M. 
Warren may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented by said Geo. M. Warren, a creditor of said deceased. 
Athelaine M. Hearin, minor of i'remont, in said county. Petition that Nathaniel H. Young, of Lewiston, in theconnty of Andros- coggin be appointed guardian of said minor, presented by Uuy V. Young. 
Margaret Turner, late of Ellsworth, in said 
county, deceased. First account 01 Elizabeth 
True, administratrix, tiled for settlement. 
Joseph W. staples, late of Swan’s Island, in said county, deceased. Second account of 
Barbour, executor, filed for settlement. 
Ellison Ease 11 Partridge, late of Orland, in 
said county, deceased. Second account and 
private account of Washington I. Partridge and L&seil E. Partridge, executors, filed for settlement. 
Charles H. Macomber. late of Franklin, in said county, deceased. First account of Jesse 
u. Macomber and Charles U. Macomber, 
executors, filed for settlement. 
GUf® J’ Weboer, late of Brooklin, in said county, deceased. Petition for allowance out 
S; 8®if®011? of ■•id deceased, presented 
°* said deceased. 
mKi T Hodgdon, a person of unsound mind, of Tremont, in said county. Petition R‘ £ulIer’ guardian of said ward, I??,"®**4?® *ell at publio or private sale the 
mnnf *?,? _,ward« boated in said Tre- o t and described in said petition. jonn Dana Snow, minor, of Brockton, in 
of l£ri!!29i.0f P1ymouth Commonwealth Petition filed by Susan 
^’gua.rdiai» °f said minor, for license to —?®. th® estate of said minor as described in said petition. 
tJjSSl ftul Gordon; late of Franklin, in said BlaUr&i?'Jea-Mjd* Petition filed by Frank E. of^he e«iJS<L#Ani2 y* KinK- administrators 
to 
f ®aid deceased, lor authority 
exSStfnS co#nve>'ance of certain real estate in 
,a aontract made between the HeS/v hA ftul Gordan of the one part and realest^l H®/Ce a.“d Henry N. Pierce, the fuflv it^rnelHg«®ltuat®d ia Ellsworth and ribed in the contract, a copy of W7.lcS.annexed to said petition yJ 
A true conv1 Judge of said court.  copy, Attest:—Cuas. p. Dosh, Register 
Horace W. Jordan In Gouldsboro. 
South Gouldsboro, July 13 (special)— 
“The steam yacht “Fire Fly”, belonging 
to Horace W. Jordan, of Boston, arrived 
here last week f’-ora Bangor, where it has 
been for some time being repaired. Mr. 
Jordan was aboard with a party of friends 
who were royally entertained daring the 
trip. 
The party consisted of Miss Laura 8. 
Hawkins, the celebrated concert pianist; 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Bach, of Boston; 
Lather M. Merrill, mayor of Brookline, 
Mass., and Edward Hunt, of Bangor. 
Mr. Jordan, who is a native of Ells- 
worth, makes his annual visit to this 
town, and his coming is greeted by all of 
the townspeople. 
The “Fire Fly” is a staunch boat of 
•bout ten tonB, very fast. Bhe is com- 
manded by Capt. Galen H. Smith, of West 
Gouldsboro. Louis Olx, of Eddington, 
Is engineer, and William K. Hammond, 
<of this town, is second officer. 
Mr. Jordan’s friends in Ellsworth will 
be pleased t) hear of his improved health. 
He intends to visit many places with his 
yacht this summer, among them Ells- 
worth. Mr. Jordan is the owner of, Jor- 
dan’s Island and Jordan’s mouutaiu, 
which has given so much pleasure to 
strangers visiting here on account of the 
attractive drives around and to the sum- 
mit of the mountain. 
<xeneral Manager Doxvst Resigns. 
General Manager H. F. Dowst, of the 
Washington County railroad, has re- 
signed, and on Monday was succeeded by 
R. W. Kelley, of New York. 
The reaaou for Mr. Dowst’s resignation 
is not announced. His friends along the 
road regret his resignation from the man- 
agement. 
Mr. Kelley is an experienced railroad 
man and was formerly president and gen- 
eral manager of the Keenawaba & Michi- 
gan railroad. 
I FAIR BUT FALSE w?rc her teeth, but their beauty made her fair A pretty mouth is ruined by defective teeth, but the dental art has reached such perfection that your natural teeth can be replaced by a scientific dentist so that your best friend wll not detect the difference. Our crown, brldgt and artificial teeth work Is perfect. THE NUMBER of PEOPLE 
In Hancock county who have taken advantage 
of our liberal offer of 
FREE CAR FARE TO BANCOR 
bare Induced us to continue the same foi 
another month. 
The best set of teeth for only $7, teeth ex 
tracted free and free car fare to Bangor. Don’ 
let this opportunity pass by, but go with tb< 
crowd to 
The White Dental Rooms, 
BANOOK. HE. 
Dr. Sevey, Mgr. 6 State St 
Telephone 351-11. 
I. L. HALMAN TO MOVE. ^ 
Will Open Merchant Tailoring Estab- 
lishment In Boston. 
Ellsworth Is soon to lose one ot its pro- 
gressive business men—I. L. Halman, of 
the Lewis Friend & Co. store. Mr. Hal- 
raan announced some time ago that he 
intended to move to Boston, but for 
various reasons be postponed hlB going, 
and his Ellsworth friends hoped he would 
remain here. 
Now, however, he has decided to go. 
He has already rented a store at 20 Pem- 
berton square, Boston, and on Sept. 1 
next will open a merchant tailoring estab- 
lishment there. He will leave Ellsworth 
the latter part of August. 
Mr. Halman came to Ellsworth twenty 
years ago and entered the store of Lewis 
Friend & Co. A few years later he was 
admitted to the firm and gradually 
assumed uew responsibilities until he be- 
came practically the mauager of the busi- 
ness. On the death of the head of the 
firm, the late Lewis Friend, four years 
ago, Mr. llalinan became the sole owner 
of the business but continued it under 
the firm name that has so long been 
familiar to Ellsworth people. 
Mr. Halman says he is not leaving Ells- 
worth because of unsatisfactory trade. 
His business has continued to grow, and 
he expresses appreciation for the patron- 
age he has received. His reason for leav- 
ing is that he desires to get out of the 
ready-made clothing business, and devote 
all his time to tailoring in a larger field. 
As a tailor Mr. Halman has an enviable 
reputation. He has built up a large 
business throughout Hancock and into 
Washington county. That he has the 
ability to hold his customers is shown by 
the fact that he recently shipped suits 
to customers in Everett, Wash., to North 
Dakota, and to Iowa. He has several 
customers in Boston and considers the 
prospects good for a large business. 
Mr. Halman is negotiating for the sale 
of his business here, but if the sale is not 
effected, he will continue to run it for the 
present. 
Mr. Halman’s family will follow him to 
Boston soon. The many friends of the 
family will be pleased to know that they 
will retain their home here as a summer 
residence. 
_____________________ 
Little minds are tamed and subdued by 
misfortune, but great minds rise above it. 
— Washington Irving. 
To Cure a Cold In One Day 
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. Al] 
druggists refund the money if it falls to cure 
E. W. Grove's signature Is on each box. 26c. 
abbntiBimentB. 
j W, R. PARKER 
CLOTHING CO. j 
I * THIS IS OUR | 
| Bargain Month i 
| «N | 1 Summer Clothing, j 
1^ 
Men’s Summer Clothing 4 
marked at reduced prices to close | 
out. , * 





W. R. PARKER CLOTH 1NQ CO 
.1* • prinUinKuiachinemiOe “» 
ISAAC L. HODGKINS, No. 
9 School St., Ellsworth, Me. 
HANCOCK-9ULL1VAN BRIDGE./ 
A Big Enterprise That Sullivan Men 
Carried Through. 
[Ambrose Simpson In Bar Harbor Record.] 
Musing over the events and changes, 
progress and improvements that are now 
enjoyed by the people of this country, 
and taking a glimpse at them as they 
have come aloug the past 150 years, lead 
me to notice some of the characteristics 
that seem to have inspired the early set- 
tlers in thfe vicinity, and pushed them for- 
ward to the settlement of the vast great 
wilderness spread before them. The 
migratory propensity seemed to be a 
principal characteristic. It would seem 
to an observer the roving spirit got the 
better of their judgment, for in several 
instances they passed away from the sea- 
shore and through tracts of forest and 
good agricultural land, to some far away 
Island hill or place completely secluded, 
where all the necessaries of life had to be 
transported upon their shoulders, and 
afterward on horseback, until a road 
could be made. 
Such was not the case in the first set- 
tling of the town of Sullivan, of which i 
am about to write, as It largely bordered 
on Frenchman’s bay, and was mostly 
settled at or near the seashore. 
A large nnmber of the first settlers of 
Sullivan came from the town of York, 
York county, Maine, and some from 
Saco and adjacent towns. The names of 
the first settlers who came here from 
York were Bragdon, Beane, Preble, Sul- 
livan, Simpson, Gordon, Johnson, Urann, 
Donnell, Welch, Wooster, Ingalls, Gat- 
comb, West and Graut. One family by 
the name of Miller came from Saco, one 
of whom was my maternal aucestor. 
There may have been a few more fam- 
ilies besides these, the names and history 
nf whom T nm not familiar with. The names 
of the families that came from Marble- 
head were Salter, Moon and Thayer. 
There was a peculiar Way of talk with 
most of those who came from Marble- 
bead, by which the place of their nativity 
was recognized. They substituted the let- 
ter w for v and vice versa, and also w for 
f, similar to the Hingllsh orse for horse. 
For an example: “On a woyage they par- 
took of wish, weal and winegar, and it 
was werry good wittals.” This way of 
talk was common by people of Marble- 
head in former dayB, but probably not 
often heard now, as old customs pass 
away. 
About 1790 Paul D. Sargent, with his 
family, moved here from Salem and 
bought the place of Benjamin Johnson, 
who moved to Flauders, now East Sulli- 
van, and located there. The farm bought 
by Col. Sargent extended from the Salter 
farm on the east to a public or meeting 
bouse lot on the west, and from, the tide 
water northerly to include 100 acres, on 
which there are now four hotels, a large 
livery stable, a commodious store, tele- 
phone office and quite a village. 
The settlers of Sullivan bad their hobby, 
its principal aim and motive being to 
carry on lumbering. They seized upon 
the salt water coves wherever found, and 
built dams at great cost of labor, the 
principal capital at that time, and mills 
which could be operated only one-half of 
the time, or when the tide was at a low 
point, though there were numerous fresh 
water streams and privileges where mills 
could have been built and operated at 
much better advantage, entirely ignored. 
The largest of these enterprises was 
the building of the long dam across Long 
Cove, though there were several others in 
the limits of what was afterwards the 
town of Sullivan. The Long Cove mill 
was built and completed a very few years 
before the breaking out of the Americau 
Revolutionary war, by a syndicate of York 
people, who intended to move here but in 
consequence of the war never came. 
The property was abandoned for seven 
or eight years during the war, as there j 
was uo sale for lumber. During that peri- 
od the property nearly went to decay, the 
dam was undermined, and a considerable 
part of it went down, making the repair 
almost as much work as the building. 
j.uc uiiii nng unuiy emeu uy nui uio. 
Some of those interested in the property 
had returned to York, thinking to come 
back when the war was over, but gave it 
up aud sold out for what they could get. 
A new set of enterprising young men 
had then developed, of whom my father, 
James Simpsou, was one. He, with his 
brother-in-law, Richard Downing, Ben- 
jamin and Solomon York, and others, 
bought the property and put it in opera- 
tion, and did a successful business during 
the time the mill lasted. There being a 
demand for lumber, it was sold at the 
mill at a fairly good price as soon as 
manufactured, vessels waiting their turn 
for the cargoes. 
The enthusiasm for tide mills had then 
subsided and fresh water streams and 
privileges were sought to take their 
places. My father then built a saw mill 
and afterward a grist mill on his home 
farm, which is now owned and operated 
by Geo. C. Lynam. My father had pre- 
viously moved from what was called the 
Long Cove neighborhood to what has since 
been termed by some as the aristocratic 
Falls neighborhood, but if I understand 
the tenor of the expression and sentiment 
of the people here, it is giving the name 
without the game. 
Assuming to call to notice some of the 
old leading business matters that took 
place in town previous to and since my 
recollection, I will name Sargent’s bridge, 
spanning the arm of the sea, where the 
Sullivan ferry is now located, between 
West Sullivan and Hancock, a distance of 
about 1,300 feet. It was begun and built 
in 1821-22, wholly by a resident of Sulli- 
van, John Sargent, son of Col. Paul D. 
This signature is on every box of the genuine 
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablet. 
the remedy that cares a cola In one a ay 
i <Ea Hcf. 
STORE—Rooms—first floor and basement— in Masonic block on State street, until 
recently occupied by the Hancock County 
Publishing Co. Inauireof John B. Redman, 
agent, in same building. 
Sargent. It was a great undertaking for 
any one man, particularly a down easter, 
at that time, when there was but very 
little capital and no money institutions 
in this section of the country, but John 
Sargent had the pluck to grapple and 
carry through the undertaking. 
He secured the services of a bridge 
builder, of Boston, by the name of Chit- 
tenden, who superintended the work and 
carried It through successfully. It was 
built with pieces of hemlock logs, with 
picked ends to resist the ice, and sunk 
about one hundred feet apart. Each span 
and the whole length of the bridge and 
Btringers was supported by x-work, se- 
cured together at the top. It was pro- 
vided with a draw for passage of vessels, 
also piers a short distance above the 
bridge to break large bodies of ice before 
striking the piers on which the bridge 
was placed. It was a good structure and 
reflected well for the enterprise of Sar- 
gent and' the skill of Chittenden, the 
master builder. 
John Sargent was a man of fertile 
imagination, as was shown by his finan- 
ciering of his bridge matter. He built 
the bridge on his cwn personal credit, 
and after it was compit-isci the next im- 
portant matter was to meet his payments. 
To bring this about be started a lottery 
scheme, In which the bridge was put lna9 
the grand prize, and the tickets had a sale 
over several states, there being no law 
prohibiting lottery ticket sale at that 
time. This changed the ownership to a 
certain extent, but Sargent held and con- 
tinued the management of it for some 
years, nearly to the time of its going 
down in 1828 or ’29. 
It was observed some five or six years 
after it was built that it began to settle 
gradually. On examination the cause 
was discovered to be worms eating 
around all of the logs of which the pier 
was built, as vessels get eaten to a honey- 
comb. The ownership had now passed 
into other hands, who contemplated mak- 
ing general repairs, but it had so settled 
that the high tides came over some por- 
tion of the traveled bridge. The winter 
of ^ and ’29 was a cold one, and when 
the ice came down it took the bridge 
away with it. So ended the Sargent 
bridge. 
I was quite a lad when the bridge went 
linnrn T had ornanari rwpr It man v tlmno 
Sullivan and Hancock being then one 
town. The Hancock post-office then was 
called Sweetland, where I used to visit 
relatives. I have a recollection of all of 
the toll gatherers that tended the bridge. 
The first bridge tender and toll collector 
was Benjamin Baker, then Maj. Thomas 
Phillips, of Casttne, who had been sheriff 
for this county, and then William Abbott, 
of Hancock. 
There were but few vessels that passed 
through the draw at that time, as most 
of the lumber shipped from Franklin was 
rafted below the bridge and falls. 
1 beard it told by Frank M. Cobb that 
when he left his native place, Cherrytield, 
a young man, to find something to do, he 
started on foot with his satchel contain- 
ing all of his possessions. He crossed 
over Sargent’s bridge to Ellsworth, 
thence to Rockland, where he found em- 
ployment, and afterwards began the busi- 
ness which be followed through life. He 
died there much respected. 
Methodist Chapel at East Franklin. 
East Franklin, July 15 (special)— 
Thursday, July 11, 1901, will stand out 
before the Methodist people of East 
Franklin as a red-letter day. It marks the 
time when their beautiful chapel was 
formally didicated to the service of God. 
At 9 30 a. m. a goodly company as- 
sembled for the opening service, which 
consisted of an hour of prayer and praise, 
led by Rev. J. E. Lombard, of Harmony, 
under whose pastorate here this building 
was begun. At 10.30 Rev. A. H. Hanscorn, 
of Clinton, also a former pastor here, 
preached a good sermon from Mark 12:37, 
last clause. At 2 p. m. Rev. S. A. 
Bender, principal of Bucksport seminary, 
preached an excellent sermon from Reve- 
lation 5:5-7. 
The report of the building committee, 
which was then given, showed that the 
building had cost about $1,4C3, upon 
which there remained a debt of only $50. 
Rev. A. H. Hanscorn made an earnest 
plea for fuuds to meet this indebtedness, 
and there was raised, in a few moments, 
cash aud pledges sufficient to cancel the 
debt, and an amount over that will go a 
long way toward obtaining a furnace 
which the people plan to put in before 
winter. 
The chapel was then dedicated, Presid- 
ing Elder J. VV. Day conducting the 
service. 
In the evening, the house was well 
filled to listen to the closing exercises. 
The hour was given to “former pastors”. 
Rev. E. A. Carter, of Harrington, opened 
the service and was followed by Revs. A. 
H. Hanscorn and J. E. Lombard in briel 
remarks. At the close, Rev. S. A. Bender 
spOKe Drieuy out ettrucsuy m ueimn 
Bucksport seminary, urging the parents 
to send their boys and girls to that 
institution of learning. 
There were eight clergymen present, 
who aided in the services, and to them 
thanks are giveu by the pastor and his 
people. 
The music for the day was given by the 
local choir, aided by the choir at Frank- 
lin, and by Mrs. J. W. Day, of Milbridge, 
who rendered two solos much to the 
pleasure of all. The music was all of a 
high order, and was greatly enjoyed. The 
people showed their appreciation of the 
exercises by their presence, and by the 
bounteous entertainment furnished. 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 




•'rlday, July 11 
Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Rondout, staves anc 
heads, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co 
Saturday, July 13 
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Jordan, Milltown, lumber 
Ellsworth Lumber Co 
Sch Mary Eliza, Alley, Bar Harbor, lumber 
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co 
ARRIVED 
Sunday, July 14 
Sch J M Kennedy, Hutchins, Boston 
Monday, July 15 
Sch Ann C Stuart, Ray, Boston 
Sch Yreka, Segabath, Salem 
Sch Caressa, Harvey, Bar Harbor 
SAILED 
Wednesday, July 17 
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson,Rondout, staves 
C J Treworgy 
Sch Rlenzi, Closson, Stonlngton, wood, Plera 
Hancock County Forts. 
West Sullivan—Ar July 9, sch Willie I 
Maxwell. Bowden, from Kastport 
Ar July 12, sch Lizzie Lee 
Ar July 13, schs Weaterloc, Paterson; Rebec 
ca G Whllden, Lunt; Hazel Dell 
Ar July 14, schs Telegraph; Chas H Wolstoi 
Sid July 8, sch Mildred A Pope, curblnj 
from Hooper A Havey 
Sid July 10, schs Thomas H Lawrence, Kel 
ley, paving from Hooper A Havey, for Phlla 
delphlajWmG Eadie, Franklin, with lumbe 
lor* Bar Harbor 
Sid July 14, sch Willie L Maxwell, pavini 
from Crabtree A Havey tor Philadelphia 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 
Sto&tTtfsraimta. 
Disfigured Skin 
Wasted muscles and decaying bones. 
What havoc! 
Scrofula, let alone, is capable of all that, 
and more. 
It is commonly marked by bunches in 
the neck, inflammations in the eyes, dys- 
pepsia, catarrh, and general debility. 
It is always radically and permanently 
cured by 
Hood's Sarsaparilla 
Which expels all humors, cures all erup- 
tions, and builds up the whole system, 
whether young or old. 
~Hood,g~i1Ha cure liver lllw: the non-irritating and 
only cathartic to take with Huod’s SaraaparlTla. 
CHURCH NOTKS. 
BAPTIST. 
Rev. David Kerr, pastor. 
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting. 
Sunday, July 21—Morning service at 
10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Subject: 
“The Glory of the Church.” Sunday 
school at 12 m. Evening service at 7 30. 




Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor. 
Sunday, July 21—Morning service at 
10.30. Sermon by Rev. C. F. Dole, of 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS. 
Rev. O. H. Hefflon, pastor. 
Thursday evening, at 7.45, prayer meet- 
ing. 
Sunday, July 21—Morning service at 
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening 
service at 7.45. Rev. H. W. Conley, of 
Stonington, will preach. 
North Ellsworth—Service Sunday at 2.30 
p. m. Rev. H. W. Conley will preach. 
FREE BAPTIST. 
Rev. S. A. Thurlow, pastor. 
Weekly pra'yer meeting Thursday, 7.30 
d. m. 
Sunday, July 21—Preaching at 2 p. m. 
Sunday school, 3 p. in. C. E. meeting, 
6.30 p. m.; Mrs. J. A. Taylor, leader. 
Preaching, 7 p. m. 
Dollardtovm—Sunday school, 9 30 a. m. 
Sermon at 10 30 a. m. C. E. meeting 
Wednesday at 7.30 p. in. 
Mariaville—Sunday school at 9 30 a. m. 
Preaching at 10 30 a. in. and 7 30 p. m. 
Waltham — Sunday school, 2 p. m. 
Preaching, 3 p. ra. 
Wow Are Your Kldueya f 
Dr. Hobbs' Sparagus Pills care all kidney Ills. 8am. 
'le free. Add. Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago or N. Y 
BORN. 
ASII—At North Sullivan, .July 6, to Mr and Mrs 
Rodney A Ash, a daughter. 
CARR—At Mariaville, July 10, to Mr and 
Mrs Irvlu II Carr, a daughter. 
GRAY—At Bluehil', July S, to Mr and Mrs 
Alonzo S Gray, a son. 
GROSS—At Orland, July 8, to Mr and Mrs Win- 
field S Gross, a daughter. 
GRIND LE-At North Deer Isle, July 11, to Mr 
and Mrs Justin M Grlndle, a daughter. 
[Hernlta-] 
HERRICK-At Penobscot, July 9, to Mr and 
Mrs Merrill Herrick, a daughter. 
HODGKINS-At Bar Harbor, July 13. to Mr 
and Mrs Albert Hodgkins, a daughter. 
MARKS—At Orland, July 11, to Mr and Mrs 
J E Marks, a daughter. 
PRAY—At Bar Harbor, July 11, to Mr and Mrs 
Arthur Pray, a daughter. 
TWINING-At Bluehil!, July 7, to Mr and 
Mrs Nathan F Twining, a son. [Roy Charles.] 
TRACY—At West Gouldsboio, July 6, to Mr 
and Mrs Fred F Tracy, a son. 
TRIPP—At Deer Isle. July 7, to Mr and Mre 
Obed Tripp, a daughter. 
WARREN—At Dedham, July 13, to Mr and Mrs 
Mathew Warren, a son. 
MARRIED. 
CARTER—M’FARLAND—At Camden, July 4, 
by Rev Henry Jones, Rachel W Carter, 
of Brookllu, to Harry W McFarland, of Pitts- 
field. 
FRAZIER —BLACK—At Bar Harbor, July 10, 
Rev S L Hanscom, 'IDs Marietta Frazier, 
of Eden, to John Black, of Gouldsboro. 
GREEN—SYLVESTER—At Stonlngton, July 
11, by Kev Henry W Conley, Miss Lillian M 
Green, of Stonlngton, to Fred L Sylvester, of 
| JDeer Isle. 
GRIN OLE—M ANN-At Surry, June 26, by Rev 
P S Collins, Miss Sadie M Grlndle to Clarence 
E Mann, both of Surry. 
KNoWlTON—SPOFFORD—At Deer Isle, July 
14, by Rev Minot Shaw Hartwell, Miss Blanch 
L Knowlton. of Stonlngton, to Eugene Hale 
Spofford, of Deer Isle. 
smith—f akkak—At Prospect Harbor, July 
7, by C C Larrabec, esq. Mrs Rose L Smith to 
Richnrd W Farrar, both of Winter Harbor. 
TRACY—LEIGHTON—At Corea, July 7, by 
C C Larrabee, esq, Miss Melvlna Tracy tc 
Charles L Leighton, both of Gouldsboro. 
WILL1NS—GRAY—At Bluehlll, July 6,by Rev 
Ebenezer Bean, Miss Delia M Willins to Mel 
via D Gray, both of Bluehlll. 
WESTENDORP—GORHAM—At Or land, July 
14, by Rev Howard D French, Miss Carmelet* 
M Westcndorf, of Orland, to William I 
Gorham. 
DIED. 
BARRETT—At Bethel, Vt, July 12, Mrs Ros< 
Barrett, formerly of Bluehlll, aged 26 years 
COOK—At East Bluehlll, July 12, Cyrus A 
Cook, aged 63 years, 9 mouths, 12 days. 
M’KINNEY—At Bar Harbor, July 11, John E 
McKinney, formerly of Wiscasset, aged 6' 
years, 1 month, 14 days. 
SELLERS—At Brooklln, July 8, Lester I 




The height of the season 
and these articles ar 
absolutely necessary 
Useful and cheap. 
Chamber Furnishings 
Those white suites ar 
all the rage. Iron an 
brass bedsteads. 
C. R. FOSTER, 
Telephone Connection. 32 Main Stree 
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Sundays a train leaves nangor iiwam, biib- 
worth 12 47 a m, for Bar Harbor and Southwest 
Harbor. 
* Dally. 
x Sundays leave at 8 26 p m. 
z Sundays only, from Southwest Harbor. 
tStop on signal or notlceto Conductor. 
These trains connect at Bangor, with through 
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boa- 
ton and St. John. 
Tickets for All Points South and Wool 
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offlch, 
Ellsworth. 
Passengers are requested to procure tickets 
before entering the train, and especially KUs- 
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth. 
GEO. F. EVANS, 
Vlce-Pre3. and Gen’l Manager. 
F E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t. 
BOSTON AND BANGOR 
Steamship Company. 
SUMMER SERVICE. 
Six Trips a Week to Boston. 
Commencing Saturday, June 22, 1901, steamer 
“Mt Desert”, will be due to leave Bar Harbor 
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest 
Harbor, Stonlngton and Rockland, to connect 
with steamer for Boston. 
RETURNING. 
From Boston, dally, except Sunday, at 5 p m. 
From Rockland, touching at Intervening land- 
ings, dally, except Mondays at 5 a m. 
E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor. 
Calvin Austin, Gen'l Supt., Boston. 
William H. Hill, Gen'l Mgr., Boston. 
RocM, Blnebill & Eilswortb steamb’t Co. 
In Connection with Boston and Bangor 
Steamship Co. 
Schedule in Effect June 22 to Sept. 17,1901* 
GOING EASTWARD. 
Every day, except Monday, leave Rock- 
land upon arrival of steamer from Boston 
(not before 5 am) for Dark Harbor, *Egge- 
moggln, Sargentvllle, North Deer Isle, Sedg- 
wick. Brooklyn, *South Bluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry 
and Ellsworth. 
Dally, except Monday, for above stations and 
South Brooksvllle. Saturdays for West Tre- 
mont. 
GOING WESTWARD. 
Dally, exeept Sunday, steamer will leave Ells- 
worth (stage to Surry), at 7 SO a m, for Blue- 
hill, South Bluehlll, Brookliu, Sedgwick, North 
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South Brooksvllle, 
(Saturday, West Tremont), *Herrlck’s, Egge- 
1 moggln. Northeast Harbor, Dark Harbor and 
Rocluand, arriving to connect with steamer for 
I Boston. 
O. A. CROCKETT, 
Manager, Rockland, Me. 
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave 
word at 27 Hancock street, Ellsworth (telephone 
connection). 
•Flag stations. 
f ^CARRIAGES.?* [ J I have a large stock of carriages ; 
J on hand at prices that cannot 
be beaten or equalled anywhere f 
Si in the State. 7 
‘i Standard Work Warranted. f 
j 'i You take no risk of paying for 7 
<i a good job, and getting a poor ■/ 
one at my place. L 
I 7 
I S. Ii. IiOBD. ( 
^ V"" "V ^ ^ 
The American prints more vital sta- 
^ 
tistics—births, marriages and deaths— 
than all the other papers printed in the 
county combined, and most of them it 
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its 
contemporaries. 
The American has subscribers at 10b 
* q/ the 116 poU-offlces in Hancock county; 
sUl the other papers in the county com- 
bined do not reach so many. The Amer- 
ican m not the only paper printed in 
Hancock county, and has never claimed to 
be, but if is the only paper that can prop- 
erly be called a County paptr; all the 
rest are merely local papers. The circula- 
tion of The American, barring the Bar 
Harbor Record'8 summer list, is larger 
than that of all the other papers printed 
in Hancock county. 
H»r additional County Xeirt> -r. other pages. 
West Hancock. 
Hberman and Irving McFarland are at 
Lome for a week. 
George Abbott, of Bar Harbor, is in 
town visiting relatives. 
Mrs. Jesse Brown has been at Partridge 
Cove during tbe past week. 
Rev. J. G. B. Heath, of New York, is a 
guest at Janies H. McFarland's. 
Mrs. Melvin J. Milliken and Mrs. Josie 
Budge, of Bar Harbor, are guests at H. C. 
Milliken’s. 
Mr. and Mrs. George VV. Butler, of 
Franklin, made a short visit to relatives 
here recently. 
Bedford, Mas?., are at the Butler home- 
stead for the summer. 
Jesse Brown and Watson K. Springer 
are cutting the hay on the Frank Gray 
place at Partridge Cove. 
Miss Edna Graves has been, during the 
pa9t week, the guest of her cousins, Niel 
and Zslma Walker, at Partridge Cove. 
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Miiliken and 
Mies Martha, of Ellsworth, have been at 
Henry C. Milliken’a during the past week. 
Mrs. Cora Crawford and two daughter", 
Ella and Eva, of Lawrence, Mass., are 
visiting Mrs. Crawford's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin Sfaute. 
Mrs. Annie Percey and son. of Boston, 
Mrs. George P. Woodward and her little 
son Harold, and Mrs. George Thorsen, of 






Mrs. De man sky and family, of Boston, 
are here for the summer. 
Miss Martha Weecott arrived from Bos- 
ton last week, to occupy her summer resi- 
dence. 
Mrs. Herbert Leach and son, of Brock- 
ton, Mass., are the guests of Mrs. Samuel 
Dunbar. 
Mrs. L;zzie Bridges, of Castine, who has 
been visiting Mrs. Ada Joyce, ha? re- 
turned home. 
Harrison Leach, who has been making 
an extended visit with relatives, has re- 
turned to Ellsworth. 
Presiding Elder Day will hold quarterly 
meeting at the Dunbar scboolhouse, Sun- 
day. July 21, at 10 a. m. 
Rev. C. W. Wallace has been appointed 
to the pastorate of the Methodist church 
at EaBtport and has entered upon his 
labors. 
Norman Conner has been spending a 
few days with his parents. He is doing a 
very good business at shore fishing, as 






Rev. Deane Walker, of Massachusetts, 
has supplied the Congregational church 
for three Suudays, his excellent sermons 
making a very favoraole impression. 
The result has been a call to Mr. Walker 
to become paBtor of tbe church. 
James Delaney and Eivie Lurvey have 
joined Mrs. Delaney in attendance upon 
their father, Cyrus Lurvey, who is in a 
critical condition, with but little hope of 
recovery. A caucerous growth in the 
stomach was the verdict of the consult- 
mg pnysicians at me oar namor Hos- 
pital. 
Henry Tracy and son have contracted 
to build a cottage for Mr. Inman, of 
Georgia, who, with his family, occupies 
William Lawton’s house, taking meals at 
the Dirigo. The foundation walls are 
well under way. The building is located 
near the Colton cottage. It is to be com- 
pleted early in September before the In- 
mans leave for their southern home. 
July 13. Spray. 
South I»**er (ale. 
Vernon Small is spending a vacation at 
home. 
Miss Emma Pulcifer is Tilling at J. E. 
Small’s. 
Miss Alice Robbins accompanied her 
cousin, Miss Genevieve Alle: to Brooks- 
ville this week. 
Quite a number of boarders are stop- 
ping at Capt. Seth Hatch's for the season. 
Others are expected soon. 
Summer people are con-tautiy arriving. 
The prospect is that there will be uo 
falling off from other seasons. 
Mrs. Homer Robbins, of Allston, Mass., 
with her son Leman, is visiting friends 
here. She arrived at her father’s in Ston- 
ington last week. 
July 12. Ego. 
Or laud. 
Dr. Freeman Hersey Chase, for many 
years a resident of Bangor and up to the 
time of his retirement a prominent physi- 
cian, died there Thursday after a long ill- 
ness. the result of disease contracted in 
Confederate prisons while a soldier in the 
Union army. His age was sixty-two years 
and ten months. Dr. Chase was born in 
Lincoln. He was graduated from Bow- 
doin college and Bowdoin medical school. 
When twenty-one years of age he enlisted 
in the 12th Maine infantry. At the close 
of the war he returned to his Btudies and 
upon being graduated, entered upon 
practice in Oriand, where he lived for flf- 
It is easier to keep well than get cured. 
DeWitt’s Little Early Risers taken now 
and then, will always keep your bowels In 
perfect order. They never gripe but pro- 
mote an easy gentle action. Wiggin 
Mooiue. 
SftrtjcrtisnnmtB. 
DR. HARTMAN’S ADVICE 
Is Sought by Female Suffer- 
ers From Ocean 
to Ocean. 
Mrs. IT. W. Goulder, 1300 Fourth ave- 
nue, Rock Island, Illinois, writes 
“I was af- 
Aided for 






worse all the 
















bottle of Pe- 




ially to me, 
for I owe my present good health to it. 
All over the country there are women 
who have been invalids for many years, 
suffering with female derangements. 
What a boon to such women Is Dr. 
Hartman’s free advice I So famous 
has his skill made him that hardly a 
hamlet or town In the country but 
knows his name. He cures tens of 
thousands, and he offers to every 
woman who will write to him her 
symptoms and a history of her trou- 
ble, tree advice and treatment. 
The medicines ho prescribes can be 
obtained at any drug store, and the cost 
is within the reach of any woman. Ho 
describes minutely and carefully Just 
what she shall do and get to make a 
healthy,robust woman of herself. 
Address Dr. Hartman, Columbus, 
Ohio, for a free copy of "Health and 
Beauty." 
teen years, when he moved to Bangor. 
During his residence in Orland he was 
master of the masonic lodge. 
Lnmoiiie. 
Miss Webber is visiting her aunt, Mrs. 
Lewis King. 
Miss Sadie Boynton arrived home Tues- 
day for the season. 
Miss Sadie Thompson, a teacher in the 
public schools of Haverhill, Mass, is the 
guest of Mrs. J. S Blair. 
Jesse Bunker, of Webster City, la., < 
younger son of Capt. Jesse Bunker, form- 
erly of this town, is visiting relatives here. ( 
A party of fifteen enjoyed the hospi- 
tality of Capt. Charles Hodgkins and J 
W. Bragdon in a sail down the bay on 
tbe*r yacht “Hazel” last Tuesday. The 
day was perfect for the trip and a delight- 
ful sail was enjoyed. 
Miss Olive Coo'idge, member of the , 
present graduating class of Ricker insti- 
tute, arrived from Houlton Saturday. She 
was accompanied by a classmate. Miss 
Sophie Benn, of Hodgdon, who wili spend 1 
several weeks with her. 
The junior picnic in the grove last Wed- 
nesday was a success. A ball game, races, 
and a doughnut-eating cont st were pleas- 
ant features of the occasion. A half dozen 
or more of the juniors were made happy 
uy receiving prizes in me several compe- 
titions. Mach credit is due Mrs. Blair, 
the president of the society, not only for 
the success of the picnic, but for the work 
done by the society since its organization. 
July 15. H. 
North I auioiHo. 
L. Jordan Holt has returned to Dover to 
resume his studies. 
Miss Elvira Austin, of Massachusetts, 
is visiting her friends and relatives. 
Miss Vira L. Austin, who has been 
{ teaching in Madison, N. H., i$ home for 
| the summer. 
! A. E. Sargent, of this place, is this 
season raising some unusually fine straw- 
berries. He takes special pride in the 
varieties called “Aromas”, “Nick Ohtner,” 
and “Monitor”. 
July 15. Y. 
North SerisrwicK. 
George Allen is at home from Swan’s 
Island getting his hay. 
The children of Winfield,Staples are ill i 
with whooping cough. 
Mrs. Nancy Carter was seriously injured 
by jumping from a hay cart on Saturday. ] 
Work began this morning upon Fred 
Allen’s new house. It will be built upon I 
the same foundation as the one burned 
last winter. 
July 15. Woodbury. 
Ea*t Lamoiue. 
There was an excursion here from Bar 1 
Harbor yesterday. 
The “L. A. Plummer” towed to Frank- J 
port Saturday to load with stone. c 
Mrs. Merchant, of Everett, Mass., is 
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Luther Gil- g 
Patrick. J 
July 15. H. 
Bar Harbor- -vi 1 
The board of trade at its annual meet- 
ing last week elected the following offi- e 
cers: President, L. B. DeaBy; vice-presi- v 
dents, Dr. William Rogers and Dr. Robert 
Amory; honorary vice-president, Eben a 
M. Hamor; treasurer, A. H. Lynam; 
secretary, Charles B. Plneo. I 
Mothers lo9e their dread for “that terrible g 
second summer” when they have Dr. Fowler’s 
Extract of Wild Strawberry in the house. 
Nature’s specfic for summer complaint* of every 
eon.—Adit. 
COUNTY NEWS. 
additional County Netea aee other page*. 
East Hlueltlll. 
Mrs. 0. U. Long Is slowly convalescing. 
Mrs. R. B. Holmes, of Ellsworth, is the 
juest of Mrs. C. H. Wardwell. 
Susie E. Long returned last Wednesday 
from South Boston where she had been on 
visit. 
Capt. Byron Young and wife went to 
Northport camp ground last week. They 
will remain until cool weather. 
Warren C. York went to Ellsworth last 
rhursday. He will be employed as fire- 
nan on the tugboat “Willard Clapp”. 
S. Watson Cousins, representative from 
East Bluehill lodge, No. 59, A. O. U. W.f 
ittended the convention held at Augusta 
ast Thursday for the purpose of organ- 
zing a grand lodge for Maine. 
DEATH OF CYBUS A. COOK. 
CyruB A. Cook died at his home last 
Friday afternoon after a lingering illness 
>f several months. He had an attack of 
paralysis over a year ago. His consequent 
mfeeblcd condition, aggravated by heart 
lisease, terminated iu his death. 
Mr. Cook was born in Ellsworth, Sept. 
K), 1837. In his early youth he learned 
he trade of tin-plate worker with his 
lather. He followed the sea for several 
fears. After returning in 1858 he worked 
>n the farm of his grandfather, Edward 
Beale. 
He enlisted in the 18th Maine infantry 
>u Aug. 22, 1862. Early iu 1864, he was 
ransferred to the navy. He served in U. 
i. ship “Shenandoah”, and was in both 
jattles of Fort Fisher. He received his 
iischarge in May, 1865. 
After returning from the war he learned 
he barber’s trade in Ellsworth. He fol- 
owed the business in Ellsworth, Bar Har- 
bor and Southwest Harbor. 
In 1879 he opened a barber shop in 
R',.chill II c /lnnHnnoH >< tk« I 
jusiness for several years, but was 
obliged to clo*»e on account of ill health, 
fourteen years ago Mr. Cook was granted 
pension of £16 a month, which was 
iwice increased. For several years he has 
■eceived £30 a month. 
Mr. Cook was married three times. His 
irst marriage was to Ella E. Wooster, of 
touth Hancock, in 1868; she died three 
rears later. In 1S73 he married Julia 
Jordon, of Franklin, who lived only one 
rear. In 1883 he married Mrs. Melissa 
Jrindle, who survives him. He had one 
;hild by his first wife, who died at the 
ige of thirteen months. 
Mr. Cook was a member of the Met bo- 
list church and of Bluehill post, G. A. R. 
ie was a kind-hearted man and a good 
dtizen. 
The funeral was held in the Methodist 
hapel at 10 a. m. yesterday. Rev. W. A. 
dcGraw conducted the services. The re- 
nains were conveyed to Ellsworth for 
uterment. 
July 15. G. 
siueliill Fall*. 
Miss Lucy Burns is quite ill with lung 
ever. 
Harry Conary went to Rockland Tburs- 
lay. 
Eben McFarland is visiting relatives 
nd friends at Bar Harbor. 
Marie Harriman has returned to the 
tome of her aunt in Brockton, Mass. 
Mrs. Hugh Duffy has returned from a 
dsit to Granite. Her niece. Miss Etta 
Juffy, of Granite, came with her. j 
Miss Gertrude Kane has returned from 
visit at Sorrento. Her cousin, Miss 
rVinnie Kane, came home with her. 
The Sylvester girls spent the Sabbath 
it home from Swan’s Island. Marion had 
o remain at home on account of illness. 
July 15. Sub. 
turrj. 
Cuarles Beede is running an engine at 
Jtouington. 
Miss Florence Wood has been very ill 
vith sore throat. 
Miss Lillian Treworgy is visiting her 
not her, Mrs. E. N. Osgood. 
D. J. Curtis attended the .organization 
InHaonf MairiA A (J IT VV 
it Augusta, July 11, as a delegate from 
Surry lodge. 
F. M. Witbam returned tQ Deering 
Wednesday accompanied by bis mother. 
Mr. Witbam has been a successful teacher 
n the public schools at Deering for 
leveral years, but usually spends bis sum- 
ner vacations with bis parents, Capt. and 
Mrs. F. W. Witbam. Mrs. Witbam is in 
joor health, and has gone to Portland for 
nedical treatment. 
July 15. G. 
iouth sum. 
Mrs. Nancy Clough, of Brooklin, visited 
riends here last week. 
There are ten guests at the Homestead, 
md more are expected soon. 
Willie Stewart, of New York, is the 
;uest of his father, W. P. Stewart. 
The buoy boat Lilac placed a buoy on a 
eef of rocks near F. H. Harden’s shore 
ast week. 
Capt. Albert Treworgy had two of his 
ingers badly cut recently by getting 




8. H. Ober, of Salina, Kansas, is visiting 
iis mother, Mrs. E. K. Ober. 
J.C. Farrell and son Howard, of Bar 
larbor, were In town last week calling 
n relatives. 
Mrs. A. H. Moffitt and Miss S. M. Vi- 
ne, of Lexington, Ky., are. boarding at 





Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Manley, of Mari- 
tta, O., are at Camp Taylor for their 
redding tour. Mr. and Mrs. U. F. Ar- 






Mrs. A. H. Mayo Is visiting friends at 
wan’s Island. 
B. O. Dollard and wife spent a few' days 
Ellsworth last week. 
Mrs. Frank Watson and children of 
Melrose, Mass., are visiting bcr mother, 
Mrs. Nellie Atherton. 
Lee H. Powers, accompanied by his sis- 
ter Lon, arrived Tuesday. 
Miss Paterson, of Lubec, is visiting her 
aunt, Mrs. Jennie Dority. 
Mrs. Mae Chase, of Ellsworth, is visit- 
ing at Dr. F. S. Herrick’s. 
Misses Edith and Grace Smith of Port- 
land, are visiting at Henry Allen’s. 
Misa Mary Cole and Miss Musa Dollard 
visited friends at Eggemoggin last week. 
Miss Liva Tibbetts, of Waltham, Mass 
who has been visiting friends in town re- 
turned to her work Saturday. 
IN MEMCRIAM. 
Mrs. Phebe T. F. Milliken, whose death 
was recently noted in the columns of The 
American, was born in Brooklin (then 
Sedgwick) on the second of October, 1809. 
She was the daughter of the late Abra- 
ham and Nancy Flye, and was the oldest 
of a family of twelve children, all of 
whom died before her. In her early life 
she was a school teacher and taught in 
many of the districts of Brooklin and sur- 
rounding towns, alHo in Mt. Desert. She 
had a large fund of interesting stories of 
her experiences as a teacher in those early 
times. 
lnl83Sshewas married to Capt. A. C. 
Milliken, of Mt Desert. For a time Capt. 
Milliken followed the sea, but later set- 
tled at Mt. Desert. They remained there 
until about 1875, when they moved to 
Trenton, w’here they lived until the death 
of Capt. Milliken in 1892. 
They had two sons, Udolph aud Fitz 
Henry, who grew to manhood. The 
former was lost at sea, while the latter 
died at their home at Mt. Desert. After 
the death of her husband, Mrs. Milliken 
came to Brooklin, where she made her 
In the spring of 1897, when Mrs. Beals 
was obliged by reason of failing health to 
break up her home, Mrs. Milliken weni, to 
the home of her sister-in-law, Mrs. George 
B. Flye, and here in the old home where 
she first saw the light of day, she closed 
her eyes to earth, afier a life of neatly 
ninety-two years. 
She had been a member of the Baptist 
church for nv're than seventy-two years, 
having joined the Brookiin church on the 
day of its institution in 1829. She was ac- 
tively interested in church affairs, and a 
constant attendant at meetings until age 
prevented. 
Of Mrs. Milliken’s life there is much 
that might be written. She was a woman 
of never-failing cheerfulness, looking al- 
ways on the bright side, and seeing always 
the best in all people. It could be truly 
said of her that she was 
“Content 
To meet the sunshine or the shower, 
Whiche’er la sent." 
Her mental faculties remained unim- 
paired to within a very short time before 
her death. Her memory was remarkably 
clear, and she had many interesting 
stories of life in the early part of the cen- 
tury. She was always interested in the 
affairs of the day and read regularly the 
papers, fo this long ife came a fitting 
end. There was no pain, no illness, 
but only the complaint of being “so 
tired’*, and a desire for rest. And at the 
close of a June Sabbath she fell asleep 
like a tired child, to enter into that “rest 
which remaineth to the people of God”. 
July 15. ink Femme. 
Franklin. 
Miss Belle Bunker, of Somerville, Mass., 
is at her old home for a short time. J 
Miss Lizzie Martin and brother George, 
of Hancock Point, were in town Monday. 
Mrs. S. A. Blaisdell and two children, 
of Providence, R. I., are visiting at Fred 
Blaisdell’s. N 
Johu W. Blaisdell, Mrs. L. W. and Mrs. 
M. F. Blaisdell arrived from Washington, 
D. C., last week. J 
Miss Beatrice Blaisdell and her friend, 
Miss Eva M. Prince, left Monday morn- 
mg ior urr'8 island. 
Mrs. Effie Baker, of Sullivan Harbor, 
is spending a few clays with her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Whittaker. 
Miss Carrie A. Whittaker, a teacher in 
the public schools of Chelsea, jMass., is 
spending her vacation in town. J 
Miss Ellen Grover and her niece, 
Mildred Hooper, of Camden, are guests cf 
their aunt, Mrs. L. C. Bragdou. 
Mrs. Harry Springer and son, of Fox- 
croft, are stopping at the home of her 
parents, Mr. aud Mrs. J. G. Bunker. 
Mrs. Imogeue Petteugill and youug son, 
of Worcester, Mass., are at the home of 
her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. Z. L. Wilbur. 
Mrs. Grace Gordon Wooster and little 
daughter, of Waltham, Mass., are at the 
home of her mother. Mrs. Lizzie Gordon. 
Miss Addie M. Bunker is with her 
parents, Mr. aud Mrs. George Bunker, for 
a brief vacation from school teaching in 
Massachusetts. 
Mrs. Edgar Perry and daughter Cassi- 
lena, of Jemtlaud, will arrive Thursday at 
the home of her mother, Mrs. M. J. 
Springer, for a few weeks’ visit. 
Rev. James E. Lombard and son, of 
Athens, were in town for a few days re- 
cently; also other former pastors, Rev. E. 
A. Carter and Rev. A. H. Hauscom, who 
were attending the dedicatory services of 
the Methodist chapel at East Frauklin. 
A glad welcome was accorded the 
reverend gentlemen. 
July 15. B. 
SHibrrtisnncntg. 
DOCTORS 
say “Consumption can be cured.” 
Naturealone won’t do It. It needs 
help. Doctors say 
“Scott’s Emulsion 
Is the best help.” But you must 
continue its use even In hot 
weather. g If you have not tried it, send for free sample. S 
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, 
409-415 Pearl Street, New 
50c. and |i.oo; all druggist. 
THE RED LIGHT.: 
BY H. I. CLEVELAND. 
In the days when the Enlon Taciflc i 
railroad was fighting for traffic and ex- 
istence the division between Evanston. 
Wv„ and Ogden. Etah. was considered 
to be about ns dangerous for an engine 
run as any between Omaha and the 
Balt lake. The track was rough, the 
curves almost right angles, slides nu- 
merous and enemies of the road every- 
where. Miners, stockmen, pioneers and 
Indians did not meet early railroad 
building with that cordiality that their 
successors have. They thought little of 
drawing a rail, burning a culvert or 
starting a loose mass of rock from its 
perch for a slide down to the track and 
in the way of oncoming trains. 
One of the early engineers was a man 
by the name of "Short" Trendy, a 
youngster of 22. full of ginger and 
nerve and a capable employee. His 
fireman was younger than he, IS. and 
by name "Fat” Griswold. They were 
mutual admlrers'of each other. "Fat 
regarded "Short” as the bravest man 
that ever touched a throttle, and he 
could give reasons for his belief. 
"Short” admired "Fat" because he net 
er failed In performing his duty. 
“Short” was unmarried, but engaged to | 
a settler’s daughter who lived with her 
father in one of the mountain clefts 
near the Devil’s slide. “Short” and 
“Fat” had given this cleft the name of 
“Alice No. 1,” the first part of the title 
being the name of the sweetheart and j 
the last part the estimate placed upon ! 
Iw.e hnth hu 1r»vnr nm 1 frionri. Just ! 
west of the cleft was a great bend in 
the track, above which hung tons and 
tons of mountnin slmle and rook, liable 
under proper pressure to descend and 
bury not only the track, but any train 
which plunged into it. 
"Short" and “Fat” hauled coal west 
from Evanston to Ogden and fruit cast 
from Ogden to Evanston. They ran 
on no particular time card in those 
days. They were supposed to get over j 
the track Just as fast as their old fash- 
loned mogul could and to keep out of 
the way of anything that had a faster 
schedule than they. They ne' er swung 
by “Alice No. 1,” day or night, but 
what there was the figure of a young 
girl standing at the bend waving a 
hand and throwing kisses—the band 
was for “Fat" and the kisses for 
“Short.” If it was night when they cir- 
cled through the mountains, they knew 
the girl was there because she always 
carried » red lamp. She had said to 
“Short” early in their engagement: 
"That red lamp won't mean danger, 
as it generally does elsewhere. Red’s my 
color, and when you see that lamp be- 
fore you lilt the bend you'll know that 
the track is clear, that I’m well and 
that I love you.” 
So week after week the special 
freight swept through the canyon, 
whistling shrilly, and never a miss of 
the Alice of "Alice No. 1." It wa3 
something to see "Short" bang way out, 
of his cab when be caught sight of her 
and skillfully drop at her feet some lit- 
tle package of trinkets which he had 
bought for her in the town. It was 
something also to see "Fat” manfully j 
saluting his partner's future bride and 
giving a few extra tugs at the whistle 
cord for her honor. 
Everybody on the line knew 
“Short’s” girl and the bend she watch- 
ed. Other engineers would look for 
her, but she was never visible until an 
engine's scream way down the canyon 
told her that "Short's” mogul was com- 
ing. Then she took her place and then 
she saw the man of her love. 
This had been going on for about 
six months, and “Short” was beginning 
to think of bis wedding day, when one 
day the mountain rains set in and 
tremendous slides descended on the 
tracks, “Short” escaped all harm for 
the time, but he was very fearful of 
the mass of drift above the bend at 
“Alice No. 1.” 
“Don't worry about that,” said “Fat." 
“Alice will watch that, and we'll get 
he signal sure if there's trouble there." 
So on a September night they came 
plunging down to “Alice No. 1" through 
the mist and howl of the wind, and 
there was the welcoming rod light and 
back of it the Bhadow of the girl. She 
was probably 300 feet from the bend 
and the upheld shale. Just as the | 
engine was abreast of her and “Short" 
leaning out so that she should see his 
face a scream came from her lips. 
There was a rumble up the mountain I 
sides, a crashing of things, an awful 
roar, and the bend at “Alice No. 1” ; 
was suddenly buried in an avalanche 
of mud, rock and flying stuff. 
“Short” had only 300 feet to work ■ 
in and bad brakes on his train. He re-1 
versed, “Fat” working with him. He j 
dropped the sand and whistled for the 
rear hand brakes. Hut what could he ! 
do—jump? He was not built that way. I 
He and “Fat” went with their engine : 
and train into the mqss and staid there. j 
After a long time the sun came out 
of the clouds around the peaks, the 
larks in the damp valleys piped cheeri- 
ly and the long “halloo” of the cow 
men rang over the grass ranges. At 
“Alice No. 1” the wreckers had taken 
out of a ruined mogul the battered 
forms of two men and laid them In the 
sunlight. The cold face of one was 
turned up to the burning eyes of a 
young girl, who could not weep nor 
speak. By her side was an old red 
light—Chicago Itecord-Herald. 
Quite Simple. 
“If I was a weather prophet,” said 
the man with spreading whiskers, “I’d 
get it right once In awhile. I’ll bet.” 
“now would you manage It?” 
“Whenever I saw a circus headin for 
town I’d simply put up my maps an 
Instruments an start in predictin rain 
on general principles.” — Washington 
Star. 
COUNTY NEWS. I 
0m additional Ctoa.lv -Vises see oilier page*. 
West llrouksvllle. 7 M 
Miss Stella Tarbox la employed at the 
" 
Brookaide for the aeaJoti. 
Mrs. Jennie Stevens, three children and 
servant, from Bangor, are at Vacation 
Heat. 
Henry Eiltaon, who rails out of Bangor, 
was in town laat week calling on rela- 
lives. 
Capt. William Stevens, who has been 
absent two years, is at home for the 
summer. 
Jerome P. Tapley, Jr„ who has been in 
Princeton, Mass., since February arrived 
home Saturday. 
Mrs. William Wasson and Mrs. Lydia 
Emery, who were so seriously III last 
week, are improving in health. 
Mrs Ira Tapley and daughters Carrie j 
and Mildred, of Brooklyn, N. Y., are at g 
the Stover cottage for the summer. I 
Mrs. Edwin Ewln, two children and 
* 
Mra. Elizabeth Getchy, of East Saginaw, 
Mich., are at Charles P. Tspley’e lor the 
aumtoter. 
Mis. Anna Blodgett and aon Virgil 
have gone to Boston, where they will 
join tier son’s barge and make a trip 
South befoie returning'home. 
A. C. Sawyer, president of the Sawyer 
hoot and shoe company, Bangor, Mrs. 
Sawyer and two daughters. Misses Edith 
and Mabel; Mrs. Dr E. F. Nealey and 
two sons. Master James Barton and 
Lionel are at the Broukslde lor the sum- 
mer. 
July 15 Tomso.n. 
It I)hziI<*s the World. 
No discovery in medicine has ever j 
created one quarter of the excitement that j 
has been caused by Dr King's New Die- | 
covery for consumption. Its severest 
tests have been on hopeless victims of 
consumption, pncurno.ia, hemorrhage, 
pleurisy and bronchitis, thousands of 
whom it has restored to perfect health. 
For coughs, colds, w-thma, croup, hay 
fever, hoarseness and whooping cough It 
is the quickest, surfeit cure in the world. 
It is sold ny VViootN A Mookk. who guar- 
antor satisfaction or refund money l*arge 




•‘I hnvr brrn using (MWAH TTS nnd wa 
a mild and effective laxative tuc, are simply won- derful. My daughter and wire bothered with 
sick stomach and our breath was very bad After 
taking a few done* of Gucaretn we have Improved 
wonderfully. They are a great help In the family.” 
WlLBKUitN’A N.A0EI.. 




vlBlW YKADK MAJtN BfOIETTWSO 
Pleasant. Palatable Potent. Taste Good. Do 
Good, Never Sicken. Weaken, or Gripe. Hk\ 2ic. M)c 
... CURE CONSTIPATION. ... 
SUHIwg ltf»4y fampaay, Chicago, S..n«r*at. x*w T«rk. Sift 
Nfl.TA.RAP S^ld and guaranteed by all drug* "U 1 U*DAU guts tu ( it Tobacco Habit 
Kodol 
Dyspepsia Cure 
Digests what you eat. 
It artificially digests the food and aid* 
Nature la strengthening and recon- 
structing the exhausted digestive or- 
gans. It is the latest discovereddigest- 
ant and tonic. No other preparation 
can approach It in efficiency. It In- 
stantly relievesand permanently cures 
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn, 
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea, 
Siclr Headache, Gastralgia Crampsand 
all other results of imperfect digestion. 
PriceMc. »nd tl. Luriies.ic containstime* 
iinaiisize. hookah ahoutdyspepslamaiiedfreo 
Pr*pored by E. C. U.WITT a CO., Ci)lcag» 
Nasal /ge!7>^ 
CATARRH 0gS& In all its stages there °/ZsL JjUo# 
should be cleauimesa. ffpAc. EVER M 
Ely’s Cream Balm y* 
cleanses, soothes and heala 
the diseased membrane. 
It cores catarrh and drives M- Vei 
away a cold in the head n V* #1* I’9* m 
quickly. 
Cream Calm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads 
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is im- 
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does 
not produce sneering. Urge Size, 50 cents at Drug- 
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail. 
ELY MOTHERS, Wjrrci, v .... # \. .,v York.' 
Dr. Emmons’ 
Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to hundreds of anxious women. There Is posi- tively ,no other remedy known to medical sci- ence that will so quickly and safely do the work. Longest and inostobstiuute irregular- ities from any cause relieved atonce. Success 
guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, 
or Interference with work. Have relieved bund reds.of cases where others have failed. 1 he most difficult cases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed In 
every instance. No risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles whom we never see. Write for valuable particulars and free confidential advice. All letters truthfully* answered. Re- member, this remedy isabsolutely safe under every possible condition ana positively leaves no after 111 effeet upon the health. 
8e?lcd> f2-00- All money 




A JL i, iiselnjJJ rtv 
mc.iy fur worms In 
¥%• War children, a true Pin Worm IT^rJz 
orders. Price 35c. at 
Elixin^laP 
LADIES Recbmmcn aMht^BEST 1»R. Kim;., fYZSf 
Sur Crown liiw.t V J1 
PENNYROYAL PILLS. J -1 
AH U™«i«.orby5?d,!lT£If“r “4 WN5 MEDICINE CO., Bm UiCO, EDcTON, MASS. 
■ 
Dark to the Farm. 
If they should come back to the farm today, 
To the old farm in the valley, 
I’m sure that the wandr’ers would wish to stay 
Where the Joys of best years rally, 
I wonder, I wonder what they would say, 
If they should come back to the farm today. 
There’s not such a sight In the world, I know, 
As the ripe fields over yonder; 
And down In the shadows of apple row, 
Where the children used to wander. 
The apples are reddening bravely there. 
And filling with sweetness the balmy air. 
There’s not such a charm In the world elsewhere 
As the farmland has In summer. 
With never a stint, but a wholesome share 
For the new and old-time comer. 
The songs of contentment and welcome fill 
The brooks In the vale and the woods on the hill. 
I’m glad I’ve left nothing undone today 
In the home nook, bright and cherry; 
For I shouldn’t want them to ge away 
Feeling discontent and weary— 
And I know that.they’d find fora little space, 
That the farm Is a welcome resting place. 
—New Orleans Times Democrat. 
INDIAN" ISLAND. ✓ 
THE PENOBSCOT TRIBE AND 
ITS HISTORY. 
HABITS AND OCCUPATIONS OF THE 
OLD TOWN BRAVES — FORM OF 
GOVERNMENT AND SCHOOLS. 
The Penobscot tribe of Indians is a 
nation, so recognized by the State in 
treaty, and so long as it shall so remain 
“and its members reside within the Slate 
ofMalne,” the treaty stipulations of the 
State with the tribe will be fulfilled. The 
India? » number 400, live principally on 
Old Town Indian island, maintain tribal 
relations, are amenable to our laws, are 
not inxed, do not vote, have police regu- 
Jhi ion?-, support a cornet band, enjoy re- 
ligion as Catholics, and are quiet, peace- 
hnit*, iMW-aoiaing citizens. 
They furnished more than twenty re- 
cruits to the army, in crushing out the 
it heilion, although not liable to military 
duty. They made good aoldlers, had no 
desertions, and some are receiving United 
.States pensions. 
The special appropriations for their 
benefit, by the legislature of Maine, are 
small. To provide the additional amount 
necessary to live through the year, which 
they do, proves that these Indians cannot 
be so indolent and improvident as gener- 
ally supposed. Of the two tribes In Maine, 
the Passaraaquoddies have not, in very 
many respects, quite kept pace with the 
first named. 
The Penobscot tribe was originally in 
possession of very valuable timber con- 
sisting of all of the land watered by the 
Penobscot river and its branches, all of 
which have been secured by the states of 
Massachusetts and Maine. The first 
recorded purchase was made by Massa- 
chusetts 111 1796. In 1818, the tribe also 
sold to Massachusetts another valuable 
tract, reserving from the latter sale four 
townships and all the islands in Penob- 
scot river above and including Old Town 
Indian island. The Islands have been re- 
tained aud are still owned and occupied 
by the tribe. 
In payment for the tract sold in 1818 
they were to receive annually “live hun- 
dred bushels of corn, fifteen barrels of 
wheat flour, seven barrels of clear pork, 
one hogshead of molasses, and one hun- 
dred yards of double breadth broadcloth, 
to be red color one year and blue the next 
year, ‘and so on alternately, fifty good 
blankets, one hundred pounds of gun- 
powder, four hundred pounds of shot, 
six boxes of chocolate, one hundred aud 
fifty pounds of tobacco, and fifty dollars 
In silver.” The treaty obligation was as- 
sumed by Maine in 1820. The require- 
ments, as stipulated, have been complied 
with, and fulfilled yearly to the present 
time. Aud the agent distributes each 
year the specified articles in the month of 
OnlnhBr. 
PURCHASE of townships. 
In 1833, Motne "purchased me lout 
townships before mentioned. paying tbe 
tribe tbe sum of (50,000 “Said aum ol 
titty thousand dollars to be deposited In 
the State treasury, and the Interest, reck- 
oning from tbe dale hereof, shall annual- 
ly be piid under the direction of tbe gov- 
ernor and council of said State, througt: 
tbe Indian agent, for the benefit ol tbe 
tribe, provided it should, in their opinion 
be required lor the comfortable support 
of said tribe, and if at any time, at the 
annual settlement, any part of said inter- 
est should remain iu the treasury unex- 
pended, it shall be added to tbe principle 
ot fifty thousand dollars and become e 
part thereof, and Haid sum of fifty thou- 
sand dollars, together with such increase 
as it may from year to year receive, shal 
forever remain in the treasury, an ac- 
cumulating fund, for the benefit ot saie 
tribe.” 
One million dollars woo d undoubtedly 
be a low estimate of the presoni value o 
tbe tour townships, together with timbei 
previously removed from them. It thi 
tribe were now receiving the iuteresi 
annually on that million dollars they 
would not need to ask for tbe amouui 
which is granted to them in form of gra- 
tuities by the State each year, for ,agri 
cultural purposes, schools, etc., amouui 
ing to possibly (1,500. The balance ol 
their annual appropriations being thi 
outcome of treaty stipulation and thi 
payment of interest on their own trusi 
fund in the bands of the State, and thi 
distribution ol their own stfore rentals 
This deposit of (50,000 constituted thi 
germ of tbe trust fuud held by tbe Stati 
for the benefit of the Penobscot Indians 
January 1, 1884 it amounted to (53,438.41 
The shores of the islands, heretofon 
mentioned, reserved by the Indians, 
are 
valuable, being used lor tbe purpose 
o 
Troubles of a Minister. 
To benefit otbers Rev. J. T. W. \ ernon 
of Hartwell, Ga„ writes: “F°r along tirn 
1 had a running sore on my leg- I triei 
manv remedies w tbout benefit, until usecPa boUle ol Electric Bitters and a boy 
of Bueklen’s Arnica halve, ^hich curec 
me sound and well.” Sores, eruptions £>il“ma, tetter, salt rbeum show inr 
pure blood. Thousands have 
found li 
Electric Bitters a grand P“rlti" .jifactfoi 
eolutely cures these troubles. 
Satislacti i 
is guaranteed or money refunded byWiQ in* & Moore. Large bottles only 50c. 
hitching and booming logs. They were 
under rent to individuals on long leases 
at a nominal sum. In 1868 the amount 
received from said rentals for that year 
and paid into the State treasury was 
f227.50. The following year, 1869, the old 
time leases having expired, the same 
shorea that had yielded so small a sum to 
the Indians, were leased at public auction 
by the agent, under direction of the gov- 
ernor aud council, for the highly gratify- 
ing sum of f4,487.88. 
For several years thereafter the sums 
so received were added to the trust fund, 
until 1873, when said fund amounted to 
f73,828.48 and still remains the same. 
That year an act was passed for distribu- 
tion of those rentals to the tribe, per 
capita, annually. This mode of distribu- 
tion has been highly satisfactory and 
beneficial to the tribe. 
Prior to 1836, or thereabouts, no elections 
of delegates to the legislature were held. 
The governor and lieutenant governor of 
the tribe had been elected for life, and 
such delegates were appointed by the 
governor of the tribe. Dissatisfaction 
was expressed by a portion of the tribe, 
who desired a more democratic form of 
government. Quite a good deal of ill 
feeling existed for several years. Agree- 
ments were entered into by the factions 
but not sacredly kept, party spirit ran 
high and individual quarrels were fre- 
quent. In 1866, the legislature enacted a 
law providing for elections by one party 
one year, the other the following year, and 
so on alternately, neither party to have 
any voice in the other’s elections. That 
custom has been continued to the present 
time. 
VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS. _ 
Their agricultural pursuits are not so 
abundantly successful as desired, al- 
though they produce sufficient to cover 
the “bounty on crops” which the State 
annually appropriates for their encourage- 
ment in that direction. The young and 
middle aged members are usually, at 
spring planting time, in the employ of 
lie luiiiuvnucu uu luc unvcn, ^chiiik luc 
winter’s product of logs to market, 
which, in part, accounts for lack of in- 
terest, if such exists, in farming as a live- 
lihood. 
The men j»re experts in the manufacture 
of canoes. Birch bark, which was formerly 
used exclusively for the outside covering 
for canoes has, of late, become scarce and 
a substitute of canvas is used and proves 
to be superior to bark, unless the latter is 
of the best quality and this kind is now 
difficult to obtain. 
Large quantities of baskets are an- 
nually manufactured by them, the men 
procuring the ash from the swamps. 
The sticks are usually from six to twelve 
iuches in diameter and eight to ten or 
twelve feet in length. These butts, as 
they are called, are pounded with the 
poll of the axe until the layers are loos- 
ened, \v hen it is pealed or pulled off in 
thick strips, coarse and rough, and is 
restripped and separated to the thinness 
of heavy paper. Bcraped portions are 
! dyed and packed away to be used by the 
nimble Angers of the female members in 
weaving into the pretty and attractive 
baskets which are so frequently seen. 
Sweet grass, obtained from the marshes, 
is also worked into their basket weaving. 
Their new and original designs show 
marked ingenuity. About all their 
products are purchased at the agency in 
exchange for goods, and disposed of by 
the agent in all parts of the country, as 
best he can, sometimes at a loss, as they 
must be got rid of Rt some price in 
order to keep the members of the tribe 
employed. 
They are inclined to anticipate their 
unearned wages for driving, products, 
state dividends, etc, and quite an amount 
is needed to meet their requirements. 
They, at times, owe quite large amounts 
which are paid when the logs arrive at 
their destination and they are paid for 
their labor. Their advances are made 
and as much reliance placed on their in- 
tegrity and honor, in regard to payment 
of debts, as is unual with ttie same class of 
INDIAN SCHOOLS. 
Through the instrumentality of the late 
Hishop tlealy a colony of Sisters of 
Mercy was established in 1878, a house 
being rented temporarily lor their accom- 
modation. The primary object was wii b a 
view to train the girls, teach them sewing, 
cooking, and other domestic arts, and par- 
ticularly to Instill a womanly modesty to 
which the wigwam an not conducive. 
Soon after their location, a sidewalk was 
constructed from their house to tlie 
church, the idea of which originated with 
the women of the tribe and the expense 
incurred was paid by them. 
During the winter of '79 and '80, the 
construction of the present convent, 
which they have since occupied, w as com- 
menced. The advent of the sisters was a 
wise provision. Their work has been of 
very marked advantage to the tribe. 
Some one of their number has taught the 
BChool on Old Town Indian island since 
their settlement and the scholars, uuder 
their teaching, have advanced consider- 
ably. The school now compares favor- 
ably with those of their white neighbors. 
A new school bouse has lately been built 
at a cost of *1,000, of which sum the State 
appropriated $600, the members of the 
tribe providing the remainder. 
The agent for the tribe is appointed for 
a term of four years. He does not, by any 
means, find a "bed of roses”. The 
position lias its perplexities, vexations, 
care, anxiety, etc. for which the scant 
salary of f200 yearly seems an inadequate 
remuneration. For all that “few die and 
none resign”, and it is considered a suf- 
iiciently desirable “plum” to createappli- 
cants lor it when an agent a term ap- 
proaches expirstion. It baa been the 
custom for the past fifty years to give a., 
aireut two terms, in one instance four, 
the authorities deeming it for thei beat 
interest of the State and tribe to re- 
appoint, political influence, of course, 
having itB effect._ 
A true philosopher never argues. He 
mentally concludes his oppoueut is a fool 
and lets it go at that._ 
Sleeplessness. You can't sleep in the 
stillest 
nlaht if your digestion is had. Tube Hood 
s 
Sarsaparilla—It strengthens the stomach and ea- 
tabilshes thatcondltlon la which sleep regularly 
comes and is sweet and refreshing,—Advl. 
MAINE LOBSTERS./ 
SOME BIG FELLOWS THAT HAVE 
BEEN CAUGHT. 
SOME LOBSTER8 ARB 07 RAINBOW 
HUES—HOW THEY ARE PACKED 
FOB SHIPMENT. y 
A recent report of the United State* 
fish commission on the lobster fishery 
it Maine, shows that the poet who wrote: 
"Till, llk^ a lobster boiled, the morn 
From black to red began to turn—” 
nade a simile almost as Imperfeot as bis 
abyme. By no means are all Ibbsters 
slack originally or red only after boiling. 
A female lobster caught off Hurricane 
eland in 1874 was colored a rich Indigo 
ilong the middle of the upper part of the 
mriy, shading off Into a brighter and 
clearer tint on the Bides and extremities, 
rhe upper surface of the large clawB was 
3lue and purple, faintly mottled with 
larker shades, while underneath was a 
ielicate cream tint. The under parts of 
:he body, tended also to melt into a 
?ream color, and this was also true of the 
ipines and tubercles of the shell and 
ippendages. In 1892 a Peaks Island flsh- 
3rman caught a lobster about eleven 
inches in length whose back was of an in- 
ligo blue, and which towards the extremi- 
ties and under parts shaded off into pare 
white. The under part of the claw was 
also a pure white. Lewis McDonald, of 
Portland, has a pure white lobster pre- 
mrved in alcohol; it was caught in 1887. 
A lobster about six inches long, caught 
it Beal island, was almost a jet black. A 
few bright red lobsters, looking as though 
they had been boiled, have also been taken 
ilong the Maine coast at various times. 
A lobster was caught near Long Island, 
in Casco bay, about the year 1886, of 
which half of the body was light yellow 
up to the middle of the back, while the 
I./.M I. nil it- n.. k.lnlif .nil kn.n inn.n tin 
*pots on the tail. In September, 1898, R. 
r. Carver, of Vinalhaven, had in his pos- 
session a female lobster about eleven 
inches long, of a bright red color all over 
Bxcept the forward half of the right side 
of the carapace and the feeler on this 
side, which were of the usual color. 
SOME BIG ONES. 
The popular notion, also, of the sizes of 
lobsters appears to fall somewhat Bhort 
of the truth. On May 6,1891, a male lob- 
ster weighing slightly more than twenty- 
three pounds was taken in Penobscot bay, 
southeast of Moose Point. It had tried 
to back into the trap, but after getting 
its tail through the funnel was unable to 
get either in or out and was thus cap- 
tured. According to F. W. Collins, a 
dealer of Rockland, in August, 1891, a 
lobster weighing eighteen and one-half 
pounds was taken at Bluehill Falls, in 
upper Bluehill bay; while in November, 
1892, a female lobster weighing eighteen 
pounds was taken at Green island. In 
January, 1893, N. F. Trefethen, of Port- 
land, received a lobster from Vinalhaven 
that weighed eighteen pounds. 
According to R. F. Crie & Sons, of 
Criehaven, on Sept. 7, 1898, a male lobster 
weighing twenty-five pounds and meas- 
uring twenty-five inches from the end of 
the nose to the tip of the tail, and forty- 
five inches aoroi-s, including the claws, 
was caught on a hake trawl off Matinicus 
Rock light station. Iu August, 1899, a 
live male lobster was exhibited at Peaks 
Island which measured forty-four inches 
in length and weighed twenty-five 
pounds. It had been caught near Mon- 
hegan island, and the owner was carrying 
it from town to town in a small car, 
which he had built for it, and charging a 
fee to look at it. 
GOING TO MARKET. 
The same report gives an interesting 
account of the mode of shipping lobsters 
to market. As they cannot be preserved 
in a frozen state they must be shipped 
either alive or boiled. About nine-tenths 
of the lobsters oo'ught in Maine waters 
were shipped in h live state. The prin- 
Kook In ml and Eastpnrt, which have good 
railroad and steamboat facilities to points 
outside of the State. 
As soon as a smack arrives it is moored 
directly alongside one of the cars. The 
lobsters are then dipped out of the well 
by means of a long*handled scoop net 
and throw'll on the deck of the vessel. 
The doors of the car are opened and the 
men on the deck of the vessel pick over the 
lobster lying on the deck and toss them 
two by two into the different compart- 
ments, those dead and badly mutilated 
being thrown to one side for the time 
beiiijg. All vigorous lobsters above a 
certain size are placed in compartments 
of the car by themselves, while the weak 
and small ones are put into separate com- 
partments. The dead lobsters, or those 
which have had their Bhells broken or 
have been so injured that they are sure to 
die, are either thrown overboard or upon 
the dump. A lobster which has lost one 
or even both claws is not thrown away, 
as such an injury would have very little 
effect upon its health. 
SHIPPING LIVE LOBSTERS. 
When an order is received for live 
lobsters, those that have been longest in 
the cars are usually shipped. Flour bar- 
rels, holding about 140 pounds, or sugar 
barrels, holding about 185 pounds, with 
small holes bored in the bottom for drain- 
age, are used for the shipment. Former- 
ly the lobsters were packed close together 
in the barrel, and a large piece of ice was 
put in at the top. But this was found to 
kill a number of them. The present 
method is to Bplit off about one-third of a 
100-pound cake of ice the long way, and 
place it upright about half way of the 
length of the barrel, the lobsters then be- 
ing packed snugly on all sides of the ice. 
In handling them the packer seizes the 
lobster by the carapace with his right 
hand,4}e**ds the tail under the body with 
his left and quickly deposits it in the 
barrel. The packer usually has hie right 
hand covered with a woolen mit or 
wrapped in a long piece of linen, for pro- 
tection from the claws of the lobster. 
When the barrel is nearly full the lob- 
sters are covered with a little seaweed or 
large-leaved marine plants, and the rest of 
the space is tilled with cracked ice. The 
top is then covered with a piece of sack- 
ing, which is secured under the upper 
hoop of the barrel. Packed in this way 
lobsters have survived a trip as far West 
as St. Louis. 
Owing to the high price realized in 
England for live lobsters, attempts have 
been made to ship live American lobsters 
to that market, generally from Canadian 
ports. In 1877 John Marston & Sons, of 
Portland, made a trial shipment of 250. 
They were placed in a tank twenty feet 
long by eight feet wide and three feet 
ieep, and constantly supplied with fresh 
jea water through six faucets by means of 
donkey engine, a waste pipe preventing 
my overflow. The trip was entirely 
luccessful, as only 50 died and the balance 
brought from 60 to 75 cents a pound. 
The smacks and dealers buy lobsters by 
:ount, as the fishermen generally have no 
facilities for weighing them; but the 
lealers always sell by weight. The mor- 
ality among lobsters from the time they 
ire put aboard the smacks until they are 
aarreled for shipment is estimated at 
ibout 5 per cent. 
GRANITE TO SCOTLAND. 
Hancock County Quarries are Looking 
for a New Market. 
An important event in the granite in- 
lustry in this couutry will take place 
lext month when John L. Goss, owner of 
extensive quarries at Stouington, in con- 
junction with Hurricane Island quarries, 
will ship the first cargo of granite ever 
tent from this country to a European 
;>ort. The grauite will go to Scotland. 
The importance of this innovation to 
;he grauite industry of Maine and New 
England marks an era in this great busi- 
iess, and on its success depends a great 
leal. Should this enterprise prove satis- 
factory, it means the revolutionizing of 
;be granite trade in the United States. 
The question of shipping grauite to 
Scotland, which is akin to sending coals 
,o Newcastle, in a figurative sense, has 
jccu uniciuujr biuuicu uy iiicHuru. uuhs 
ind White, and some months ago a 
man was sent to England and Scotland 
;o study the conditions and to report the 
probable results of such a shipment. The 
report was favorable for an American 
shipment and therefore the August cargo. 
The conditions that make this move on 
;he part of American granite manufac- 
;urers possible have been brought about 
through natural causes—the playing out 
)f the famous Scotch granite quarries, 
operated for centuries as the source of 
supply for England, Scotland and Ireland. 
Hie most famous of these quarries is at 
Aberdeen, Scotland, where the best build- 
ing stone of Great Britain has for cen- 
turies been quarried. Into the structure 
af the great cathedrals of Great Britain, 
the government houses, and the palaces 
t)f the aristocracy, Aberdeen, or Scotch 
granite Las entered. 
From years of quarrying, the quarries 
iiave become coal mines as to depth. One 
result has been that it is no longer pos- 
sible to quarry dimension stone of any 
appreciable or commercial value, because 
the strata which at first created the fame 
Df Scotch granite quarries, has almost 
disappeared. 
It has become an architectural business 
in Eugland that the architect who wishes 
;o use granite in the house structure 
must needs fashion his house to the stone 
rather than the stone to the house. This 
is solely on account of the scarcity of 
granite in the quarries which centuries of 
building have robbed of their native 
treasures. 
England has become somewhat alarmed 
aver the scarcity of building stone, and 
baa been importing granite from Sweden 
and Russia, and arrangements have been 
made by importers of granite to delve in- 
to the granite mountains of Newfound- 
land for a supply for England. 
The Maine experiment, however, is sure 
to attract attention from the English 
people. The vast and yet uncovered 
Helds of granite in Maine and New Eng- 
land at tide water off :r immeasurable ad- j 
vantages and inexhaustible sources of ! 
supply of granite for the world at large. 
The first shipment, which will be di- 
vided equally between Crotch island 
granite and Hurricane Island granite, 
will be from two to three thousand tons, 
and will be sent direct to Liverpool, 
England. The vessel will load direct at 
the quarries at both places. There are 
few quarries in this country where a car- 
go can be loaded upon a vessel directly at 
the quarries for a foreign port. 
At present, in England, all pieces of 
granite under 40 cubic feet sell for $1 15 to 
$125 a foot, and all sizes above that at 
$2.25 a cubic foot. On account of the 
youth of the Maine quarries, 75 per cent, 
would be high-priced sizes. 
Basing bn estimates of transportation 
Mr. Goss says that they tan put the 
Maine granite in Glasgow, Aberdeen, or 
Liverpool at $1 per foot where Scotch 
granite now sells at $2.25. 
The first attempt at introducing Maine 
granite into British territory will be 
watched with intense interest in Maine. 
Origin of the Months’ Names. 
“January was named after the Roman 
god, Janus; the deity with two faces, one 
looking into the past and the other gaz- 
ing forward to the future, writes Clifford 
Howard in Laddies7 Home Journal. “Feb- 
ruary comes from the Latin word februo, 
to purify. It was customary for the Ro- 
mans to observe festivals of purification 
during that month. 
“March owes its name to the old god of 
war. Among the Saxons this month was 
known as Lenct, meaning spring; and 
this is the origin of our word Lent. April 
was named from the Latin aperio, to 
open, in signification of the opening of 
flowers. The Saxons called the month 
Eastre, in honor of their goddess of 
spring, from which comes our word Eas- 
ter. 
“May was named after the Roman god- 
dess Maia, and June was so-called In hon- 
or of Juno. July was named in honor of 
Julius Csesar, and August gets its name 
from Augustus Csesar. September is from 
the Latin aepfetn, seven, this beiug the 
seventh month according to the old Rom- 
an calendar. October, November and 
December also retain the names by which 
they were known under the old calendar, 
when there were but ten months in the 
year—ocfo, novem and decern meaning 
eight, nine and ten.” 
JL M. • 4 ll/U « 
OLD INDIAN TRAILS. 
Photographs to be Made Here for 
Congressional Library. 
Prof. Prlsby, of Washington, D. C., is 
preparing to visit Hancock county this 
summer, in company with Mr. Tibbetts, 
of Brooklin, to take photographs of old j Indian trails for the Congressional library. | The town of Brooksviile has been se- 
lected for obtaining suitable pictures. 
There Is a small lake or pond in the centre 
of that town, and all roads through the 
forest, like the spokes of, a wheel, lead to 
Parker’s pond. The pond and meadow 
brook, even to this day, are a haunt for 
wild ducks and the speckled trout. The 
beaver dam near the pond is known by 
that name, although the beavers have 
long since departed. 
The old Indian trails leading to the pond 
are now called roads. The residents of 
the town will tell you that there is “Uncle 
Sam’s road", leading to the pond and 
meadow; “Uncle Jake’s road" about a 
mile to the south; “Uncle Ben’s road", 
etc., all leading to the Bame terminus—the 
pond and meadow. Starting from any 
part of the town, all paths through the 
woods seem to lead to Parker’s pond. 
Some may call them sheep paths, or sled 
roads, but looking back over the history 
of time we have good reason to believe 
that the white man made good use of 
those Indian trails and broadened them 
and used them for winter sled roads. The 
greed for the mighty dollar caused them 
to cut all the trees on both sides of those 
well-worn paths, and but few of them can 
Aow be followed with any hope of reach- 
ing the pond without getting lost in the 
poung growth of trees and underbrush. 
But in “Uncle Sara’s road" there are 
still a few rods that remain the same as in 
the early days of the first settlers; there is 
the deep shade, the primitive forest. Those 
spots will be selected.for photographing. 
Also a road near the pond that is the ter- 
minus of several roads, and was much 
traveled by the wild beasts of the forest. 
w nere mere is a sparkling spring, this 
aid trail leads over a smooth ledge that 
has been worn down by the sharp hoofs 
Df the wild deer, moose, and other ani- 
mals that have trod that path to the 
spring for thousands of years. 
Those ancient landmarks are passed by 
unobserved by the majority of the people 
who live in the town, but they have an 
interest well worthy of preserving for the 
student of this age. 
A Baby Canary’s Music Lessons. 
In the account of a pair of canaries and 
their ^offspring, published in Ladies' 
Home Journal, Florence Morse Kings- 
ley tells how the oldest baby bird, as 
soon as he had learned to flutter from 
one perch to another and to reach for r 
seed and crack it, was put into a cage by 
himself and hung out on the veranda 
near the father bird, who was named Wee 
Willie Winkle, and was a superb singer. 
Then the baby bird’s education began. 
First, he learned to jump fearlessly into 
his china bathtub and flutter his wings 
and get himself gloriously wet, just as 
father did. Next, he cuddled himself in- 
to a delightfully comfortable little bunch ! 
on his perch and listened attentively 
while Wee Willie Winkle sang his won- 
derful song. The second week we heard 
a funny, sweet little chirping and gurgl- 
ing. It was the young canary; he had 
begun to study his profession in earnest. 
Hour after hour the little fellow prac- 
ticed, happily and patiently. One day he 
trilled a little trill, and the next day 
he had learned three new gurgles, and the 
day after that he wove the trill and the 
gurgles together and added a longer trill 
on a higher key. In six weeks’ time we 
wero asking, “Is it Wee Willie Winkie 
who is singing, or the baby?” 
Avoid eccentricities in note paper. 
Plain white unruled paper, of medium 
size, or delicate gray or very pale blue 
paper, may be used by a lady, but any- 
thing startling or bizarre violates good 
form.—Ladies' Home Journal. 
“How does it happen that there are so 
many old maids among the school teach- 
ers?” asked a reporter of a Bchool teach- 
er the othertda.v. “Because school teach- 
ers are, ns a rule, women of sense, and no 
woman will give up a sixly-dollar position 
for a ten-dollar man,” wTas the reply. 
Ituutcau 
How It’s Backed. 
Undoubted Reliability is Expressed 
in Ellsworth Indorsement. 
What you want is home endorsement. 
The backing of people you know. 
Ellsworth proof for Ellsworth people. 
That’s what follows here. 
Surely no better backing can be had 
than the following statement from Capt. 
Perry W. Alley, living about six miles 
south of Ellsworth, on the Bayside road, 
who says: “I always had fair health, with 
the exception of an aching lame back. I 
had it for five or six years, but can’t say 
what caused it. I never hurt myself. 1 
got so lame across the back sometimes 1 
could scarcely go about, to say nothing of 
doing work. If I stooped the pain caught 
me in the loins with a sharp, quick twinge 
and I could hardly straighten again. The 
kidneys are my weak spot, for colds set- 
tle there first and I am miserable while 
they last. I procured Doan’s Kidney Pills 
at Wiggin’s drug store, took them regu- 
larly and they acted as represented.” 
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents. 
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.Y., sole 
agents for the U. 8. 
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take 
no other. 
% 
SweeC Potato Croquettes. 
Bake the sweet potatoes until they are 
tender; then scoop out the centres and 
put them through a vegetable press. To 
each two cups of mashed potatoes allow a 
tablespoonfal of butter, and a level tea- 
spoonrul of salt, a tahlespoonful of sugar 
and a half aaltspoonful of white pepper; 
mix thoroughly. Form into cylinders, 
dip in egg, then in bread-crumbs and try 
in smoking-hot tut,—Ladies* Home Jour- 
nal. 
Notice to Wheelmen. 
There’s positively no need to endure dis- 
comfort by reason of chafing, sunburn, in- 
sect stings, sore and perspiring feet or ac- 
cidental bruises. You forget these troubles 
in using Bucklen’s Arnica Salve. Infalli- 
ble for pimples, blotches, skin eruptions 
and piles. Sold by Wiggin A Moose. 25 
cents. 
Ecgal Notices. 
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate 
court in and for the county of Hancock and 
State of Maine. 
RESPECTFULLY represents Marion Stur- gis, of New York, in the county and 
state of New York, that Robert Sturgis, late 
of said New York, by his last will proved in 
said court on the seventh day of May, a. d. 
1901, devised certain real estate in the follow* 
ing words: 
1 give, devise and bequeath all of my prop- 
erty both real and personal of every kind and 
nature whatsoever and wheresoever situated 
which I now possess or to which I may here- 
after become entitled to my beloved wife, 
Marion Sturgis, for life, with full power to 
dispose of the same by will, but if she should 
die without leaving any last will and testa- 
ment then I give, devise and bequeath all of 
my said property on the death of my said 
wife, absolutely and in fee to such of our 
children who may be living at the time of her 
death, share and share alike; proyided, how- 
ever, that if any of our said children shall 
have died before the death of my said wife 
leaving issue, the child or children of such 
deceased child, living at the time of the death 
of my said wife, shall be entitled to the share 
the parent would have taken if living, share 
and share alike. 
The said real estate is situated at Bar Har- 
bor, in the town of Eden, in said county of 
Hancock, and described as follows: one- 
seventh part in common and undivided of a 
certain parcel of land, with the buildings 
thereon, viz..: commencing at a point on the 
southerly side of the county road, commonly 
called Mt. Desert street, at the northwesterly 
corner of land now or late of Nathan Ash; 
thence running westerly on said road fifty- 
nine (59) feet; thence turning and running 
southerly parallel to the western boundary 
line of said Nathan. Ash one hundred (100) 
feet; thence turning and running easterly 
feet: thence turning and running southerly 
again and parallel to the westerly boundary 
line of said land of Nathan Ash one hundred 
and fifty (150) feet; thence turning and 
running* easterly and parallel to said Aft. 
Desert street to the westerly boundary line of 
said land of Nathan Ash; thence turning and 
running northerly on the line of said land of 
said Ash to the point of beginning. Together 
with a right to pass and repass over so much 
of the “Holmes Lot”, conveyed to Robert 
Araory by Amelia At. Holmes by deed dated 
March 29, 1881. and recorded with Hancock 
county deeds, books 176, page 320, as lies west 
of the*above-described premises to and from 
the highway from and to the lot herein de- 
scribed, and also to and from all places be- 
yond said lot. Together with an easement of 
light and air over so much of said “Holmes 
Lot.’" as lies west of the premises above-de- 
scribed. Being the same premises described 
in the deed of Frederic Araory to Susan B. 
Sturgis, bearing date Nov. 21, 1892, and re- 
corded in said registry of deeds, book 266, 
page 275, to which deed and to the deeds 
therein mentioned reference is to be had for 
further particulars, aud especially for such 
other rights and easements, if any, as are 
conferred in and by said deeds, or any of 
them. 
And the petitioner having an estate in pos- 
session in said real estate represents that it is 
necessary expedient to sell said real estate 
for the following reasons: that owing to the 
many undivided interests the properly can- 
not be dealt with to advantage and that the 
price offered of fifty-five hundred dollars for 
the whole property is deemed by your peti- 
tioner and all other parties in interest a good 
one and one that should be accepted. And 
represents that the following named persons, 
including herself, are the only persons who 
or whose issue are or may become interested; 
Persons. Residence.. Nature and Frac- 
tional Amount of In- 
terest. 
Mariou Sturgis, city of New York, life es- 
tate. The petitioner. 
* Mary Lyman Sturgis (minor), city of New 
York, contingent and indefinite. 
‘Henrietta H. B. Sturgis (minor), city of 
New York, contingent and indefinite. 
Charles I. Sturgis, Chicago, Illinois, con- 
tingent and indefinite. 
Roger F. Sturgis, Brookline, Massachusetts, 
contingent and indefinite. 
Henrietta S. Ingersoll, Philadelphia, Penn., 
contingent and indefinite. 
Elizabeth S. Porter, Philadelphia, Penn., 
contingent and indefinite. 
Mary H. Scott. Philadelphia, Penn., contin- 
gent and indefinite. 
Wherefore the petitioner prays that Roger 
F. Sturgis, of Brookline, in the county of 
Norfolk, state of Massachusetts, or some 
other suitable person may be appointed a 
trustee to sell and convey said real estate at 
a private sale for the sum of seven hundred 
eighty-five and 72-100 dollars, or at a public 
auction, aud to hold and apply the proceeds 
of such salt- according to the requirements of 
law in such case made and provided. 
AIarion Sturgis. 
‘Children of the petitioner and of the said 
Robert Sturgis, deceased. 
Dated this 2d day of July. a. d. 1901. 
The within uaiued referred to as having 
contingent interests waive notice upon and 
consent to the granting of the within petition. 
Charles I. Sturgis. 
Robert Sturgis. 
Henrietta S. Ingersoll. 
Elizabeth S Porter. 
Mary Howard Scott. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
Hancock ss —At a probate court held at 
Bluehill, in and for saul county of Hancock, 
on the second day of July, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and one- 
On the foregoing petition ordered: That 
notice thereof be given to all persons inter- 
ested, bv causing a copy of said petition and 
this order thereon to be published "three 
weeks successively iu the Ellsworth Ameri- 
can, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in 
said county, that they may appear at a pro- 
bate court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for 
said county, ou the sixth dav of August a. d. 
1901, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show 
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of 
the petition should not he granted. 
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate. 
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr. Register. 
COMM IxSIOXElLV NOTICE. 
Hancock ss.:—July 9, a. d. 1901.^ 
TirE, the undersigned, having been duly 
?V appointed by the Honorable O. P. Cun- 
ningham, Juiige of Probate within and for 
said county, commissioners to receive and 
decide upon tie claims of the creditors of 
William H. Walls, late of Trenton, in said 
county, deceased, whose estate has been rep- 
resented insolvent, hereby give public notice 
agreeably, to the order of the said judge of 
probate, that six months from and after June 
4,1901, have been allowed to said creditors to 
present and prove their claims, and that we 
will attend to the duty assigned us at the of- 
fice of John B. Redman, in Ellsworth, iu said 
county, on Tuesday, July SO. a. d. 1901, and 
Tuesday, August t>, a. d. 1901, at 10 of the clock 
iu the forenoon of each of said days. 
Truman C. Lord, Commissioners. John H. Bresnahan,« 
In the District Court of the United States for 
the District of Maine, iu bankruptcy. 
In the mattter ov 
Daniel M. Grindle aud 
John S. Dolliver, individ- 1 
ually, and as co-partners, ) In Bankruptcy. 
in the partn< rshfp of j Grindle and Dolliver, I 
Bankrupts. 
To the creditors of Daniel M. Grindle and 
John S. Dolliver, iu the partnership of Grin- dle and Dolliver, and they individually. 
Bankrupts: 
"'^J'OTICE is hereby given that on the 6th _i_T day of July. a. d. 1901, the partner- 
ship of Grindle & Dolliver, the individ- 
ual co-partners in which are Daniel M. 
Grindle and John S. Dolliver, and they in- 
dividually were duly adjudged bankrupts, 
and that the first meeting of their cred- 
itors will be held at No. 20 State street, Ells- 
worth, Maine, ou the 26tii day of July, 
1901, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at 
which time the said creditors may attend, 
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, ex- 
amine the bankrupts, and transact suub other 
business as may properly come before said 
meeting. John B. Redman, 
July 15,1901. Referee in Bankruptcy. 
X SAILOR’S v 
SUPERSTITION. 
Two people are walking along the 
road toward the sea—a young man, tall 
•ad stal wart, and a young woman, also 
tall and of a very slight figure. Her 
name Is Rebecca Charapernown. She 
ia the last descendant of a very ancient 
and famous family, whose pride la 
almost her ouly inheritance. 
No one could have believed that she 
would fall In love with a fisherman, 
bast of all her mother. But so It has 
happened. She loves Reuben Oage, 
captain of the fishing schooner Anna 
Sheafe. 
As Reuben and Rebecca walk along 
the road they do not apcar to talk 
much. Yet iu some way, perhaps by 
her womanly Intuitions, she has dis- 
covered his great, manly, affectionate 
nature. 
Reuben has often been on the point 
Of speaking, but the right words failed 
him, and something arose In his throat 
that choked utterance, and Rebecca 
has waited, eager, a little Impatient at 
times and at others almost tempted to 
•peak out herself. 
Reuben Is equally perplexed In his 
almple mind. He Is sure of only one 
thing—that Is, the state of his own feel- 
ings—but be Is not yet able to decide 
whether Rebecca loves him. He would 
like a sign, something, however slight, 
that would show him where he stood. 
Of late he has been unlucky on bis 
fishing trips in the Anna Sheafe. a 
email vessel which he commands and 
of which he owns one-quarter. He met 
Rebecca less and less often. Somehow, 
without money In his pocket, he could 
not enjoy so much being with her, felt 
less a man and an inequality he could 
not explain. 
Reuben did not recover his usual 
spirits. His good old mother insisted 
that he was not well and needed phys- 
ic. Reuben took the medicine, being a 
Rood deal of a child under his mother's 
xoof. 
“Mother,” said he, “it does me no 
good, but I will take it to please you.” 
“My son, you just wait. You’ve been 
fcehlndhand some time, and it will take 
awhile to get you beforehand again. 
These herbs never failed in my experi- 
ence, and I’ve had a good deal in sick- 
ness of one sort or another.” 
Reuben grew thin and nervous in 
spite of the medicine, but he went 
•bout preparations for the winter cruis- 
ing. Bad luck continued to follow 
tiim; small fares and failing prices dis- 
couraged him more and more. 
But the greater his depression the 
more his mind dwelt upon Rebecca. In 
some curious involved way he had 
come to connect his ill luck with her. 
His brother fishermen, however, 
thought it was all on account of his 
not wearing white mittens when he set 
and handled his trawl lines, it being in 
that region of fishing villages the uni- 
versal belief of superstition that white 
mittens must be worn to insure good 
luck in winter trawling. 
But Reuben paid no attention to 
what he thought was u mere fancy. 
He determined to see her again and 
arranged to see her when her mother 
was absent. 
“I have come to see you once more,” 
lie said on meeting her, “but perhaps I 
Ihad better not come again.” 
"Why?” said Rebecca. “Are you not 
•lways welcome, Captain Gage?” 
“Yes; we never quarrel, and we never 
get any further along from one time to 
another.” 
This was more than he had ever been 
able to say before in regard to their 
personal relation, and he was frigtben- 
ed at himself. So he began again from 
what he thought was another point; 
yet, as out of the fullness of the heart 
thfl mnnth anonlrat>i hn 
lug his true feelings. 
"I’m not getting on very well now- 
no lack, no money, and the Anna 
Sheafe getting In debt I thought I 
would tell you, though I do not know 
that you will care.” 
“Yes, I do care, very much. Captain 
Cage. I knew something was the mat- 
ter, and I heard from one of the village 
gossips It was because you neglected or 
sneered at the custom of wearing white 
mittens, as the other fishermen do when 
setting their trawls. Do you think It la 
• silly superstition?” 
“Yes, I do. In the main." 
“So do 1 when 1 reason. At other 
times I half believe In it There Is 
something at the bottom of all common 
customs and beliefs which, when 
harmless. It is Just as well to accept. 
Our little villago would be very dull 
and uninteresting without them.” 
“I have no particular objection to 
white mittens,” Reuben replied, “only 
I did not happen to have any.” 
“I thought as much. You would wear 
them If you had them 7” 
“Why, yes, I should.” 
Rebecca disappeared for a moment 
and returned holding out a pair of 
anew white mittens. 
“There. I made them for you. I had 
to guess at the size. Most girls would 
not have who have—brothers,” she 
•aid archly. "Let me try them on.” 
And she pulled one over Reuben’a 
hand, but before she could adjust the 
other bis hands In some manner had 
become lneztrlcably intwined about 
her waist Then they sat down and 
completed the trying on again and 
•gain. 
They fitted, but Reuben never wore 
them afterward. He hung them up as 
a sacred trophy over the little mirror 
In the cabin of his vessel. And he had 
thereafter good luck enough. 
Bet Worry. 
He—You know If you worry about 
every little thing It’s bound to affect 
your health. 
His Wife—Yes, I know. That’s one 
of the things I worry about—Brooklyn 
life. 
Mrs. Gnaiy, 
What a much abused personage \fr*. 
Grundy is, and how difficult it is to define 
all her social limitations! But it is only 
when we really begin to define her we 
fipd she merely voices public opinion, and 
moat of us will admit that public opinion 
is one of our national safeguards. She is 
such a progressive lady, suiting her pre- 
cepts to each generation, that it is hard 
to ever master her unwritten laws, which 
are very often transgressed by those who, 
with an inordinately high opinion of 
themselves, have no regard for the opin- 
ion of others. 44I will do just what pleases 
me without any reference to Mrs. Grun- 
dy,” they say. very often at the cost of 
some one else’s feelings. 
For instance, a husband who utterly re- 
fuses to wear evening dress at some so- 
cial function where evening dress is or- 
dained—what needless suffering he entails 
on his wife or daughters as they enter 
the room, the observed of all observers! 
Things of this sort are trivial, no doubt, 
but they tend to make life very disagree- 
able to those to whom Mrs. Grundy is but 
the expression of a courteous social inter- 
course. 
There is hardly one of Mrs. Grundy’s 
laws that, if thoroughly sifted, has not at 
the root of it some logical reason for ex- 
isting, and the young people who hold hei 
up to ridicule are often those who profit 
most in after life from her stern censor- 
ship of their (would be) youthful indis- 
cretions.—Philadelphia Ledger. 
Miss Cobbe’s Lappets. 
Apropos of the Duchess of Devonshire, 
It may be interesting to recall the story 
of a certain pair of lace lappets of hers 
which were once the envy of Bath. Well 
might all the ladies envy them, for they 
were as fine as cobwebs and made of 
point d’argentin. When the duchess 
died, the Earl of Arran went straight to 
the house and interviewed the maid, say- 
ing he wanted to buy them to present to 
a friend. This was perhaps not quite cor- 
rect conduct on the part of the earl, for, 
though at that time all the wearing ap- 
parel of a lady was considered to be the 
perquisite of the maid, furs and old lace 
were always the exception, as they were 
generally looked on as heirlooms. Proba- 
hlv. however. Lord Arran mnv have 
thought that the maid would probably 
dispose of them in any case and to some 
one who would not appreciate them. But 
be that as it may, he bought the lappets 
for £34 and gave them as a present to a 
Indy at whose house he had often been 
entertained. This lady was Mrs. Cobbe, 
widow of Charles Cobbe. M. P., of New- 
bridge and sister of William, first earl 
of Clancarty. Bath was a fashionable 
center in those days, and Mrs. Cobbe 
gave many card parties there. The lap- 
pets are now in the possession of her 
distinguished descendant, Miss Frances 
Power Cobbe, the well known author. 
Common Colds. 
We all know only too well the common 
cold. It actively commences by causing 
a tickling in the throat or nose due to 
congestion and eventually ascends or 
descends, as the case may be, causing 
all manner of stuffy discomfort. It is 
not perhaps sufficiently recognized that 
the common cold is most infectious. The 
germs, whatever they may be. have a 
way of running through a household. The 
first infected member of a family ought, 
if it were practicable, to be put into 
quarantine, so as to save the rest of the 
clan. Unluckily colds may be caught in 
the trolley or the train or any place of 
public assembly. Sad to say, places of 
worship are great breeding places of 
colds, because the ventilation is not 
usually of the best, and the air, being 
overmuch used by the congregation, be- 
comes of a low quality, so that the re- 
spirer of such air often falls an easy 
prey to the germs which are responsible 
for colds. The unlucky man who, wiser 
than his generation, insists on opening 
windows, often gets much abused for 
causing a cold by creating a draft. But 
the mischief was probably done before 
the breeze began to blow. 
A Dangerous Custom. 
To delegate the saying of grace to the 
little boy is a pretty custom, which, how- 
ever, is not without its difficulties. Clin- 
ton. a bright boy of 8 or 9, was asked by 
his parents to perform this service at sup- 
per once where I was entertained. We 
were in a hurry to catch a train. The 
blessing began in a soft murmur, and it 
continued. There was not a moment to 
be lost, and the guests grew nervous as 
me ceremony proceeuea. jrreity soon 
mamma said gently, “That will do Clin- 
ton." But the muttered grace went on 
and on. “Clinton, do you hear?" Ap- 
parently he did not hear her. Then came 
a roar from father, “You stop that, Clin- 
ton, or you’ll go straight up stairs to 
bed!" The little practical joker snick- 
ered. and the praying ceased, the first 
forcibly stopped prayer of my witnessing. 
—J. E. T. in Good Housekeeping. 
Good Flowers For Masses of Color. 
Nowadays a brilliant show of color in 
flower beds is popular. Many of our moat 
beautiful flowers are unsatisfactory for 
massing for this purpose. One of the 
best is the California poppy. This is of 
an extremely rich shade of yellow, and 
masses of it produce a moat dazzling ef- 
fect. Another good plant for massing is 
Phlox drummondii. To secure the most 
satisfactory results with it sow each color 
by itself or in snch a manner as to secure 
color contrast without the bizarre effects 
resulting from the use of mixed seed. 
The white, rose and pale yellow sorts are 
very fine. The petunia is a most showy 
flower and blooms profusely through the 
freater part of the season. Calllopsis is ne for massing. So is candytuft in 
White and red.—Ladies' Home Journal. 
How to Buy Hosiery. 
Vests and stockings, the latter of which 
are stern necessities, can be purchased at 
various prices, but in this regard no stint- 
ing is advisable, especially in the matter 
of the *‘bas de" cashmere. 
Four pairs for day wear and two of silk 
or openwork lisle thread for evening are 
necessary. At the least suspicion of a hole 
waste not a minute ere proceeding to 
darn it, for in no instance more than in 
stockings is the truth of the old proverb 
that “a stitch in time saves nine." 
Grope Fruit For Children. 
Grape fruit marmalade is an excellent 
dessert for the nursery table. Remove 
the skin and white pith, cut the former 
Into shreds and boil it until it is tender. 
Meanwhile put into the kettle sugar 
equal in quantity to the weight of the 
fruit, and add to it all the juice that can 
be drained from the fruit. Let this come 
to a boil and skim. Then simmer the 
sirup for 13 minutes. Put in the pulp 
and rind and boil again for 15 minutes 
and put away in jelly tumblers. 
9 
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Sorrento. 
Mrs. Patterson, of Vfnalhaven, Is the 
guest ot her sister, Mrs. W. W. Conaut. 
E. R. Conners la having repairs made 
on his store building by L. 8. Littlefletd. 
Rev. James E. Freeman and family 
arrived at Aniscot, their summer home, 
on Saturday. 
W. F. Cochrane took a party on a deep- 
sea fishing trip on Tuesday, on stuamer 
“E. P. Dixon”. 
Sloop yacht “Annie Bees" has received 
new sails and rigging under direction ot 
Capt. G. D. Blake. 
Steamer “E. P. Dixon” has gone into 
commission, with Capt. Hodgkins, mas- 
ter, and Leslie Gray, of Castlne, engineer. 
Steam yacht “Phllomena”, having on 
board her owner, Nathaniel Francis, and 
Mrs. Francis, of Marblehead, Mass., an- 
chored in the harbor Sunday night. 
Hon. Frank Jones, of Portsmouth, ar- 
rived Sunday, and returned to Ports- 
mouth Monday evening. He took a party 
of friends for a sail on his yacht “Navis” 
on Monday. 
A popular drive for summer residents Is 
to Tunk camp for dinner or a day’s fish- 
ing Gifford Cochran, Weston Fuller and 
Irving Stewart returned Thursday from a 
two-days’ trip, bringing many trout and 
salmon, some of which were large. 
William Donovan bes resigned his po- 
sition as instructor at the Sorrento golf 
club to accept a like situation at Mt. 
Klneo. He is succeeded by James Stew- 
art, of Edinburgh, Seotland. Mr. 
Stewart is a professional golf player of 
long experience, and the Sorrento club Is 
to be congratulated on Becnring his ser- 
vices. 
Among new arrivals at Hotel Sorrento 
are Mrs. Hall F. Baldwin, Yonkers, N. Y.; 
Mr. and Mrs. Granville F. Garth, the 
Misses Garth, New York city; Miss Mary 
Cole, Yonkers, N. Y.; Miss A. F. Tibbits, 
mr. nouns, Dttugur; oamuei o. nice, 
Cambridge, Mass.; Charles F. Sterns, 
Providence, R. I.; Stephen R. Jones, 
Boston; J. W. Welch, Oakland; Mrs. 
Fuller, Miss Fuller. Weston Fuller, 
Washington, D. C.; W. H. Evatt, Charles 
W. Jones, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. 
Larendon, Miss Larendon, W. F. Coch- 
ran, New York. 
July 16. A. 
MaiiMt. v 
Schooner “Lou B. Haskell,” of Beverly 
Mass., landed 60,000 pounds of fish at 
James Parker’s wharf last week. 
The large steam yacht “Peregrine”, 
owned by R. H. White, of Boston, spent 
several days in the harbor last week. 
Of our local fishermen only schooners 
“Vanguard” and “Coquette” arrived last 
week with 12,000 and 6,000 pounds re- 
spectively. 
Rev. F. T. Hazlewood, D. D., secretary 
of the American Baptist home mission 
society, Boston, spoke at the church Sun- 
day morniDg and evening. 
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Emery, Miss 
Callie Emery, Seth Emery, Percy Dunbar, 
of Bar Harbor, were at tne Baptist par- 
sonage over Sunday. Mrs. Emery re- 
mains for a short visit. 
The fifteen months old son of Capt. 
Garnet, of the schooner “Kennebec”, has 
been very ill from poisoning, occasioned 
by mosquito bites. Mrs. Garnet, with 
her three children, are taking an outing 
on this vessel. It was while loading with 
coal in Perth Amboy, N. J., that they 
were so much troubled by the mos- 
quitos. The bites proved quite serious 
with the little boy, and for several days 
while in the harbor here they feared that 
he would not live. Last reports are that 
be is better. The vessel haB gone to Bar 
Harbor where she was bound. 
July 15. E. 
East Franklin. 
G. H. Ratter is very ill. 
Roy Hooper, who has been quite ill, is 
improving. 
Clifton Donnell is home for a few days 
from Lawrence, Mass. 
Edith Gordon has gone to Southwest 
Harbor to work in a hotel. 
Fred E. Blaisdell is home from Hall 
Quarry to stop till after haying. y/ 
E hel Smith, of Cherryfield, has moved 
into the home of his sister, Mrs. Amber 
Gordon. 
Mrs. Lizzie Patten, who has been visit- 
ing relatives in Sullivan and Sorrento, 
has returned home. 
Mrs. Barney Havey, of West Sullivan, 
w uu ijan uceu visiting icmuvcn ucic, ic* 
turned borne Sunday. 
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Adams and 
daughter, of Newburyport, Mass., are vis- 
iting at Mrs. A. C. Urann’s. 
Mrs. S. A. B'aisdell and her two daugh- 
ters. Helen and Alma, of Providence, 
R I., are visiting F. E. Blaisdell and 
wife. 
Mrs. Temple, of Boston, Mass., preached 
In the Free Baptist church Sunday after- 
noon and evening. She is a very inter- 
rating speaker. 
Mrs. Lizzie Bragdon and daughter Ger- 
trude, of Lamoine, accompanied by Mr. 
Morse, of Kent’s Hill, were at Mrs. A. C. 





Daniel McKay has gone to Seal Harbor 
for the season. 
Miss Belle Robinson has returned to 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Henry Miles, ot Tunk station, visited 
his parents recently. 
Ney Killman, of Lincoln, was here last 
week calling on friends. 
Daniel Robinson has returned from a 
trip to sea with Capt. Green Joy. 
Mrs. George P. Clark has come from 
Massachusetts to her summer home here. 
Richard Laffin is here from Boston 
visiting his aged mother, Mrs. Sarah 
Laffin. 
Mrs. Serena Miles, an aged lady who 
has been ill all wiuter, recently made her 
daughter, Mrs. Eben Tracy, a visit. 
Mrs. Lydia Joy aud children, who have 
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary 
Butler, returned home Saturday. 
Mrs. Mattie Kenniston and children 
have returned to their home iu Guilford, 
after a few weeks’ visit with her parents. 
Stillman Ward, of Massachusetts, after 
spending a month with William Miles’ 





Benjamin Richardson, aged about 
eigbty-two years, died this morning. He 
leaves a widow, and two daughters by a 
former wife. Mr. Richardson has been 
very feeble for a long time. 
July 16. B. 
Educate Your Bowels With Cascarets. 
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever. 
10c. 25c. If C. C. C. fail* druggists refund money. 
aubrttwraunt*. 
I< 
• THERE are four questions i J 
([ ■ that should interest all * | 
buyers, namely: (I 
j j Where is the best ? j | 
Where is the cheapest ? I ► 
Where is the most accommo- J ^ 
dating ? I ► 
Where is the most reliable place j J 
in Ellsworth to buy your Dry (> 
Goods ? 
To all four questions there is only 1► 
one answer and that is i ► 
M. GALLERT. |t 
Our spring stock is now in await- (► 
ing customers. Our stock is up to < ► 
date and our prices are all right. 11 
We allow no one to undersell us, , | 
nor do we allow any lu show a stock which is more up-to-date than ours. ^ 
Style, taste and quality are the prominent features of our business. Par- !, 
ticular attention is called to the above statement and apply it to our ]. 
ready-to-wear department. _ ': 
Vou can buy a new tailor-made suit for women from $5 to $25; dress i- 
skirt from $3 to $7.50: Albatross waist from $2.50 to $3.50; wash waist, (* 
60c to $3.50; silk or satin waist, $3 to $7.60; petticoats, $5 to $10. Press goods, silks and dress trimmings, (1 
all new goods at prices which defy competition. Extra bargain in 100 dozen of children's heavy cotton 11 
# hose at 12 l-2c, worth nearly double. I ► 
J Laces and Ejibkoidewes—The finest assortment we have ever shown. (► 
\ A. ______ 
white: goods. ;; 
We make a specialty of everything * 
needed for graduates. Fine organdies and ( i 
muslins from 25c to $1.25 per yard. Hosiery (► 
from 25c to $2.50 per pair. Fans, gloves, '[' 
corsets, ribbons, lace handkerchiefs, muslin j► 
and everything else wanted. I ► 
We are selling carpets, rugs, mattings, ( ► 
curtains, draperies and house furnishings I * 
cheaper than any other house in Xew Eng- j > 
land. ^ ► 
You can do worse than by trading with 1 * 
M. GALLERT, jj 
but never any better. • * 
_ J 
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Atlantic. 
Mrs. Mary Bridges is seriously ill. 
Quite a large number of summer people 
are at Atlantic this season. 
Mrs. Martha Stockbridge, of Southwest 
Harbor, Is visiting relatives here. 
The measles, which has been quite prev- 
alent throughout town, shows signs of 
abating. 
Rev. Gideon Mayo preached a most in- 
teresting sermon in the Baptist church 
Sunday morning to a large congregation. 
Quite a number attended from the neigh- 
boring villages. J 
Yacht “Undercliff”, Capt. Daniel Mc- 
Kay, of this place, was in the Old Harbor 
Friday on her way to Southwest Harbor. 
This is one of the finest yachts of the 
New York yacht club. Her crew consists 
of Howard Staples and Alfred Bridges of 
this place, and Philip Small and Will 
Young, of Deer Isle. 
July 15. S. 
Marlboro. 
Adalbert Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, is 
at home haying. 
Mrs. E. G. Burnham, of Egypt, visited 
her father, 9. H. Remick, Saturday. 
Mrs. Sylvia Brown, of Ellsworth Falls, 
is visiting her sister, Mrs. John Ander- 
son. 
Mrs. James E. Ham, of Cambridgeport, 
Mass., with her two daughters, Estella 
and Dorothy, is here spending the sum- 
mer with her father, Seneca H. Remick. 
Mrs. Fannie E. Hopkins, her daughter 
Bertha ana Mrs. Sumner bo we, or iren- 
tou, were the guests of Mrs. 8. H. Remick 
Thursday. 
Bernard Stanley, wife and daughter 
returned to their home in Waltham, 
Mass., Friday. They were called here by 
the illness of her father, Nahum Hodg- 





Mrs. Francena Stevens has gone to Bar 
Harbor to spend the summer. 
Rev. J. L. Pinkerton, of the Methodist 
church here, will exchange with Rev. B. 
W. Russell, of Sullivan, next Sunday. 
While O. J. Young was driving through 
Unionville one day last week, his horse 
stepped on a rolling stone, fell and broke 
his leg. It was necessary to have him 
killed. 
Mrs. C. L. Tracy, Mrs. Edith Hovey, 
Miss Helen Hovey and Mrs. Millie Gup- 
till went to Milbridge yesterday to attend 
the funeral of their aunt, Mrs. John C. 





Bertie, Alice and Henry Maling, ol 
Brewer, who have been visiting M. A. 
Blake at Fairview, returned home 
Wednesday. Eleanor remained for a 
while longer. 
Mrs. Arthur Waterman and her son 
Will returned to Malden from Under- 
cliff Wednesday. It is hoped they will be 
here again soon. Dr. George Waterman 
is expected also. 
South Hancock. 
C. R. Bunker and little son Carroll, of 
Somerville, Mass., are visiting relatives 
in this vicinity. 
Charles Chamberlin, wife and daughter, 
of Pontiac, 111., arrived Saturday evening 
for an extended visit with relatives and 
friends. Mrs. Chamberlin la the elder 
daughter of Thomas J. Hodgkins, a 
former resident of this town. 
July 15. W. 
Bluehlli. 
An addition is being built on the Blue- 
hill laundry, MisB E. A. Macomber, pro- 
prietor. The business of the laundry in- 
creases every season, and this year more 
room became necessary. 
ELLSWORTH FALLS. 
The church is being painted. 
Mrs. Sarah Jones, who has been in 
Boston lor several months, is at home. 
Miss Mae McCarty, who has been spend- 
ing a month’s vacation with her mother, 
returned to Waltham, Mass., on Sunday. 
Miss Albertine Saunders, who has been 
in Massachusetts lor the past two years, 
is at home lor the summer. Her many 
friends are giad to see her. 
The band gave a pleasing concert at 
Hillside on Monday evening. The mem- 
bers of the ladies’sewing society had ice- 
cream and cake on sale. 
Mrs. H. W. Conley and child, ol Ston- 
ington, are stopping for a few weeks with 
Mrs. Conley’s parents, D. N. Moore and 
wife. Mr. Conley came Tuesday evening. 
MIOUTH OK THE RIVER. 
Mias Alice Wilson is visiting relatives at 
Cranberry Isles. 
Miss Inez L. Pratt has gone to Northeast 
Harbor to work. 
There was a social gathering at H. C. 
Ray’s one evening last week. 
Mrs. Mark Milliken, sr., visited her chil- 
dren in Bar Harbor last week. 
Mrs. Will Yorke is visiting her parents, 
Mr. Gray and wife, in Brooksville. 
Mrs. Fred Ssdler end daughter Gladys 
are visiting relatives at Winter Harbor. 
Miss Lulu Roll ns, of Lakewood, was 
the guest of Miss Estella Ray last week. 
Mrs. Hannah Bunker Is visiting her 
daughter, Mrs. Hodgkins, in Bar Harbor. 
Winfred Milliken, with his family, of 
Bar Harbor, visited relatives here recently. 
Charlie Alley and his family, of Frank- 
fort, were the guests of Mrs. Sarah Doyle 
recently. 
Mrs. Belle Betts, with her two children, 
of East Boston, is visiting her mother, 
Mre. Isaac Smith. 
Misses Sadie and Bertha Fullerton, of 
Stops the Cough and) Works off the Cold. 
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets cure a cold In one day. Xo Cure, no Pay. Price is cents 
Brewer, are spending a few days with their 
father, Albert Fullerton. 
Mr. Noyes and wife, of Baltimore, were 
the guests of Capt. John Whitmore and wife last week. Mrs. Noyes is a niece of 
Capt. Whitmore. 
WEST ELLSWORTH. 
The hay crop is reported as well up to 
the average in this section. 
Fred Stanley, of Lynn, arrived Saturday 
to spend his vacation at Idlehour cottage.. 
Miss Grade A. Carter is spending the 
summer with her father aud brothers in 
Brooklin. 
Vin Smith has bought of Mrs. L. M. 
Seeds the lot of laud across the road from 
his house. 
Huchie Ray, youngest son of Herbert 
and Clara A. Gasper, is boarding with Mr. 
and Mrs. Ivory Hail. 
Mrs. Clara I. Carter, who is driving the 
mail for her son, H. P. Carter, during hay- ing, receives a cordial welcome all along her old route. 
John B. Mitchell returned from his visit 
to Massachusetts last week. His daugh- 




Llnwood Garland has gone to Franklin 
to work. 
Emery O. Frazier is employed at the 
Green Lake hatchery. 
Mrs. Roxie French and Miss May 
French, of Orono, are visiting relatives 
here. 
Ralph E French has returned to hie 
home in Franklin, Mass. Mrs. French will remain until September. 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 
Zinc and grinding.—Advt. 
Buy and Try a Box Tonight. 
While you think of it, go buy and try a box of Cascarets Candy Ca- thartic, ideal laxative, tonight. You’ll 
never regret it. Genuine tablets 
stamped C. C. C. Never sold ia 
bulk. All druggists, toe. 
\ GROCERIES. .I 
♦ Our patrons should not overlook the 
fact that we have a full line of choice Maii/ J groceries. iiCW ♦ 
| NEW VEGETABLES. Market, jf 
♦ Beaps, Peas, Cucumbers, Asparagus, <! 
X New Potatoes, Buuch Beets. GILES t 
| SALMON. 
& |f 
♦ Penobscot Eiver—best cuts, 25c. 
11 burrill. i 
___ ♦♦♦♦•• 
Grappling at a Straw 
Is hardly the case when a person srffa. ing from dyspepsia buys a bottle of ^ R"AX°0<r\Bitt£rS' oreVbeereTarcb ing the substantial shore on a footing of Good Health. «L. F.” 
you. 
